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PBEFACE.

THE diffusion of biographical literature is not to be

deplored. Books which tell the stories of great careers

serve one grand purpose that of instructing those

who read them as to how lives are lived. The re-

sultant is an example which the intelligent reader

knows how to accept and apply. Happily this example

is, as a rule, one which may be emulated for seldom

does the mean man receive recognition at the

biographer's hands.

The distinctive character, deeds, and productions of

musicians deserve, I think, to be recorded equally

with those of potentates, warriors, and ecclesiastics

for how marked an influence they have exercised in

the modern work of amelioration and culture !

No apology, therefore, is needed for this brief

monograph of Cherubim. As a man and a musician

there is much that is noteworthy in his career.

His independence of character and strong individu-

ality, his steadiness of purpose, his thorough freedom

from servilityanddeceitrendered him an honest citizen.

And what nobler creation is there than an honest

man ? Further, in spite of long delayed encouragement
and of tardy recognition, he pursued an onward and

honourable course. Though kept poor and neglected
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by those who could well have lightened an artist's

mundane burden, he neither pandered to wealth nor

squandered his art to enable him to sail the easier over

the shoals of trivialities which hamper the unrecog-
nized artist at every step. It was long, too, before

the aura popnlaris was largely his. Cherubini, never-

theless, proved equal to the severe test. Thus his life

and career will always serve as a not unworthy model

for every earnest student.

As a composer Cherubini does not rank with Bach,

Mozart, Beethoven, or the last of the Titans of music

Mendelssohn. Nevertheless he was a profound musical

thinker quite a master, but one who lacked

great faculty, namely, poetry and fancy in his art.

His influence upon music consists in the lofty light in

which, by precept and example, he always regarded
music. He linked the old style art with the new,

and he showed how possible it was to preserve the

chaste art of the classic Italian period while decorating

it with the luxuriance of modern colouring. Above

all, he leavened music with his pure and stately in-

fluence at a period when it was tending to an excess in

ideality and affected romanticism. He had no copyists

which is to be regretted. Many subsequent com-

posers might have aimed at his style with advantage
to their own reputations and to the benefit of music

at large. Cherubini was a prolific writer, and if he did

no more, he set a laudable example in divesting his

own contribution to art of all sickly sentimentality.

F. J. C.

YOB.ICK CLUB,

STRAND, W.C.
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CHEEUBINI.

(s THE last and noblest Roman in the purely classical

style of Art/' as Baillot has styled Cherubim, was

born at Florence on the 14th of September, 1760.

The register of baptisms at St. John the Baptist

Basilica, records the full name as Maria Luigi Carlo

Zenobi Salvatore Cherubim by no means an insig-

nificant designation, and the more noticeable since the

father was no other than an accompanist on the harpsi-

chord at the Pergola Theatre; and who sheltered

himself in a modest dwelling in not the most fashion-

able strada of the city.

Cherubini as a child was precocious. Before six

summers had made play with him, his father had

decided upon a musical future for his boy. He him-

self took Carlo in hand, and this with such good

results, that at the age of ten years the little fellow

could accompany figured basses, play easy pieces upon
the harpsichord, and make a tolerable noise, for a

child, upon the violin.

It is related that at about this early age Cherubini

had made such progress with the violin that he was

able to replace a violinist absent one evening from

the Pergola theatre orchestra.

13
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The paternal training, however, was soon changed
for other more serious under Bartolomeo and Alessandro

Felici, and after them Bizzarri, a singing master, and

J. Castrucci, an organist. A short period of such

tuition, and there came the boyish impulse to compose

something. By 1773 a Mass in D for four voices

and instruments was ready, and this was publicly

performed at Florence, greatly to the delight of its

young composer. Thus stimulated, the boy kept at

work, and the following year brought to light a

second Mass;
1 also a Cantata, entitled La Pubblica

Felicita,
2

performed at a fete in honour of the Grand

Duke of Tuscany, who afterwards became Leopold II.

Other compositions of these juvenile times were

another Mass written in the key of C, for four voices,

and with full score accompaniment ;

3 a setting of the

Magnificat ; an Oratorio performed in St. Peter's

Church, Florence; and several minor works, scarcely

of greater value now than as evidence of the earnest

fashion in which young Cherubini was working, and

of his exceptional power of handling voices and instru-

ments along the subtle channels of theoretical art,

even when he was a mere boy.
4

La Pubblica Felicita brought Cherubini into notice.

1 In C, for Four Voices, with full score accompaniments, 166

pp. MS.
2 This Cantata is for several voices, and was first rendered

in a side chapel of the Duomo.
3 143 pp. MS.
4 Most of (Jherubini's juvenile MSS. have become lost. Their

CDmposer always concealed them. Halevy, who withdrew them
from secrecy, declares them to possess DO sign of the genius
which afterwards unveiled itself.
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The Grand Duke afterwards Emperor of Germany
had been pleased with the music, and on making

inquiry as to the composer, had generously decided

to send him to Bologna, in the hope that so pro-

mising a musician might have every opportunity
afforded him for cultivating his talent. Accord-

ingly Cherubini went to Bologna. This was in 1778,

and he remained there four years, during which time

he was fortunate enough to secure the training of the

opera and mass composer Sarti.

An extended tutelage with a master such as was

Sarti could not fail to prove other than highly profit-

able to the zealous pupil, who, not puffed up with

conceit concerning his acknowledged powers, was

eager to lend himself to the most rigorous training.

This was not always of the most agreeable character.

Cherubini, for instance, was a youth with several

rough corners in his character, and he failed to see

the advantage of working in a dark and conventual

chamber, with only a glimmering light from a lamp

suspended from the ceiling a stipulation upon which

Sarti insisted, and which he used vehemently to de-

clare was the only proper condition under which any

great, or good, music could be composed ! Nor could

Cherubini easily reconcile himself to the practice of

copying the scores of the old composers a feature of

study upon which Sarti placed great stress. The

evident advantage of this labour, however, would

appear to have manifested itself to Cherubini later on,

since he continued to devote himself to copying,
even when he had won fame as a composer; so much

so, indeed, that at the time of his death, and when
B 2
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his papers came to be examined, it was found that lie

had left behind him between three and four thousand

folios of such copied music ! Further, when he be-

came a master in the Paris Conservatoire, he made

all his pupils apply themselves to this music-copying.

The labour, doubtless, is somewhat of a drudgery, but

a more royal road, or any better method for acquiring

strength and freedom in dealing with orchestral com-

bination in composition, there is not. To copy a great

score ; to analyze it
;
to ask the why and wherefore of

every bar before leaving it
; to note the various accom-

paniments to the several voices and chorus ; to examine

the progressions and blending of the instruments all

constitute an application and study which well repays
the labour bestowed. Text-books and works of method

are good, but intelligent analysis of the original minds

of music as seen in the great scores is better ; and

no doubt many students have, like Cherubini, realized

this.

Happily neither the dimmed chamber nor the

imperative score-copying tended to weaken the

friendly relationship between Sarti and his gifted

pupil. Cherubini went on an obedient and pains-

taking pupil, full of intelligence and an anxiousness

to excel speedily in his art. Sarti ordered him to

abandon Leo and Durante for Palestrina, which he

did ; the master asked for an anthem, and the pupil

supplied twenty. Little wonder that he afterwards

became an exacting Conservatoire head !

It was through the good offices of Sarti that in 1780

Cherubini received a commission to write an opera
for the Autumnal Fair at Alessandria della Pallia.
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The work was entitled II Quinto Fabio l

(Opus 48),

which proved to be neither a remarkable composi-

tion, nor one which was successful. Cherubini was

not more fortunate with several other dramatic

efforts which he made subsequently. In quick suc-

cession he produced Armida, in three acts, represented

during the Carnival held at Florencean 1782 ;
Adriano

in Siria," first performed at Leghorn ; II Messenzio,

written for the Pergola Theatre at Florence; Lo

Sposo di tre Femine, Marito di Nessuna, played at

Venice in 1783 ; L'Idalide and L'Alessandro nell' Indie,

composed in 1784. Not one of these operas brought
Cherubini either money or reputation in fact they

successively convinced their hearers that Cherubini

was not to their taste. He was too learned, too solid

and emphatic for a populace in quest of exotic and

luxuriant melody. The Florentines liked Cherubini

in name and feature, but unfortunately they could

not be prevailed upon to listen to his music. Thus

Clement tells us that Cherubini's countrj'men styled

him 11 Cherubino not for the angelic beauty of his

song, but for the charm of his person, his handsome

face and beautiful curling hair.

Thus as in the case of the prophet in his own land,

and among his own people, Cherubini stood in no great
favour. It was for a foreign country to adopt and

honour him, and for another people to accept him and
his music. This nation was the French, who allowed

themselves and their art to be influenced and this

Cherubini says,
" C'est mon premier opera, favais alors dijc-

neuf ans accomplish
The famous male soprano Crescentini sang in this opera..
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for that considerable period until Boieldieu and Auber

appeared by the characteristics of this severe apostle
of the Italian School : a composer who stands out a

veritable giant among Italian masters of contrapuntal

art, and one who ranks with the noblest followers of

Bach and Handel in the great walk of polyphonic
musical art.

In the autumn of 1784, Cherubini received an in-

vitation to visit London, en route to which he passed

through Turin and Paris. This was in the good old

days when it was the practice of Italian Opera

managers not only to import renowned singers, but

also to invite to this country distinguished composers,
in order that works might be written expressly for the

cpera-house here. Tcmpora mutantur ! Important
events sprang from this journey. In Paris he met

Viotti the violinist, and from this meeting Cherubim's

long career among the French people really dates. It

might have been otherwise had the people of Turin

impressed him with their earnest regard, when he

made, as it were, his final effort to please his

own countrymen by bringing out there Ifigenia in

Aulide, his eleventh opera.
1

Cherubini, however,

placed his own value upon the smiles and applause
with which the Turinese greeted this score in which,

by the way, is some of Cherubini's best music for he

returned and continued his stay in London, sensible

'beyond doubt of his failure in Italy ; yet perchance not

unmindful that a new era was dawning upon Italian

musical art, when such sober and measured music had

1 It is in this opera that Halevy discovered the first signs of

Cherubini's budding genius.
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perforce to give way to a less learned art distinguished
for its exuberance of melody and most lavish vocal

fioriture having its advent with Rossini, and the

death-knell of which we shall see will probably be

sounded with the decease of Verdi.

In London Cherubim did not cause great stir,

although George Prince of Wales noticed Cherubim*

and an appointment was obtained for him as Composer
to the King which post Cherubini held for one year.

1

During his stay in London he produced in succession

at the King's Theatre in the Haymarket, La Finta

Principessa (1785) an opera buffa in two acts; and

in 1786, II Giulio Sabino, also in two acts, and

having a libretto by Metastasio. Both these works

were failures, for neither the debut and singing of

Marchesi, nor the goodwill of Cherubini's royal

patrons were sufficient to float Giulio Sabino, which

we are told " was murdered in its birth for want of

the necessary support of the capital singers in the

principal parts/'

It was in 1788 that Cherubini arrived in ParisT~

Having become acquainted with Leonard, Marie An-
toinette's coiffeur, who had obtained permission
found Italian opera, Cherubini was entrusted with

the musical direction. He produced Demophon, the

libretto of which was by Marmontel. This was on

the 5th of December.

What had remained to its composer of the light

character of the Neapolitan School, leavened even as

1 It was in this capacity, probably, that he assisted at the

Handel Commemoration Festival in Westminster Abbey > July,

1784
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this had been by his personal individuality, was de-

liberately placed aside in DemopAo;;,wherein was clearly

foreshadowed that grand style so soon to be found

fully developed in Cherubini's next important opera.

Demophon did not prove a success, but that it assured

a brilliant future for its composer all the critics were

agreed. The chief objections were that the music was

cramped, dry, unequal in colour and dramatic interest.

Here and there, be it recorded, a critic was found bold

enough to throw a modicum of blame upon the

librettist. Among such stood Fetis.
" Marmontel's

verses," wrote he,
" were sham." It was a bad book.

Here what may be termed Cherubiui's early and

Italian period ends.

Now, undoubtedly, did Cherubim give signs of the

great master which he was, ere long, to prove himself

to be. Dgmophon failed to please, but it bore unmis-

takable evidence of a new vista in operatic method
and style. Its thoroughly effective Overture was the

first of a series, several of which, as is known, have

proved ever welcome features in concert programmes.
The opera itself exhibited plainly a state of artistic

restlessness which could only be satisfied by uncon-

trolled expression. The finished detail, the majestic

form, the brilliant instrumentation, the lofty style,

the beautiful chorus music, all was of a new order,

new from the composer, new to the public who listened

to it. Failure that it was, contents and non-contents

alike looked forward to a next opera with surprising

anxiety.

The public had rather long to wait, for it was not

until some three years afterwards that Cherubini's
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thirteenth opera saw the light. Possibly Fetis's as-

sumption that the composition of Demophon was a

"protracted torture" for Cherubini is the correct

solution for the failure of the work. If so, the master

may well be excused for his rest.

Lodoiska was produced on the 18th of July, 1791.

In this work the higher flight was made. The

forecasts in Demophon assumed actual form in

Lodoitska. Cherubini hero asserts himself in advanced

harmonic combinations, brilliant, nay, even startling

and realistic orchestral effects and tone colourings

which mark a great artistic advance a stride so vast

that it is scarcely surprising that it caused alarm

among the composers of the day.

Only these three years from the production of

Demophon, and the habitues and others of the Salle

Feydeau at Paris had the satisfaction of witnessing
the performance of Lodoislia the opera which made
Cherubini's name famous throughout Europe, and

which stamped its composer as a revolutionizer of

Italian Opera, and the reformer, if not the founder

of French Opera. Some folk went so far as to credit

him with something worse than revolutionary pro-

pensities towards the lyric drama. The outburst of

genius had at last come. If delayed, as was the case

with Gluck and Rameau the latter wrote his first

opera when he was fifty it was none the less deter-

mined. Nor was it an uncertain herald, for the new
work breathed the spirit of stormy times, and evidenced

clearly enough that a new era was dawning upon
musical Europe, one to be not less marked in its

effects than the chanares which were overtaking all
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phases of social life. Mozart, with his marvellous

lyrical creations, had administered a severe blow to

voluptuous dramatic music. Loved by the gods, the

composer of Don Giovanni closed his eyes for ever in

the same year that Lodo'iska the work of another

purist appeared to negative the approaching flood

of melodic exuberance which was soon to distinguish

the Bossinian period in Italian Opera.
More than this, Cherubini, like Mozart, gave fresh life

to dramatic music. Music, as did other matters,

languished in the Eighteenth century, and the fulness

and depth which Cherubini incorporated, notably in

Lodo'iska, bore striking contrast to the flimsy and

soulless compositions of the departing age. Reviewing
the growth and development of lyrical art since its

day, the artistic import of works, such as Lodo'iska,

Mozart's Don Giovanni, and operas by other giant

purists, becomes more and more apparent. Without

those great life-giving properties the deep grounded
musical purpose and intent, the profound learning,

combined with harmonic and melodic resource, the

richness of fancy and idea, the command of vocal

and instrumental forms, the grasp of happy periods
and great dramatic situations all this, and more,
which make up a great musical structure, had a

distinct advent in the dramatic compositions of

Mozart, Gluck, and Cherubini; and without such pro-

perties stage music would have reached us in pitiable

garb. It is the great lyrical compositions of these

masters which have made dramatic music, and which

have long served to check and steady the impetus of a

too exotic and voluptuous lyrical tendency.
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Lodoiska fell like a thunderbolt amid the music of

the day in France. It was a well-directed effort
;
a

species of musical purgative ;
and withal an original

and masterly composition. Many of the Parisians

liked it many did not. That it was produced nearly
two hundred times in one year was sufficient testimony
of its merits for the former; while the dissentients

were comforted with not a little adverse criticism

which the opera received. One of these critical finger-

posts was of opinion that " Cherubini had not become

worthy of being placed beside the Paisiellos, the Gug-
lielmis, and the Cimarosas, his contemporaries/' going
on to say that "since it is easier to produce har-

monies and noise, effects of purely theoretical calcula-

tion, than to create song, M. Cherubini, renouncing
the Italian method, which requires imagination and

fecundity, allies himself to the German manner in

substituting for an expressive melody the noisy and

often unnatural effects of instrumental profusion."

Possibly this intelligent guide was impregnated
with the creed that music to be music should consist

of all tunes, in which case the new style of music by
Cherubini, characterized as it was with a great com-

mand of theoretical device and orchestral resource,

must have proved both novel, perplexing, and dis-

appointing !

Lodoiska supplied a further instance of the in-

different libretti which seemed to be the lot of this

master-mind. The story was a mixture of the

Richard Catur de Lion and Fidelio elements, and

though it possessed points of interest, it was ad-

mittedly an awkward book to treat.
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The plot is the usual story : Lodoiska, in love with

one Floreski, is a prisoner in the castle of a more

powerful suitor, Dourlinski. Floreski presents himself

at the castle as brother to Lodo'iska, and anxious, for

the mother's sake, for the girl's return. Tyrannous
Dourlinski receives him cordially, but keeps his eye

upon him, with the result that Floreski is discovered

drugging the soldiers who guard the precious Lodoiska.

The concoction employed could have been no mean

mixture, since the guards declare of it
"
Bon-bon/'

though it has brought them down with giddy heads

on to the flag-stones. At this juncture occurs a

catastrophe which quickly disposes of the intrigue

element. The castle is stormed by the Tartars, and

Dourlinski, with his mind intent probably upon more

mundane things, forgets Lodoiska, with the result

that the rescue of the heroine is easily established.

Between the production of Lodoiska and Medee, in

which latter work Cherubim soars to the height of

his operatic greatness, little of importance occurred

save, perhaps, firstly the production in December,

1794, of Eliza,
1 an opera with music of extreme beauty

and tenderness, but having a wretched libretto ; second,

the Foundation in 1795 of the Paris Conservatoire

of Music, whereof Cherubini was appointed Inspector
and Master in Counterpoint ; and lastly, Cherubim's

marriage this in 1795 to Cecile Tourette.

Of this marriage were born one son and two

daughters.

Eliza, the above-mentioned opera, is in two acts.

1 Madame Scio was the first Eliza.
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The words by St. Cyr proved quite unworthy of the

exceptionally beautiful music to which Cherubini

wedded them. Hence has become lost to the world

some of the most tender and highly dramatic music

that emanated from this rich fount. The scene is laid

on Mont St. Bernard. It is early morn. Prior and

monks, lantern in hand, and with picks and faithful

hounds, are out on the mount in quest for any lost or

snow-bound travellers. A still more compassionate

task, however, awaits the Prior. He learns of the

disconsolate grief of one Florindo, who has been in-

formed by letter of the inconstancy of his lover, Eliza.

Consolation is unvailing. The Prior comforts, but

Florindo will not be comforted, and, as night is ap-

proaching Florindo is urged to a shelter in the hospice.

The evening bell tolls, and among those whom it calls

to the hospice are the voyagers Eliza and her servant

Laura, accompanied by a guide. Ere she enters,

Eliza faints from exhaustion. The next day the Prior

engages in conversation with Eliza. Floriudo's name

is soon introduced, but alas, the outcome is that

nothing but death can assuage his wounds. An ap-

proaching storm seems to favour this. Soon the

mountain is the scene of a terrible frenzy storm,

lightning and an avalanche. Amid all Florindo is

espied on the edge of: a precipice; a mass of falling

snow sweeps Florindo and all before it. Then comes

the rescue, and all ends joyously. Such briefly are

the main points of the story of one of the gems of

operatic construction from Cherubini's fertile pen, a

work which an enterprising impresario might do worso

than unearth for present day theatre-goers, who would.
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doubtless, welcome something of an operatic novelty in

lieu of the worn-out Italian operas which every season

again brings round.

Medee, or Medea, the sixteenth opera, was produced
at the Feydeau Theatre on the 13th of March, 1 797. It

was not a success a result that was attributed to a

variety of reasons, the chief of these being that Hoff-

mann, the librettist, had written a weak book a dull

and heavy one it assuredly was and that the Feydeau
establishment had not the means and the staff for

doing the opera and the music even moderate justice.

Respecting the music the critics of the time discovered

in it reminiscences of Mehul and Gluck : others ex-

pressed quite opposite views, admiring its melodies,

its instrumentation, and, above all, its striking origi-

nality ! None of them, however, appear to have dis-

covered the chief objection to the opera, which is a

decided monotony in its general sentiment, and a too

complete centreing of the interest in the title role.

And bearing in mind that in this opera, and also in Les

Deux Juurnees, Cherubini forsakes more and more the

melodic profuseness and rapture of Italian art, and

substitutes consummate theoretical learning, com-

bined with a nobility of strength and richness of

orchestration hitherto unknown in opera, it is not

surprising that tho reception of Medee was unfavour-

able to Cherubini. The result, too, of an inefficient

caste may well be imagined. The physical power

necessary to sustain the part of Medea is terrific,

while the whole opera is on so large a scale, and is so

full of tremendous scenes that it has come to be re-

garded as a work "the fair execution of which is
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hardly possible." The grandest and most imposing
dramatic music Cherubim ever wrote is to be found

in Medee, but it makes trying demands upon soloist

and chorus alike.

The Overture in the first place is a consummate
work of classical art. Sir George Grove has said of

it: "The intention of the overture (to Medee]
doubtless designed to reflect the story, though quite

independent of the opera itself every hearer may best

interpret for himself. Though a most effective com-

position, and as an orchestral piece of music full of

beauties, it appears to the writer to belong more

to the region of pure music the overtures to the

Zauberflote and Cosi Fan Tutti than to those more

romantic and picturesque compositions of which

Beethoven gave the world the earliest examples in his

Coriolan and Leonora, and which Mendelssohn con-

tinued in his Hebrides and Melusina, and other grand
and delightful compositions of this class. With all

its power and skill, Cherubini's mind was too conserva-

tive and classical to permit of his entering on this

path in the orchestra. But his overtures are so pure,

so free from everything petty or commonplace, and so

abounding in beauty, that while listening to them

one may well be pardoned for forgetting that any
school of music ever existed but that of which they

form so bright and enduring an ornament."

Medee is Cherubini's greatest achievement in

dramatic music. No other of the twenty-and-five

operas which he composed displays the composer in

so great and sublime a mood. Its grandeur and

classical proportion render it a creation equal to the
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masterpieces of the regenerator of opera, Gluck.

It is a chef-d'oeuvre which, it may be truly said,

remains unsurpassed in the domain of dramatic art.

Many better known operas exist, many a lyrical

production has kept the stage longer, many a more

grateful vocal score is known to the singer and

auditor, but as a stupendous work, both in concep-
tion and treatment, it is transcendently great, and in

every respect a notable example of tragical musical

drama.

The story of Medee is familiar to all readers of

Greek tales and translations of classic legends. In

the version of it as set by Cherubini, the old Greek

story is sensibly weakened by undue prominence to

the debased element in the story.

Medee holds the German public more than either

French or English audiences. It was at the Frankfort

Theatre that the late Mr. Chorley first saw it repre-

sented, and then wrote,
" The opera might be objected

to as one too largely made up of solos and duets, were

it not for the ingenuity with which the chorus is em-

ployed to heighten and work up several of the move-

ments, so as to conceal the monotony which else must

have resulted from such a general want of compli-
cation. ... It must be further owned that the entire

part (of Medea) is written most ungraciously for the

voice that besides its merciless length and demand

upon the energies, it perpetually claims qualities which

are not vocal." To confirm this latter statement, the

author of " Modern German Music "
cites the case of

Madame Scio, whose deadly complaint arose from
" her singing in this very opera."
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Nevertheless, there are many indescribably beautiful

numbers in Medee. The number for bass solo and

chorus in vrhich Creon invokes a blessing on the bride

and Jason, is superb in its vocal and instrumental

advantages. Not less perfect is Cherubim's idea and

utterance in the duet, in this same first act, for

Medea and Jason. The worked-up passion is tremen-

dous, and probably the whole annals of dramatic

music do not afford a more striking instance of

sustained and passionate expression than the close

to this initial act in Medee, A similar outburst of

impetuous capacity occurs in another duet for the

same two personages in the second act. The most

beautiful music, however, appears in the closing bridal

scene of act two. Here all the stately severity of

Cherubini's style serves the master. Especially is

this noticeable in the fine march introduced here,

which must ever rank with the best examples of

such movements, The third act is the marvel of the

work. It contains one of the grandest storm scenes

in music's repertoire. As Mr. Chorley wrote :

" From the time when Medea appears on the scene,

in the midst of this tumult of the elements, she is

never again allowed to leave the stage, the remainder

of the opera consisting of two scenas for her, both on

the grandest scale; the first with her children, the

second as the triumphant Nemesis dealing destruction

round her."

It was on June 6th, 1805, that Hedee was revived

at Her Majesty's Theatre under the direction of Signor

Arditi, and during Mr. Mapleson's management. On
this occasion the trying title role was accepted by the

c
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alas ! now departed famed Mdlle. Tietjens. Of the

performance the truly great critic of the Athenseum

wrote :

" We have never accepted Mdlle. Tietjens

as the new Tragic Muse, on whom the mantle of

Pasta and Malibran is reputed to have fallen; but

this, by much the most difficult part she has at-

tempted, is the one in which she seems, as an actress,

to approach nearer high drama than on any other

occasion. She misses, however, an opportunity in

the bridal scene, the one where Pasta's attitude of

silent vengeance maturing its full purpose was so

appalling, without the slighest disturbance of stage

effect. Her voice proves equal to the strain with

which it is loaded by Cherubini. We shall be dis-

appointed if this does not ripen into one of her best

personations. The Jason, Dr. Giinz, is perhaps no

more insipid than a Jason is permitted to be. Mr.

Santley's Creon (though the part is not among those

which suit his voice best) is excellent, and so is

the orchestra, and so is the chorus. The audience

was thoroughly aroused and interested. On our-

selves this superb ideal work, as coming after the

effect of the washy, flashy, trashy musical dramas

which we are invited to accept as new, is not to be

overstated. The sensation of satisfaction and excite-

ment, not without surprise, is as strong as that

which any true lover of sculpture must feel, who,

after
c

running the gauntlet
'

through a crowd of

fauns, dancing-girls, and other such modern furni-

ture marble-folk, finds himself looking up to Michael

Angelo's
' Pensiero

'

in the Medici chapel."

Much that Mr. Cnorley wrote a quarter of a cen-
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tury ago is applicable to-day. Amid much boasted

musical progress, melodic exuberance and audacity,

unctuous harmony, and general surface matter in all

directions is the prevailing thing at the opera-house.

Lohengrin and Tannhauser are trustworthy
'

draws/
but where is the manager nowadays with the courage
to substitute Medee for II Trovatore or the Sonnam-

lula ?

Passing over L'Hotellerie Poriugaise, a one-act

opera, produced on July 25th, 1798, and La Punition

(1799), we come to Les Deux Journges, in which work

its fertile composer is seen in his happiest mood as an

opera composer.
Les Deux Journees was first represented at the

Feydeau Theatre on January 16th, 1800. It was

unanimously declared to be a masterpiece of lyric

drama, and the Parisian connoisseurs raved over its

incomparable music. It saw some two hundred re-

presentations ere the public admiration even cooled,

and then the opera went the round of all the European

capitals, while in Germany, where it became known
as Dcr Wassertrilger, it took a firm hold. The libretto

has always been the admiration of musicians even

of Mendelssohn, who was most fastidious in the matter

of libretti.

The story of the libretto is a very interesting one,

and relates the expedients of a persecuted President

of the French Parliament, who is befriended in his

escapes by a kindly water-carrier. The scene is laid

in Paris, and in the village of Gonesse, and the time

is 1647.

From a musical and literary point of view, success

c 2
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was deserved. The libretto by Bouilly was at once

well chosen, carefully treated, and distinctly interest-

ing; indeed, Goethe looked upon it as a model

comic opera book. Musically it was a stroke of real

genius. As has been well said, the composition

presented so many particular beauties, such great

perfection, that it at once took its rank as a classical

work. . . . The most famous composers studied it,

and Beethoven used always to keep the score by him

on his table.

Doubtless Les Deux Journees is a more agreeable

opera than Medee, to which it stands in bold contrast.

Here Cherubini subjugates his severe style with its

decorous moderation in melody and feelfng, for a

sphere of art so natural, so suave that even the un-

tutored ear is tempted to linger long over the arias

and couplets in this idyllic drama. So genial is

Oherubini, as we here find him, making concessions

to beauty of sound and allowing his severer muse to

give way to a less formal one with more warmth of

feeling and passionate expression, that it might be

regretted that the classic composer did not labour

more in the realm of melodic fancy and artistic

abandon. Nothing could exceed the ease and grace
cf the melodies in this opera, while their charm and

vocal aptness are a sufficient argument against the

assertions of those who are in the babit of contending
that Cherubini could not write for the voice. Of the

general musical perfection of II Purtator d'Acqua (by
which title the same opera is known in Italy), of all

the richness of its magnificent instrumentation, its

brilliant orchestra don, of its wealth cf scientific form
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and detail, ib would be impossible to speak too highly.

Such a diorama of tone may well be likened to the

unveiling of a glorious Paul Veronese.

The best of criticism has always been in favour of

Lfis Deux Journees. Schliiter says,
" The music itself

is perfect, being equally distinguished for tenderness

and expressiveness as for noble simplicity and purity
of form." Fetis writes, "There is a copiousness of

melody in Cherubini, especially in the Deux Journees ;

but such is the richness of the accompanying harmony,
and the brilliant colouring of the instrumentation /

considering the period when the work appeared ; such, ~r

above all, was the inability of the leaders of the

public taste to appreciate at that time the combination

of all these beauties, that the merit of the melody was

not appreciated at its just value." Weber has said,
" The opera displays a pleasing richness of melody,

vigorous declamation, and all-striking truth in the

treatment of the situations, ever new, ever heard and

retained with pleasure." A more modern writer

(Ritter), speaking of Les Deux Journees and Cheru-

bini's other operas, declares
"
they will remain for the

earnest student a classic source of exquisite artistic

enjoyment, and serve as models of a perfect mastery
over the deepest resources and means that the rich

field of musical art presents."

One great advance Cherubim effected in La Deux

Journees. He hit hard at the accepted operatic system -^
musical dramas composed of airs from beginning to

end. The whole of this fascinating score was composedj

(with the exception of a duet and canzonet) of concerted

pieces and choruses, all strong and vigorous in character,
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and strikingly beautiful in harmonial mould and

orchestral colouring.

Spohr's testimony to the beauties of this work runs

thus :

" I recollect when the Deux. Journees was

performed for the first time, how, intoxicated with

delight and the powerful impression that the work

had made on me, I asked on that very evening to

have the score given to me, and sat over it the whole

night, and that it was that opera caiefly that gave
me the first impulse to composition."
The introduction in E major to the Overture of Lcs

Deux Journees is a piece of music which has always
commanded the admiration of good critics. That ex-

cellent judge, the late Professor John Ella, says of

it,

" To my mind there is no more striking effect of

powerful imagination suggestive of the darkest ima-

gery of tragic incidents than the whole of the intro-

duction to Les Deux Journees. After the two lovely

cadences of serene placid harmony, come the basses

with powerful unisons in a grand figure of a vague
character reposing on a deep pedal note. How touch-

ing are the bewailing short melodic phrases so ten-

derly expressed, with the penetrating chord of the

augmented fifth in its simple structure ! The mys-
terious tremolo of the violins, the wailing effect of

the flutes, the tragic responses of the basses, and the

terrific utterance of the coriii ff in the fifth of the do-

minant, until the grand climax of the allegro, are in

the highest degree suggestive, and have served Weber
and Mendelssohn to good pui'pose. This introduction

I have always considered one of the most poetical
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creations of Cherubini." Subjoined are a few bars

which will help the mind towards an appreciation of

the enthusiastic vein of the author of "Musical

Sketches : Abroad and at Home," in his admiration

of this masterly Introductory movement :

Aiidunte, molto so.itentito.

Viol. 1.

CHERUBINI.

'Cello, Viola,
i

I

iol. 2.'5"
|
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London at Drury Lane Theatre under the direction of

that unrivalled cliff d'orchestra, the late Sir Michael

Costa. The caste included Mdlle. Tietjeiis as Con-

stance, Mdlle. Roze as Marcellina, Mdlle. Bauermeister

filled the part of Angelina, Signor Agnesi was the
"
Water-carrier/' Signor Kmaldini Antonio, while

Signor Foli played the role of the Commander.

With such a company alas ! how few remain a

magnificent rendering was inevitable and this proved
to be the issue. The singing and acting of Mdlle.

Tietjens was never surpassed by any previous repre-

sentations, and her efforts alone seemed to ensure a

wide popularity for the work in this country. Every
one was enthusiastic. " The expressions of admiration

on the part of the public/' wrote the talented critic

of the Athenseum,
" were palpable and audible enough ;

and in the corridors, and in the foyer, ordinarily

cold and self-possessed musicians declared their en-

thusiastic appreciation of the work, of the masterly

accompaniments of Sir Michael Costa for the dialogue
and action, and of its extraordinarily fine execution/'

Yet a scare was got up ! A few daily-paper critics

told the public that the story was too simple, and the

music too learned
;

it was suggested that the opera
would not 'draw.' The alarm was taken up, and

finally Mr. Mapleson, as impresario, had no other course

open to him other than that of withdrawing a work

which did not commend itself to the leaders of popu-
lar musical opinion !

An important opera that followed Les Deux Journees

was Anacreon,
1 the libretto of which was furnished by

1 The full title to this work is Anacreon, ou VAmour fur/itif.
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one Mendouze, who, judging i'rom the book in ques-

tion, had not acquired the art of writing successful

librettos.

Anacreon was first represented at the Grand Opera
on the 4th of October, 1803, and, surviving for a

while, died an early death. Mr. Bellasis, in his
" Memorials of Cherubim/' states that "

Cherubim', in

a private letter, attributed the failure of the work a la

clique infernale achnrnee contre tons cenx qui font

partie du Conservatoire.
3 '

It is uot less probable,

however, that the popular opinion as to the heavy
character of the Anacreon music was the real cause of the

failure. In fact, the generous music the happy style

and colouring, so profuse in Les Deux Journees had not

been maintained in Anacreon. The music of the latter

reflected, perhaps, too faithfully the mind and dis-

position of its maker. Cherubim was unhappy at

this time. He had had two or three collisions with

Napoleon, and was gloomy and disappointed. So, too,

was his music moody and unsatisfactory.

Yet the work possessed some beauties. There is

the magnificent Overture a model of what overtures

should be full of rich melody, supported by striking

and original combinations of the tone art.
1 All the

choruses of the opera are concise and replete with

effect ; while it would be difficult to find music to

surpass the beauty, the elegance, and originality

of such numbers as the trio
" Dan* ma rerte et

1 Cherubini impressed the Overture form. It is in the Ana-

crcon Overture that he secures a grand effect by originating the

long and gradual crescendo, thus anticipating a similar expe-
dient by Rossini.
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belle jeunesse/' and the quartet
" Des nos coeurs

purs."

Nevertheless, Cherubini's fame continued to spread.
His music had carried his name far and wide, and in

Germany especially had it met with every appreciation.

It is scarcely surprising, therefore, to find him the

recipient of an invitation to compose an opera for

Vienna the then great seat of the musical world

an invitation coupled with the request that he would

conduct it personally.

Faniska, an opera in three acts, was the result of

this commission, and the work was represented for the

first time at the Karnthnerthor Theatre on the 25th of

February, 1806, not alone before the Emperor Francis

Joseph II. and his splendid Court, but before Beet-

hoven and Haydn, whom historians tell us pushed in

among the crowd that they too might hear the music

and strains of him whom they regarded so highly, and

to whose unrivalled power and learning they were not

ashamed to bear witness.
" I am very old," exclaimed

the aged Father of Symphony as he embraced Cheru-

bini,
" but I am your son."

Nothing could have been more spontaneous than

the success which FanisJca achieved. Every one liked

it the critics, the Viennese musicians, French com-

posers, the Italian melodists, the occupants of the

stalls and boxes, and even the gallery censors were

unanimous in their praise.
" The magnificent music,"

wrote one reviewer,
" excited the admiration of all

competent critics."

The story of FanisJca runs thus : In one of the

convulsions which have desolated Poland, FanisJca and
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her infant daughter are seized and imprisoned in the

castle of Count Zamosld. The fortunate jailor is, of

course, selon les regies, deeply enamoured of his cap-

tive, and also, of course, finds her deaf to his most

earnest entreaties. As a last resource, he determines

to impress her with the belief that her husband is

dead. Rasinski, who, in disguise, is hovering round

his rival's castle, offers to become himself the messen-

ger of his own decease, and is introduced for that

purpose to the lady. He meets his wife with firmness,

and delivers to her his own portrait as the proof of his

veracity, when the infantine caresses of his daughter
cause him to betray himself, and he is forthwith con-

signed to a dungeon, with the not comfortable

assurance of meeting, on the morrow, the fate of a

traitor. This ends the first act. The second and

third are occupied by the usual intrigues and

expedients to work his liberation, which is at

length effected; his party storm the castle,

Zamoski falls, and the husband and wife are again
united.

Faniska is a triumph of musical art. Its magni-
ficent Overture, so well known, is frequently allotted a

place in concert programmes, and any comment upon
it would be superfluous. Nor is the rest of the music

less masterly or less deserving of popularity, for there

is much in Faniska equal to anything Cherubini

has written. Of the most varied and beautiful

character, abounding with charming points of imita-

tion and graceful contrapuntal learning, rich with

choice harmonies and ever-varying tints of tone and

orchestral colour, the music may be said to show
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Clierubini in his happiest mood. If it is not an error

of judgment to quote individual examples where all

the numbers are almost past description, special stress

might be placed upon the exquisite aud thoroughly
characteristic aria, an early number in the opera, for

Zamoski, the bass a song in E flat which should be

in the repertoire of every bass singer with a good

compass, and a desire to possess a thoroughly charac-

teristic excerpt by this classic composer. In the

next number occurs the expressive Preghiera
( Eterno

Iddio,'
" of which," says a writer in the Harmonicon,

"
it is hardly too much to say, that, for variety of

modulation and just expression, it yields only to the

great scene in Don Giovanni, where Donna Anna
mourns over the dead body of her murdered parent,

and incites her lover to revenge his death." The ac-

companiment for the three I'ioloncelli to this prayer,

and the interspersed passages for the oboe and flute,

are wedded to the song in the happiest manner.

Other equally interesting numbers are a duet for

Faniska and Rasinski; a beautiful Romance in Gr minor,

both in the second act.

All the choruses are spirited and harmonious, and

the military music in the third act is exceedingly

clever. As a whole the work is in every sense worthy
a place on modern opera boards, and it must always
rank as one of the finest contributions to the lyric

drama.

Cherubini still clung to dramatic art. As a matter

of fact it was not profitable to him in a pecuniary

sense, but he was at least making himself heard and

felt through its channel.
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Hence, following Faniska came Pimmalione,* in one

act, represented, as the work of an anonymous composer,
before the Emperor Napoleon I. at the Chateau des

Tuileries Theatre (1809) ;
Lo Crescendo,' an opera of

little interest (1810); when we come to Les Abencerages'
A

the libretto of which was written by Jouy. On the

6th of April, 1813, the work was given at the Grand

Opera, but without success, although the Parisians

admired the music and the treatment of the poor
libretto.

As to the beauty of the music, Mendelssohn bore

testimony many years afterwards. "
I've got his

(Cherubim's) Alenceracjes" wrote the last of the

Titans of music,
(( and cannot sufficiently admire the

sparkling fire, the clever original phrasing, the ex-

traordinary delicacy and refinement with which the

whole is written, or feel grateful enough to the grand
old man for it. Besides, it is all so free."

The Overture to Les Abencerages, so obscure in

several parts, has been well likened to the sun dis-

engaging itself with difficulty from the clouds

enveloping it. Reference is made to this Overture in

a number of the "
Quarterly Musical Magazine," a

publication which it is to be regretted came to a

1

Napoleon was moved to tears by the music of this opera.
His bearing towards its composer remained, however, unaltered.

2 In this opera is a remarkable song rendered by a being who
dislikes any sort of noise. Consequently the air, which is

descriptive of a combat, is sung sotto vocc to a very soft

accompaniment.
3 The attention of the Parisian public was diverted from this

opera by the disastrous news of the French retreat from

Moscow.
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discontinuance. There F. W. H. says, "The least

attractive of any Cherubini has written, this over-

ture still contains many indubitable proofs of the

ability which may be found more fully displayed in the

others/'

Ali Baba,
1 the last and twenty-fifth of Cherubini's

operas, and which has the merit of being the longest
he wrote, contained no less than a thousand pages of

manuscript so long, in fact, that the Paris publishers

declined to print the whole of the MS. It appeared
in 1833, or twenty years after Les Abencerages, being
first represented at the Academie de Musique on the

22nd July. It is probably the tamest of Cherubini's

mature period compositions for the lyric stage, possess-

ing little or no individuality, replete with sheer learning

and antiquated scholarship, but quite devoid of inspired

or beautiful music. The history of the score as given

by Cherubini is this :

" An opera which I began long-

ago (this was in 1783, when it bore the title

KourJfourgi) in three acts, and which I finished in four

acts, with a prologue."
This work proved yet another failure. More

anxious for his reputation in his old than he had ever

been in his young days, Cherubini did not forget to

paper the pit of the theatre, whither he sent many of

his Conservatoire scholars. They found an enemy
there in the person of Berlioz. " Ere the first act

was over," Berlioz says,
" I was so disappointed at not

having heard something new, that I could not restrain

myself from muttering loud enough to be heard by

Also named Huli Bala; ou les Qtiaranle Volturs.
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those around me, 'Twenty francs for an idea !

' In

the second act I increased my bid '

Forty francs for

an idea !

' The finale began, and the same tame music

continued. ' There !

' I exclaimed,
'

eighty francs

for an idea !

'

The^/iwaZe over, I rose up, exclaiming,
'

Ah, my faith ! I am not rich enough I give it

up !

' "

As for Cherubim," He,"writes one of his biographers,
' ' after the last general rehearsal left for Versailles,

having carefully calculated beforehand the duration of

the acts'and entr'actes. When the clock at the palace
of Versailles struck eight o'clock in the evening of the

day of Ali Baba's first representation, Cherubiui

pulled put his watch and said, 'Maintenant ou commence

I'ouverture.' At every hour, or rather at every act,

he looked at his watch. At half-past eleven Ali Baba

was over according to his watch,
'

Which,' said he,
'
allait tres bien, et marquait I'heure de I''opera'

"

The old man then went to bed and slept peacefully,

but did not return to Paris until he had received a

re-assuring dispatch, and never once went to see Ali

Baba performed.
The public all but snored over Ali Baba, and the

strong-minded openly vowed ifc to be the last effort of

a grand old man. One account says,
" In Ali Baba

everything was wearisome and suporific poem, music,

and ballet. Those fastidious forty thieves had better

rested eternally buried in their jars and in the works

of Galland. . . Ali Baba is one of those fossilized

operas which a director only accepts when they are

thrust down his throat by illustrious old age. . . .

The public yawned so much and so widely under Ali

D
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Baba's very nose, that real hissing would have spoken
less eloquently."
A more favourable criticism was to the effect that, .

u All competent judges were lost in astonishment at

the fact of a composer, whose first works bore the

date of 1771, being able sixty years later to produce
another of such extraordinary freshness and such

glowing fancy. . . . His latest dramatic production

displayed, in conjunction with the maturest knowledge
and the most beautiful form, the loveliest blossoms of

profound feeling and youthful passion."*****
Here, then, we leave Cherubini as a composer for

the lyric stage. His most fervent admirers could

hardly style him a successful opera composer, or one

who, despite all that he did, had permanently influenced

the style of any school of operatic music, not even the

French school, to which he allied himself more than

any other. He certainly gave an appreciable impetus
to French opera, but those very qualities most charac-

teristic of Cherubim's music were least calculated to

make it popular with the French people.

The Parisians were by no means insensible to his

magnificent musical ensembles, or to the means em-O

ployed in securing these, but his pure classicism never

went down deep into their hearts, and the first tolerable

music-maker that came by Auber, to wit trans-

planted him in their affections. This was poor

gratitude to the man who, if he did not permanently
influence the style of, yet raised the lyric drama in

France to an importance as a social necessity far beyond
that at which he found it ; who, we might say, created
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Mehul, Lesueur, Spontini, and Halevy ;
and who gave

a spurt to musical art generally, at a critical moment

such, as has fallen to the lot of few other musicians to

give.

It is scarcely a pleasant task to reflect upon the dra-

matic music side of Cherubini's career. It^was marked

by many vicissitudes personal, political, and profes-

sional. For over thirty years for such is the space

between H Quinto Fabio of 1780 and Les Abencerages

of 1813 the champion of purity and dignity in art

had laboured in the cause of stage music. A reason-

able expectation and one which every lover of truth

in conception and expression would expect to have seen

realized would have been a steady and ever-increasing

success, work by work. But such a progressive ex-

perience was not the portion of this son of art. A
missionary of classic doctrine, his ideal standard was

not understood of the people ; the soil of France was no

congenial one for such a teaching, whether by precept

or example. The temper of the public was towards

a lively strain. Ear-tickling music was the order

preferred, and the aural senses were so pledged that

the persistent teachings of Cherubini were not of

efficacy enough to wean ear and mind to a sound

lyrical perception,

It is easy to see the lyrical purpose of Cherubini. /_>

He had in mind the development of the highest form '

of grand opera for France. Gluck's reforms and aims

needed to be carried on, and Cherubini determined to

do this. Despite obstacle, he accomplished his task,

although it proved an unprofitable labour for himself,

and has been apparently of little lasting art advantage
D 2
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to subsequent dramatic music in France. As a Ger-

man musical writer l

says,
" While Cherubini carried

out, in the melody, the fundamental law of dramatic

truth, the agreement of the music with the situations

in the drama, and their poetic expression, as laid down

by Gluck, he exhibited greater depth of intention,

fuller and bolder harmony, and a style of instrumenta-

tion ivhich, by its richness, and the characteristic

employment of the wind instruments especially, in

conformity with the peculiar quality of their sound,
introduced the orchestra in a brilliant manner, not

only as the foundation for the vocal portion, but also

as its necessary adjunct, and its equal in bringing
about the theatrical effect as a whole."

The first notable indication of the new and grand

style was seen in Demophon, wherein, as Picchianti

says,
" Cherubim exhibited a more elaborate work-

manship, more grandeur of form, and so suddenly

perfected his style, that he rose above the ordinary
and popular intelligence of the time. . . . Only to

those who thoroughly understood him was it given to

foresee what a brilliant future for the French lyric

stage the new composer was preparing." A beautiful

number of this comparatively unknown score is the

chorus,
' Ah ! vous rendez la vie* the pure character

of which, its vocal aptness, its bright and skilful

orchestration, render it one of the gems of truly

original musical conception, an excerpt thoroughly
characteristic of the new-style music which Cherubini

desired for France.

1 In the Niederrheinisclie Musilc Zeitung.
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With this first step, however, came an unfortunate

coincidence. The public was interested in another

Demophon by another composer Vogel, a Bohemian

spirit who expired on the eve of the production of

his finished work. Thus attention was withdrawn or

refused to Cherubini's original score.

Undaunted, Cherubini made a still further effort.

In Lodo'iska he boldly assailed French music, and

originated that music of effect (musique d'effet) which

has marked subsequent opera.

This inspiration, this higher flight, was entirely

his own, and the army of adherents which the style

has had Mehul, Berton, Steibelt, Lesueur, Gretry,

Auber, Boieldieu, and later on, Meyerbeer and Rossini

is ample proof of the importance of the path

opened out in France by this pioneer composer.
Mozart (1756-1791) had accomplished much by way
of grand vocal and orchestral effect in his glorious

creations the Figaro and Don Giovanni operas, but

the Salzburg master's scores could scarcely have been

at the service of Cherubini. Lodo'iska appeared in the

same year that Mozart died, and music of to-day

probably owes more than is generally supposed to the

bearing it exercised upon subsequent French musical

activity.

The great and original art standard reached by
Cherubini in Lodo'iska was maintained in subsequent

scores, notably in Medee and Les Deux Journees, but

withal Cherubini remained to the end of his operatic
career without the attainment of popular success.

To what may this be ascribed ? First, Cherubini

was far in advance of his age, late as this was. What
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would France, what could Europe not now do for

such a genius? A giant harmonist, able to gather

together the ruins of German, French, and Italian

dramatic art forms, and restore them in reasonable

and more rational mould than did Wagne r had

Cherubini lived in the latter half of the Nineteenth

century, a consistent lyrical representation might to-

day be before the leading capitals of Europe. For his

day Cherubini was too learned. Musicians understood

him, but the people at large did not. As for the

musical critics, they, as usual, were for and against.

There was too much originality in Cherubini for the

age. His second opera startled the people, and even

friends staggered over his measured melody and

studied harmonies. " Too learned !

" was the judg-
ment pronounced as far back as the production of

Adriano. Demoplion was received as dry and con-

strained, and though Halevy could admire its instru-

mentation, and Picchianti was enabled j:o trace its

" masculine beauties/' the public remained unappre-
ciative. Much the same charges attended his other

operas.

Secondly, another disturbing element for the success

of Cherubini in the walk of dramatic art was the

political disruptions which engaged France. A decade

such as that between the years 1790 and 1800 was

no favourable one for a musician to plant a standard.

Political feeling over-rode everything, all was per-

vaded with it. Bloodshed and terror united in 1793,

and when Louis the Sixteenth mounted the scaffold in

the Place de Louis Quinze, Cherubini lay hid in a

Carthusian monastery near Eouen. Ill luck sur-
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rounded him, too, soon after the production of

FanisJca.

With wife and family he had repaired to the

Austrian capital in 1805, but scarcely had the praises

of Haydn and Beethoven concerning Faniska been

uttered, than France and Austria were at war. With
the.French troops in the palace gardens of Francis II.,

all hopes and any fruits of success were deferred. Thus

for a long time in his career France was no home for

the successful exercise of Cherubim's artist mind. It

was no advantage to him to be forced into the Na-

tional Guard; to have his friends and few patrons
scattered and expatriated ;

at times forced to be pre-

sent at scaffold scenes and executions; at one time

obliged to compose Republican songs, at others com-

pelled to administer to the musical cravings of King
or Consul.

If we seek for further explanations for his com-

parative failure as an opera composer, it will not be

denied that he was singularly unfortunate in the

selection of his libretti. Again, he was not a born

Frenchman, and to fail at times in marrying beautiful

music to an unmusical language is a fault which may
be easily condoned.

Cherubini's muse is neither French, nor German,
nor Italian, and it is not surprising that so far as the

French lyric stage is concerned, it had to make way
for the more dainty and piquant melody and harmony
that came in with Boieldieu, Auber, and others.

'

Nevertheless, Cherubini will always command a place

in opera history. His Medee, grand and dramatic

in the extreme; Les Deux Journees, in which he is
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found in his most genial mood, these are works

which may, in the caprice of fashion, give place to

Tannhiiuser and La Favorita, but they will assuredly
have their turn when the public tires as it seems

already to be doing of persevered recitative, and of

that even worse affliction, the hackneyed melodies of

enfeebled Italian opera.

Unhappily for Cherubini he does not find the

unanimous approval of vocalists. Singers urge that

he has not written vocal, much less grateful music for

the voice, but it would be probably less libellous to

say that he declines to orchestrate favourably for the

singer; for Cherubini has a manner of finding a

melody, and of wedding it to more than enough of the

mathematical of contrapuntal art, and to singers
accustomed to the suave tunes of Mozart, and to the

instrumentally supported melodies of Rossini and

Yerdi, a liberal dose of contrapuntal finish and detail

would be calculated to prove distasteful. Yet this

must be the full measure of the charge. Cherubini

is invariably happy in his instrumental combinations

and selections, though at times he may overclothe his

melodies.

Here, however, the man's mission asserts itself. He
was born to be a composer of symphonies rather than

of operas, to make instruments speak, not men, and

it is to be regretted that he missed his way as a

symphonist. Cherubini's name can, however, never

j be dissociated from any history of the orchestra.

He could wield with a strong hand, and in all his

musical effects, whether in the delicate combination

of a string quartet, or amid the majesty of a full
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orchestral movement, Cherubim's vigour never flags,

his originality constantly establishes itself, and the

harmonic and melodic element leave nothing to be

desired. He strikes decisively. There are no uncer-

tain effects. All is sharp and firmly cut as the outline

of a Grecian marble. And, if we pause for a while

to dwell upon the exquisite finish which the master

gives to his work, every line, whether in a simple

phrase or vast movement, is distinguished by a fine

and skilful perception, which could only be possible

in the work of one gifted with a rare and keen sense

of what is poetic and beautiful.

Especially in Cherubim's Overtures are the charac-

teristics of his classic style fully incorporated and

evident; and of such overtures those to Medee, An-

acreon, and Les Deux Journees will live as long as

music lasts.
"
They," says Schliiter,

" are replete

with vigour and character, their admirably drawn

outline, exquisite finish, and instrumentation cause

them to be reckoned as models of their kind."
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A SACRED MUSIC COMPOSER.

IP Cherubim has not covered himself with glory
in his Operatic works he has won an immortal fame

through his Sacred music his Masses, Requiems,

Litanies, and numerous minor compositions for the

service of the Roman Church. This latter art work
is marked with a strong individuality, and is of an

artistic merit that will secure for it an enduring

appreciation from all lovers of Church music.

Just as Handel, worn out with failure and disap-

pointment as a composer of opera, turned, when well

into life to sacred art, by which act the world was

enriched by such immortal oratorios as the "
Messiah,"

"
Israel in Egypt,"

" Judas Maccabseus," and others,

so Cherubim's career furnishes us with something of a

parallel experience. His operatic career had, too,

ended in failure. His emoluments had not increased ;

Napoleon steadily refused him recognition or profitable

post; little else seemed to await the master but a

continuance of the injustice and tardy encouragement
which had already led to so slow an advancement.

Disgusted and disappointed, he sought relief in the

quiet country home of a friend. This slight episode
in his career led to a complete change in his artistic

aims, and attracted him at the age of nearly fifty to

the grand realm of sacred musical art.
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Here we meet Cherubim at his best. His great

gifts were a power of exciting and of stimulating

emotion, together with an unusual capacity for the

theoretical side of his art. For the exercise of the

latter of these qualities the field of Church music

proved an eminently favourable domain. Here he was

free to develop his masterly contrapuntal skill, far more

suited to Church than to Opera music, while the lack

of sustained and romantic melody would be less

apparent in the grandest credo or gloria than in the

meanest of operas.

Thus it cannot be doubted that Cherubini is seen

at most advantage in his sacred music, which will live

long after his works for the lyric stage. It marks a

new epoch in Roman Church music, and goes far to

prove that it is possible for sacred music to be some-

thing other than stagey and theatrical, however

dramatic it may be, and that the highest resources of art

can be so employed as to conduce to a right spirit of

devotion, arousing and elevating the prayerful soul

rather than hindering or distracting it in the contem-

plation of things holy.
"
Cherubini," writes a Father of the Roman Church,

"
possessed a remarkable aptitude for rendering sen-

sible, for interpreting religious truths, and when we
hear his music we understand that this harmonious

language, so sublime, so persuasive, is not made for

the holy temples, but for our intercourse with

heaven."

Picchianti says :

" Cherubini created a new kind of

religious music which had nothing in common with

anything that had been produced before."
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This is agreed. The Church, of his creed is greatly
indebted to him. His music is a priceless enrichment

to the Catholic Church Cherubini is as a Eaphael
and Angelo thereto.

Certain critics have accused Cherubini of being over

dramatic in his sacred compositions. Judging his

music by the side of the church music of Palestrina,

Carissimi, Allegri, Marcello, and such maestri, the

charge might be supported; but Cherubini had a

higher mission than these, his predecessors. They had

divested their sacred music of every vestige of warm

colouring, and, as Fetis says, they had treated it
" as

an emanation of pure sentiment, stripped of all human

passion." The structure which they had reared was,

indeed, finely conceived, pure in its style, and severely

correct, but its walls were bare and it needed colour,

it wanted life and emotional effects. It was the mission

of Cherubini to supply such deficiencies. The Florentine

stepped in, and showed how possible ifc was to blend

the severe beauties of counterpoint and fugue with

dramatic expression, sustained by every wealth of

instrumentation. As he gave soul, expression, and

feeling to Opera, so he did to Mass and Credo.

Cherubini's first important Mass, the one in F for

three voices and orchestra, properly catalogued as No. 4

(the earlier numbered masses being reckoned as

juvenile compositions), was brought to light in the

year 1809. In the autumn of that year Cherubim

was seeking repose in the quiet village of Chimay,
1

1 Here was the residence of M. le Prince de Chimay, whither

Cherubini had been invited to rest and recruit a guest of the

cultured owner of the castle.
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and there it was that the Kyrie
1 and Gloria of this fine

work were first performed, and this with perhaps the

poorest array of talent that Cherubim had ever met.

Cherubini had dropped music, and was given over

for a season to his favourite pursuit of botany. The

collecting of specimens of the vegetable kingdom, an

inquiry into their growth and natural history, afforded

him a pleasurable occupation, and one which he en-

tered into with his usual ardent spirit. It was at this

time that the project was formed in the village for

performing a mass with music in Chimay Church. All

available throats and lungs were ready to get up the

music, but this was not in existence ! In their

plight they had recourse to Cherubini, who con-

sidered, then refused, considered again, and finally

consented. Putting aside specimens of plants and

roots, he turned on to the composition of a three-

voice Mass. The movements required were duly com-

pleted, and performed on the day of the long-looked-
for festival.

For the voices there was a village choir, and the full

instrumental strength was not more formidable than

one bassoon, a single flute, two horns, two clarionets,

and a string quartet.

With so unpretentious an orchestra it is somewhat

surprising that the performance proved an adequate
musical offering to St. Cecilia, in whose honour it was

arranged. Yet the Patroness of Music appears to have

been kind, and altogether so favourable an impression
was left upon Cherubini, that he was subsequently

1 Some writers say this Eyrie was written in the billiard-

room at the castle during the playing of pool and billiards.
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induced to extend and to complete the score which

had been executed in part only by these villagers

the natives of Chimay.
A performance of the completed Mass took place

shortly afterwards at the Hotel de Babylon in Paris/

when the instrumental parts were rendered by men of

accepted talent and ability. The Mass was received

with enthusiasm by the dilettanti who crowded the

salon of Prince de Chimay's town residence, and con-

noisseurs pronounced it a masterpiece, the first work of

a new era in the annals of sacred musical art.

A detailed description of this fine contribution to

Roman Church music will be to many unnecessary. It

is not Cherubini's greatest and most famous work, his

Kequiem Mass in C minor being held to bear that hon-

our ; while some admirers of the master refer to the D
minor Requiem as his chef-d'ceuvre ; also in some re-

spects the F Mass music must give way to that masterly

composition, the Mass in A (to be spoken of further

on), so concise, finely conceived, and eminently beauti-

ful in its melody, harmony, and general design.

It is nevertheless a grand effort, this F Mass. Its

general treatment, its devotional character, its learn-

ing, the originality and exquisite beauty of much of

the music make it worthy to rank with similar

art forms by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. Fetis

declares it to be so remarkable for originality of idea

and perfection of style, as to be superior to the masses

by these masters. The Kyrie of 200 bars length
abounds in beautiful music of a suppressed emotional

1 This was in 1809.
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character not heavily orchestrated, but delicately and

charmingly accompanied, and abounding in varied and

choice devices of the contrapuntal art. The Credo,

grand in its conception, and with music bold and

vigorous enough especially in the emphatic passages
of the text, is well calculated to stimulate the believer.

In the Incarnatus and Crudfixus this character is

changed. Love beyond expression, tenderness, and

deep religious fervour prevail upon the worshipper, and

concentrate the mind upon this supreme point of

doctrinal acceptance.

Not less masterly is the Allegro movement wherein

Christ's Resurrection is depicted, and this movement

is followed by a fugue, so strong in subject and cha-

racter, and worked out in so masterly a fashion as to

form a brilliant finale to this setting of the Creed.

The Sanctus of 105 bars length, well conceived and

replete with beautiful and melodious music, has a re-

ligious and a subdued colouring throughout, and it

would serve well as a model to modern church mu-

sicians, who in seeking after effect too often lose sight

of the very words, to say nothing of the spirit, of

their text. The Agnus Dei and Gloria are correspond-

ingly treated, and are worthy in all respects of the

other grand music of this Mass a work which is

specially important as being the first, if not the finest

sacred work of Cherubini's Third or mature period in

composition.

Concerning this Mass it has been said " The pre-

vailing idea in this effort has nothing in common
with that which pervades all the music of the ancient

Roman school ; that was conceived as an emanation of
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pure sentiment, apart from all human passion; while

Cherubmi, on the contrary, chose that his music should

express a dramatic sense of the words, and in the

fulfilment of this idea, he gave proof of a talent so

exalted as to leave him without rival in this parti-

cular."

Passing over such works as the Litanie delict

Vergine for four voices with instruments written for

His Highness Prince Esterhazy de Galanta, a part of

a Cantata, various Eomances and other small pieces,

we come to the year 1811, famous as being that in

which Cherubini composed his grand Mass in D
minor.

This Mass, if not Cherubim's chef-d'oeuvre, is one of

the most masterly results ever obtained in the field

of sacred composition. Written 1

for four voices and

full orchestra, it is some 260 pages of score in length
and this circumstance is an unfortunate one, since

it must ever seriously prejudice the frequent perform-

ance of this fine work in its entirety.

What prompted Chernbini to compose a Mass which

is one of the longest indeed the longest ever written,

is difficult to conceive.
2

Certainly it cannot be urged
that Cherubini had no other means of display.

Whether we look at the music of the D minor Mass,
and judge it as music per se, or regard the work
from the standpoint of its conception, its originality,

its well-planned and well-executed design, the mind is

1 This Mass was begun at the end of March and finished

7th October, 1811.
2 It contains 2563 bars of music. Beethoven's longest

Mass the celebrated D major consists of 1929 bars.
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equally impressed. Musically and technically it is

surpassed by no similar work by any other master.

The Kyrie
1

is divided into three sections, which

combine to constitute one of the grandest settings of

these words of the Roman service. True, there are

frequent repetitions of passages, the same sentiment is

over and over again expressed; subject succeeds

subject with almost dangerous frequency, and yet, when

Cherubini gathers together these forces, a vast

musical structure is the result. The three sections

blend into a perfect whole gorgeous in its instrumental

colouring, rich in flow of melody, and as chaste and

rare in its detail as the severest theorist could desire.

There is grandeur, strength, and depth, and these

qualities are not acquired to the exclusion of appro-

priate sentiment, varied harmony, or original thought
and treatment. Nor has Cherubini lost sight of the

fit character of a Kyrie Eleison. From beginning to

end this movement in the D minor Mass is one long
musical prayer a plea for divine mercy, beautifully

yet devoutly expressed, and not less reverential in

character because of the gorgeous musical apparel in

which it is clothed ; for in his sacred music, Cheru-

bini rarely, if ever, allows his art to exceed its legiti-

mate mission that of impelling and encouraging the

worshipper, stimulating such an one in his religious

aspirations, rather than seeking to chain him to con-

sideration of sounds of man's creating.

In the third movement of this Kyrie (in common

time, allegro moderate) Cherubini has' introduced a

437 bars in length.
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fugue in the most successful manner not a

boisterous example of this form of writing, but one

so appropriately worked out, with voices and instru-

ments so well kept under, and with the sentiment

and colouring so truly compatible with the religious

situation, that the most devout worshipper could

suffer no disturbance.

The Gloria l
is not less finely conceived. Its brilliant

and effective opening, followed by the striking contrast

on the words,
" And in earth peace," could scarcely

fail to arrest the attention, while to any willing listener,

and still more to the devout mind, sensible to

musical form and beauty, it would appeal with par-
ticular impressiveness. The singular beauty, too, of

the Qui Tollis and Qitoniam carries them out of the

region of pen and ink description. The music wedded

to these is music which must last as long, at least, as

there is vitality in the Roman Church.

The Credo 668 bars in length is the musical

climax of the work. In it are all the qualities which

combine to make a grand conception well balanced

change of movement, happily judged variety both

in colour and sentiment, alterations in time and key,

consummate contrapuntal form both broad and in

detail, all this carried on by a current of pure melody,

superbly harmonized, and sustaining a pent-up interest

until the final chord. Great, too, as is the general

interest, Cherubini in the Incarnatus movement even

heightens the normal effect, tiding over this solemn

part of the Credo with consummate skill. In the

1 895 bars iu length.
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Crucifixus the mighty master produces a beautiful

effect by a sustained unison passage for the voices on

E, supported by a delicate and weird accompaniment
from the violins muted. The endorsing

" Amen "
is

the signal for a great point. On this word Cherubini

builds a noble fugue. The giant theorist, never at

a loss for a fugal subject, has here surpassed himself

in finding the initial bars of a fugue, which, well

worked out as it is, forms a fitting conclusion to

an eminently grand setting of this portion of the

Mass.

The Sanctus, Benedictus, and Agnus Dei are move-

ments equal in all respects to their preceding
numbers. Nothing in music could exceed the striking

originality of the Sanctus, while for a true musical

inspiration the student may well turn to the 130 bars

of beautiful harmonies and melody which constitute

the Benedictus. The expressive Agnus Dei is full of

pathos and religious sentiment. The imploring tones

to the Lamb of God for '

mercy/ and reiterated

appeals for the grant of peace were surely never more

tenderly and religiously expressed through the medium
of music.

The Mass in C (No. 6) appeared with the year 1816.

Compared with so gigantic a work as its predecessor,
the D minor, it is a small Mass, containing no more
than sixty-five pages or so of MS.; nevertheless, it

is written for four voices with full orchestra, and

includes an Offertory, a Laudate Dominut&> and an

Salutaris.

The shortness of this Mass in C and others of a

similar character is to be accounted for in this,

E 2
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wise. The services at the King's Chapel (for which

Cherubini by virtue of his office as Superintendent
had to furnish the music) were not remarkable for

their length, and rather than protract the devotions

of the Court Cherubini had to limit the whole of a

Mass to the space which he personally would have

preferred to allot to one movement. Nevertheless,

the brevity of these works is more thaa atoned for

by the remarkable truly soul- stirring beauty of their

music.

The Kyrie of the C ' Mass is a chaste movement,
more noteworthy for the purity of the vocal writing,

and the clever blending of the voices, than for any great

orchestral effects or startling harmonies. It ends

peacefully enough, and leads to a Gloria, wherein the

same sentiment and colouring are hardly dispelled.

The music moves leisurely on, there is no lashing of

huge tone-waves, no heaving of mighty forces of wind

and string, Cherubini seems resting from his Herculean

efforts in the D minor Mass. There is, however, a

suggestion of pent-up strength in the opening bars of

the fine Credo. The deliberate scale passage (Allegro

maestoso) in G major (the key of the movement),
followed by the voices on the words Patrem

Omnipotentem, is bold to a degree, and gives a swing
and freedom to the music which are maintained up to

the exquisite Incarnatus movement, which latter is led

off slowly by first and second soprani and alti in a

beautiful passage of three-part voice writing. The

Crucijixus is subdued and solemn in character indeed,

it is so shrouded that the bright and triumphant tones

1 The third Mass composed by Cherubini in this key.
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of the " Et Resurrexit" are welcome theologically and

musically. The close of the Credo is original and very

striking, the intermingled soli and chorus on the word
" Amen "

being skilful and effective in the extreme.

The Sanctus, Salutaris, and Agnus Dei worthy

parts of this beautiful Mass are thoroughly charac-

teristic of their composer, being clear in outline,

pure in harmony, fresh and life-giving in melodic

vigour and fancy. Some authorities think most

highly of this work. Mr. Bellasis, in his " Memorials

of Cherubim," says that " Cherubini never wrote any-

thing more thoroughly spontaneous." Girod, the

French critic, speaking of this work, says he was

aware of musicians who preferred it to any other of

Cherubini's Masses.

Still there are other grand Masses from the fertile

'pen of this musician. The one known as No. 7 in

the key of E flat for full orchestra and voices, was

composed by Cherubini in the year 1816. It served its

purpose in the King's Chapel, till it was replaced in

1818 by the Mass in E (No. 8) for four voices with

full orchestral accompaniment. In 1819 the Mass in

G (No. 9) appeared. This was composed for the

crowning of Louis XVIII. As a concise work, for the

beauty of its music, for the general treatment of its

several parts, this First "Coronation" Mass would

alone be sufficient to win for its composer an

enduring fame as a master in this form of composi-

tion. The lengths of the several movements in this

Mass are as follows : Kyrie 101 bars
; Gloria 503

bars; Credo 435 bars
;
Sanctus 105 bars; and Agnus

Dei 61 bars.
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The B flat Mass (No. 10)
' came with the year 1821,

and four years afterwards the prolific genius brought
forward the magnificent work which he composed when
Charles X. became King of France in 1825. This is

one of the best of Cherubini's works, abounding
as it does in points of interest both to the musician

and amateur.
" Mass in A, Coronation (No. 11), for three parts/'

is the description of this latter work as given in the

catalogue of Cherubini's writings.

All authorities justly place it high in the list of

sacred compositions. Thus Girod in his Treatise De la

Musique Religieuse terms it,
" the most beautiful of

Cherubini's Masses/' The Kyrie he describes as

simple and touching, well characterized, full of loving
and confiding sentiments. " The Credo," continues

the same authority,
"

is a creation so original that it

would be futile to search elsewhere for any resemblance

to it." Berlioz, too, speaks of this Mass in the

highest terms of praise. Inviting special attention to

its Communion March, he says :

<(
It is a mystical

expression in all its purity, contemplation, and Catholic

ecstasy. . . . This piece breathes only of Divine Love,

of faith without doubt, of calm, of the serenity of a

soul in the presence of its Creator ; no earthly sound

comes to mar its heavenly quiet, and it brings tears

to the eyes of those who listen to it. ... If ever the

word " sublime " has had a true and just application,

it is a propos of Cherubini's " Communion March."

It was first performed in the Cathedral at Rheims

1

Composed for the King's Chapel ;
for four voices in

chorus and full score.
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upon the auspicious occasion of the Coronation of

Charles X.

Cherubim wrote other Church music. Passing over

the many Hymns, Antiphons, Motets, Litanies, and

detached service pieces too numerous to enumerate

here, there came two scores, without some reference

to which this and any memoir of this classic musician

would be singularly incomplete. These are his

Eequiems.
The one in C minor was composed in the year 1816.

The Anniversary of King Louis XYIth's death was

required to be celebrated, and this Requiem was com-

posed for this purpose. It was first performed in the

Abbey Church of St. Denis on the 21st January, 1817.

It stands musically among the finest compositions
of its class. Grand and stately in outline, it yet con-

tains a wealth of detail, and a richness of natural

musical scholarship and original power. No capable
critic could listen to a performance of this work in its

entirety without becoming fully impressed with its

magnificence. Its appropriate colouring, the solemn

grandeur of its movements, the religious fervour

which pervades the whole, combine to make a great
and lasting impression on the mind imbued with

musical sympathy.
" The Requiem in C minor," remarks Berlioz, is on

the whole the greatest work of its author. No other

production of this grand master can bear any com-

parison with it for abundance of idea, fulness of form,

and sustained sublimity of style. The Agnus Dei in

decrescendo surpasses everything that has ever been

written of the kind. The workmanship of this portion,
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too, has an inestimable value, the vocal style is sharp
and clear, the instrumentation coloured and powerful,

yet ever worthy of its object." Altogether this work

stands a striking example of sacred exposition

combined with consummate contrapuntal knowledge
and skill, while it shows also how thoroughly its

composer had studied and become imbued with the

style of Palestrina, adapting it in felicitous manner to

his own individual musical thought and expression.
Most modern Mass music which the great masters

of the art have given birth to belongs to one grand

epoch in the history of the Mass form. This is the

imaginative and dramatic era, and to this Cherubim's

Requiems undoubtedly also belong. In the D minor

Requiem notably has Cherubini become imbued with

dramatic fervour, and this at places is so developed
that the devotional element appears to some minds

to be lacking.

A predominating character in these Requiems

indeed, in all Cherubim's Masses, however is the

strong touch and colouring of Cherubim's pure and

noble style ; and this pervading element conduces to

a sense of complete satisfaction and sacredness of pur-

pose whenever the devotional mind has the accessory

aid of such soul-permeating harmony as the master

musician now under notice has bequeathed to his

Church.

With this work Cherubini made peace with the

Royalists at the return of the Bourbons.

Cherubini's second Requiem (in D minor)
l

may,

Composed for three men's voices two tenors and bass.

Original MS. consisted of 88 pages full score.
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perhaps, be fitly described as his last great score a

worthy crowning point of a long life for its composer
was close on fourscore when he finished the work.

According to the catalogue of Cherubim's works it

was composed between February and September,

1836, so that its composer was seventy-six years old

when he began it, and at its completion had just

entered upon his seventy-seventh year. Eemembering
this fact, the composition becomes at once a notable

instance of sustained musical capacity, since it is

doubtful whether its composer's great power and

genius were ever seen to better advantage than in

this magnificent composition. Strangely enough this

Requiem was not performed in its entirety until some

two years afterwards.

The Dies Irse number was first given at a concert

at the Conservatoire on 19th March, 1837. The work

was first heard in its entirety on the 25th March,

1838, since which time it has been more than once

given at Roman Catholic services in this country.
"It is impossible," writes Mr. Bellasis in his

" Memorials of Cherubim,"
" to hear or study this

almost unapproachable composition without feeling

how intimately impressed the author must have been

with the whole spirit of prayerful, earnest, mournful

supplication implied in the idea of the Christian

Sacrifice for the Dead." And this is no doubt true.

If Cherubiui ever wrote inspiring music, if he ever

soared into the very heaven of Art, it is in the music

of this Requiem. Elsewhere he has been masterly,

grand, and learned, but, in no previous work, not even

in the D minor Mass or the C minor Requiem, has he
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risen from the earthly and poured forth sublimer

music more inspired than created than is to be

met with in this last Requiem. For appropriate

sentiment, effectiveness in its harmonic combinations,

for conciseness, conception, and masterly treatment

Cherubini's D minor Requiem stands unsurpassed by

any similar work.1

To do justice to the score in detail would be out of

place in the small compass of the present biographical

sketch. Yet the student is reminded that it would

afford him or her a profitable study to analyze

thoroughly this perfect piece of musical craftsmanship ;

to note each beautiful phrase, to instance the many
ravishing melodies, the successions of grand chords,

and cleverly disposed discords, and then to feast in the

admiration of those mighty crescendo effects and strik-

ing contrasts of the tone art, of which Cherubini in

this Requiem especially has proved himself so completely
the master. Every student would do well to acquaint
himself with this work, so as to become familiarized

with the beauties of a score which ranks among the

grandest of sacred musical compositions.

There is not a movement in this famous composition
which is not especially noteworthy for its treatment,

and which might not be cited in illustration of the

masterly musical conception and declaration on the

part of its illustrious author. Versed in the traditions

of his creed, the first sounds that are heard in this

sublime composition are tones which it has been well

1 Mendelssohn greatly admired this Requiem Mass, and in

1838 recommended it to the notice of the Committee of the

Lower Rhine Musical Festival for performance thereat.
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said " have breathed a prayer of rest for the departed
ever since the day when the first Gregorian Mass

for the dead was sung." These occur on the word
( '

Requiem
"

; but that the reader and student may the

better realize the devotional spirit of this Introitus

movement a direct acquaintance with the score must

be urged.
The second movement, the Graduate, sung after the

Epistle, and with voices unaccompanied, is sweet and

placid music like the streaks of gold which break

the heavenly cloudland.

All this is in striking contrast to the terrific open-

ing of the Dies Tree, which follows a movement
so wondrous, so stupendous and sublime in its gran-
deur as to deeply impress the mind whenever it is

rendered.

Taken as a whole, this Dies Irse number has rarely,

if ever, been equalled in the domain of sacred art.

The opening passage leading up to the crash of voices

as they give the words Dies irse in the fourth bar is a

point of matchless art achievement. Not less remark-

able is the strength and solidity of the unisons on

the words Tuba minim, with the brilliant outburst

upon the A major chord and the flight of the upper
voice to the top A. With thrilling effect, too, is the

passage Rex tremendse majestatis treated, until it loses

its gigantic energy in the soft and placid music, sung
mezza xoce to the words JRccordare Jesu. The Lacri-

mosa dies ilia is a soul-stirring, slow movement leading
on to a subdued ending to the word Amen.

The Offertorium is remarkable alike for its varied

and vigorous character and its beautiful harmony.
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The Fugal idea at the words Quam olim AlraJise, brief

as it is, emphasizes the slow beauty of the Hostias et

preces tibi music, which in its turn is varied by a

thrilling Allegro Vivo passage, which brings the

movement to a glorious termination. The remaining

movements, the Sanctus, Pie Jesu and Agnus Dei, are

replete with the most beautiful and appropriate music.

In the Sanctus a prodigious effect is gained in the

treatment of the word " Hosanna."

The Pie Jesu number is an excellent illustration of

Cherubim's pure grace and contrapuntal ingenuity in

quietest mood, and comes in welcome contrast to the

mighty tonal outbursts in the Sanctus. The Agnus
Dei opens boldly in the D minor key, but soon its

master composer rises with magnificent force, and the

whole vocal and instrumental strength is requisitioned

at the point Lux JEterna so effective, so awe-

inspiring, as to almost unnerve the listener. Then
there is calm. Slower and sweeter become the strains,

until finally all dies away. All seems to have drifted

upwards to realms of restful bliss.

Some writers assert that " the absence of female

voices in this Mass was a concession to the Church

dignitaries of the Eestoration, who, influenced by the

bigotry of former periods, wished to exclude female

voices from all Church music." Cherubini was hardly
the man, however, to be approached, or to apply him-

self, after such a fashion. A devoted and faithful son

of his Church, nothing in the shape of a " concession
"

would have been asked or expected of him. The

planning of the D minor Requiem for male voices only
was a deliberate art plan. The composer himself,
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doubtless, sensible of the mould and character of

men's voices, as well as of the nature which such a

work should partake, preferred the darker colourings

obtainable in matured male voices. Designed as the

D minor Requiem was with some view to his own

funeral, Cherubini was moved probably to give it as

sombre and grave a tone as possible. It must be

allowed that it is pitched throughout in a singularly

suggestive and mournful key.

Much as has been said already of the works of

Cherubini, only his principal writings have been

touched npou. His vast musical thought and activity,

his great prolificness one of the surest signs of

genius is seen in the full length catalogue of his

works. In all, there are more than four hundred and

thirty compositions, including 23 Operas, 11 Masses,
11 Cantatas, 10 Sonatas, 7 Motets, 2 Requiems,
20 Antiphons, 36 Hymns, 3 Psalms, 1 Oratorio,

1 Symphony, 48 Romanzas ; between 60 and 70

detached Airs, 15 Nocturnes, 14 detached Kyries,

6 Instrumental Quartets, 4 Litanies, 4 Rondos,
3 detached Sanctus, 4 Odes, 11 Marches, a

Quintet for Instruments, 11 Dances, 14 Choruses,

14 Duets, 9 Terzettos, 7 Pas Redoubles, 5 Canons, 5

Opera finales, 4 sets of Solfeggi, 4 Recitatives, 2

Madrigals, 2 detached Agnus Dei, 1 Overture, 1

Pianoforte Fantasia, a Course of Composition, 1 set of

Canzonets, 2 detached Credos, a Sextet for voices,

and a host of smaller pieces for the church, stage, and

concert room.
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DEATH AND RETROSPECT.

ON one of the endmost days of November, 1830, the

aged master, Cherubim, stood at the grave of his

beloved confrere Catel, but the memory of his Adieu,

mon bien aime Catel ! had scarcely faded ere the old

man was bidden to pay the final tribute of affection at

the grave of yet another equally dear to him. In

1834 Boieldieu died, and, cold as was the morning,
Cherubini roused himself early to see the last of a

favourite pupil, one whom he loved well, and with

whom he had worked long.
"
Gentlemen/' said Cheru-

bini at the grave,
"

it is not long ago since we accom-

panied here the remains of our fellow-worker, Catel ;

to-day we have to mourn the premature death of our

very dear friend Boieldieu." That such partings
should remind htm of his own advanced years is cer-

tain.
" I shall write a Requiem for myself to which

there will be no objection/' he is reported to have

said, upon the authorities refusing the performance of

his " C minor "
at Boieldieu' s funeral. But the hale

Cherubini clung tenaciously to his duties at the Con-

servatoire. The loss of his colleagues gradually passed
over amid the wear and tear of every-day life among
the Conservatoire scholars, and the veteran musician,

now in his old days, loved by many and respected by
all, seemed to grow young again. This, however, was

but a transient state. In 1841 there came the shock
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of the death of his son-in-law. The blow was too

heavy a one for the old man. Cherubini never re-

covered himself. With the beginning of 1842 Cheru-

bini resigned his post as Director of the Conservatoire,

sensible, perhaps, that his end was not far off. This

proved to be the case. Early in March increased

weakness set in ; he became confined to his room, and

saw none save his family and most intimate friends.

Finally he took to his bed, where he remained until

he passed away at the bid of Death on the 15th March,
1842. He reached the good old age of eighty-two.
His obsequies were held at the Church of St. Roch,
when was performed his Requiem for three men's

voices, a work he wrote after the ecclesiastical autho-

rities had prohibited (because it contained female

voice parts) the performance of the Requiem he

composed for the funeral of Boieldieu. Over three

thousand mourners and friends attended the funeral.

Student and Professor of the Conservatoire joined in

the procession, which was made up of persons of all

ranks. To his own music the solemn strains of a

Funeral March which he had lovingly composed upon
the occasion of the obsequies of General Hoche all

that was mortal of Cherubini was conveyed to its

long resting-place in the cemetery of Pere la Chaise.

Cherubim's death was instantly felt. All France

rose to do him honour at the last. She gave him an

imposing funeral; all her great sons wrote of him;
streets were named after him

;
his name, his virtues,

abilities, and talent were cut in marble
;

his own

countrymen and the Florentines erected monuments
to him in short, everything was done to perpetuate
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the memory of a great son of art who had won the

good wishes of every citizen, and who commanded
the admiration of every musical mind.

The daily round of the life of this eminent man was

marked by much that must have proved depressing
and disappointing to his artist mind. From the out-

set he had a hard struggle, and it was not until he

was verging upon sixty years of age, that honour,

position, or income came in his path. During all his

young life his pecuniary condition was anything but

satisfactory, and he had before him the task not

only of earning a livelihood, but of remedying what

he conceived to be abuses in art; while beyond all

were the larger reforms, especially in Opera, which

filled his mind.

The position was one with conflicting features. He

might soon have improved his exchequer had he

been minded to drag his art down to the level which

was required to make him a popular composer. Had
he pandered to the vox populi and perhaps the pub-

lishers, he could probably have dived down deep into

their pockets ; while, had he lived in such favoured

times as now, a few "
pot-boilers/' such as divinely

gifted composers do not disdain to write, would have

spared him every care or thought about serious art.

All this, however, was incompatible with the tem-

per of the man, and with that mission which he felt to

be his a mission which he ultimately accomplished.

Thus he went on for many years, hampered and

harassed in his musical schemes with petty financial

troubles, which a generous hand might easily have

alleviated.
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While yet a comparatively poor and unsuccessful

man, Cherubim, notwithstanding his pecuniary dis-

advantages, took to himself his wife, and this step

we may conclude could scarcely have improved
matters.

In 1795, when he was in his thirty-fifth year, tk^"^

Conservatoire de Musique was founded, and Che-

rubim was appointed one of three Inspectors of

Tuition. He perforce accepted the post, albeit it

was not one to his liking. He had reason for dis-

contentment. He had laboured long and worthily for

the betterment of French music, and no one capable
of judging doubted either his claims or capacity for

a more responsible and remunerative appointment.
His reputation and the love he had for his profession/
entitled him to higher recognition.

A formidable figure, however, had long stood in

Cherubini's path, none other than Napoleon. The

great Consul disliked Cherubini, and showed it, and

the great musician took no pains to diminish the

aversion. In his career of conquest which was to

make despotism universal throughout Europe, Buona-

parte had effected the crushing defeat at Austerlitz,

and though this and similar expeditions kept Cheru-

bini employed in the construction of war music, it

banished all hopes of his settling at Vienna, where a

congenial sphere appeared to be opening out for him.

How preferable this latter would have been to the

work of organizing and conducting Napoleon's soirees

at Schonbrunn from which no good could accrue

either to art or artist may be imagined.
What was the cause of this dislike between soldier

I
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and musician is not very clear. Possibly Napoleon
had not forgotten Cherubim's settings of the Repub-
lican songs of the stormy days which preceded the

Consulate and Empire, or Napoleon may have been

moved by purely artistic motives, for, as we shall

see, he was one day gracious enough to indicate to

Cherubini the kind of music that pleased and exactly
suited his taste.

One honour Napoleon did bestow upon Cherubini

he made him Chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur.

This was during the Hundred Days.
The abdication of Buonaparte, the restoration of the

Bourbons in the person of Louis XVIII., brought
sunshine along the path of the long-neglected
musician. Almost at once did riches and honour and

advancement become his portion. Recognition came

from all quarters. The King smiled upon him, he

was elected a member of the Institut, and now the

post of Musician and Superintendent of the King's

chapel looked like falling to his lot, for Martini, its

previous occupant, had died.

As a fact the post was speedily offered to Cherubim,
but eventually he shared it jointly with Lesueur, who
had held it with Martini under the former regime.

A creditable story is connected with this incident, and

as it affords an instance of exceptional consideration, as

between artist and artist, I submit it for the considera-

tion of contemporary professors, without much fear that

it will be too often emulated, for, in music as the pro-

fession is nowadays, there are few men as generously

minded as Cherubini proved himself to be, and given

these, it still becomes necessary to find colleagues
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worthy to be treated as lie treated Lesueur. In 1816

the King's first gentleman-in-waiting inquired for

Cherubini, and submitted to him the King's pleasure

as to the post.
"
Monseigneur," said Cherubini in

reply,
" Monsieur Lesueur, my friend, is more worthy

than I am of this high position. If I had not a young

family to bring up, if I were rich, I should refuse it

altogether ; but if his Majesty is willing to allow me
to share with Lesueur the superintendence of his music,

I will accept it with thankfulness." The King con-

senting to this arrangement, Cherubini shared the

office with Lesueur at a salary for himself of 3000 francs

per annum.

Further honours were yet in store for him. The
Philharmonic Society of London, which had only

recently been formed, came forward and offered

Cherubini the sum of 200 for a Symphony, an

Overture, and a composition for the voice. This was in

1815. It need hardly be said that Cherubini fulfilled

the contract to every one's satisfaction. The Sym-
phony in D and Overture in G were performed on the

1st of May and the 3rd of April respectively, and

have ever since been regarded as exceptionally attrac-

tive musical productions by the habitues of these

concerts.

In 1822 he was promoted to the Directorship of

the Paris Conservatoire. His duties in this capacity
were such as he delighted in, and he threw his whole

energies into the work of raising the standard of the

teaching given.

For years and years indeed, until within a shorttime

of his death he remained at this post ; alternating his

F 2
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useful and conscientious labours in instructing and

guiding others with some composition on his own

account. Thus was brought to light some of the

interesting items which embellish the latter portion of

the lengthy catalogue of works from the pen of this

truly great and justly esteemed master of musical

art.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CHERDBINI UPON
MUSIC.

DRAMATIC Music.

IN estimating the influence of Cherubini, upon
French art or music in general, one very important

point needs to be touched upon ; namely, the precise

dates between which the composer's career extends.

Except with close readers a rambling uncertainty

prevails as to the exact whereabouts in musical

chronology of this talented son of art. When his name
is mentioned the minds of many people wander back

to the Scarlatti and Stradella epoch, and not a few

enemies to literal dates are bold enough to tack the

great contrapuntist's life close on to that musical age
when Palestrinawas swaying his severe and noble order

of art. Not so. Old habitues and amateurs can almost

touch hands with Cherubini, since he died only nine

years before the year of the Great Exhibition in 1851,

or two years after the wedding of our present gracious

Queen. Let the mind, then, become impressed with

the fact that Cherubini is comparatively a modern

man, far removed from the dark musical ages to

which the careless and superficial enthusiast, un-

intentionally doubtless, too often relegates the man
and his works.
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There exist, at least, three distinct standpoints

from which the student and reader may endeavour to

gauge any influence of this master. These would

involve the consideration of his influence upon Opera ;

a contemplation of his labours in the field of Sacred

musical art
;
and finally, some thoughts concerning the

effect he exercised as a Teacher and moulder of the

musical tendencies of those who had the advantage
of his personal tuition.

It is upon the French School of Music that we
should expect to find the influence of Cherubim most

perceptible, for though an Italian by birth and

musical education, he became closely identified svith

French art, rather than that of his own country.

Writers, too, always though unnecessarily associate

him with the French school.

In Cherubim's day there was not a little art

materiel in France upon which to set his impress. A
hundred years before his eyes first met the blue

Florentine sky, Opera had had its rise in the French

capital, under the auspices of Cardinal Mazarin.

Cambert, a Parisian organist, had produced the first

French opera, La Pastorale, and then came Lully, erst

kitchen scullion, who rose to be chief musician to

Louis XIV. Lully did away with some of the everlasting
airs and duets of the imported Italian style of opera,

and in their place extended the chorus, introduced the

ballet, and originated the overture. Ranieau appeared
with further improvements by way of greater variety,

both ofharmony and melodyin the vocal and band parts,

besides instituting that now world-famed art species,

the comic opera or opera-bouffe. Gretry followed, and
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gave a decided French character to the national music.

He readily caught and turned to account all the

subtle points of expression and humour in his libretti,

while his piquant and original melody, together with

a continued expansion of the orchestra, led to much of

the verve and elasticity which has characterized French

opera ever since. The development of comic opera
was far more marked than grand opera, and while one

seemed to hit the popular taste, the other awaited the

advent of musicians of the stamp of Cherubini, Halevy,

Meyerbeer, and Berlioz, men with the capacity to

peeserit this art feature with all that richness of

ensemble and surrounding without which it might
have appealed to the French people in vain. As it is

serious opera has taken no great hold upon the

French people. Meyerbeer is the chief composer

beyond Cherubini who has identified himself with opera

seria, and his unparalleled success was due in a large

measure to gorgeous externals. Other modern men,

Flotow, Offenbach, Lecocq, all, save Gounod, have

laboured in the light and frivolous vein of opera-loujfe,

or something closely akin -to it.

Another composer who has left his mark upon the

dramatic music of France was Piccini. He was

writing operas before Cherubim was born, and, settling

in Paris in 17 76, he gave himself up to the task of

re-establishing Italian opera upon the old lines, as

opposed to the new ideas and reforms which Gluck

(1714-1787) was promulgating. These reforms of

Gluck's tended towards a general simplicity, an avoid-

ance of difficulties tending to indistinctness, greater

subserviency of the music to the poetry, and the ex-
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tinction of much in the way of melodic redundancy,

together with other abuses attaching to Italian opera
of the day.

Thus, dramatic music was no unknown art quantity
in France when Cherubini appeared as Gluck the

Second, a champion of fresh reforms ere the air was

well cleared of the smoke from the famous Gluck

and Piccini "war." It was Gluck's work which

Cherubini felt impelled to carry on. He was a born

purist ;
his training under strict and legitimate

mastership accentuated this
;
and throughout his long

career he departed not from the lofty and noble walk

of art which he chose out for himself. According to

Gluck,
" the mission of music was not merely to afford

gratification to the senses/' but to become the vehicle

of expression of the moral qualities. With this

Cherubini quite coincided
;
and although the French

people heard the exposition of the dogma, time has

proved that France has really been unimpressionable
to the teachings of both Gluck and Cherubini.

The national taste in France was decidedly towards

flimsy comic opera, as it has been ever since; and,

previous to Cherubini, grand opera in its true sense

had received little attention from composers. This

was owing partly to the national temperament, partly
to the fickleness of public taste, and not a little of

the preference for a light style of Opera might be

traced to political causes. War was in the air. Ever

and anon men and women were restless with political

excitement. Serious plays and still more thoughtful
cadences were ill adapted to such an age and national

temper. Cherubini saw the situation, and, despite all
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obstacles, determined to give effect to his convic-

tions as to a reasonable and an elevated musical

drama. Demophon was prepared, and this was his

initial step in the work of founding a grand style

of French opera. Old Italian habit, force and tradi-

tion, all were forsaken for a style of purer and

sterner mould. Lodo'isha, more advanced in the

new fashion, followed, and with its unusual harmonic

combinations and instrumental effects, both startling

and brilliant, staggered public and musicians alike.

Both works had novel features in the improved treat-

ment of the choruses, in the form of the concerted

pieces, and in the concise arrangement of the finales

and principal movements; while compassing all was a

surrounding of noble expression hitherto unknown in

French stage music. In Medee, that powerful imagi-

nation which belonged to Cherubim more than to

French stage composers before him, is even more

decidedly expressed. This opera, as is known, abounds

with music of the most passionate character, always

subjugated by that pure, classic idealism which

tempered its composer's musical vein. Yet, as if to

dare on the score of versatility, in a subsequent opera,

I/es Deux Journees, he effected an entire change of

front. In this great score, which is something of a

connecting link between opera seria and opera comique,
is presented a domestic story of thrilling interest.

The composer is both at the height of his dramatic

powers and the fulness of idyllic realization. The
work reveals itself as a chapter out of real life, and all

is painted in a simple, unadorned if picturesque

way. Nowhere has Cherubini been more true to life,
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seldom Las he presented a more joyous picture than in

the Deux Journes. It has been called the " master-

piece of comic opera/' so enjoyable is its music, while

a great critic says of it,
" The situations are as serious,

and the incidents are as interesting as any story of

domestic interest ever set
;
and the choral writing and

the orchestral colouring are as vivid and graphic as

any to be found in Mozart and Meyerbeer." All this

the French people had placed before them. What
was and has been the result ?

Of the reception in their day of these principal

among the operatic works of Cherubim we have already
read. "What has been their bearing upon French

dramatic art since ?

It must be allowed that the influence of Cherubim

upon French Opera has thus far been but temporary.
In his capacity as Chief of the Conservatoire he

imbued many notable students there with his views

and aims, and some of this teaching necessarily

reflected itself in the styles of the eminent among
such scholars. But one and all supplanted their

mentor in the estimation of the French public. He
took no.lasting hold on the hearts of the French people,

and it is only for historians to confess that it was in

Germany that Cherubini's works found the most

enduring appreciation in their composer's lifetime and

since.

To look beyond French dramatic music for any sign

of his art sway is equally unnecessary. If he remained

unimitated in France it is unlikely that his style and

teachings would be appreciably adopted in Italy or

Germany the former given over as it was to melodic
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indulgence to excess ; the latter already in possession

of a national dramatic art, having much in common
with the Cherubim style, and only needing the romantic

touches of a Weber to place it absolutely beyond the

pale of the impressionable from without.

As a fact, Cherubini has exercised no durable

bearing upon the lyrical music of either France, Ger-

many, or Italy, any more than he has affected the

dramatic music of the English lyric stage. He was,

however, both understood and highly esteemed in

Germany, not only by the people at large, but by
individual masters of the art. Beethoven regarded him

as the greatest opera composer then living, and when,
in 1805, Cherubini arrived in Vienna to fulfil an en-

gagement to write an opera, the two masters not only
became close friends, but the great symphonist
allowed his vocal music to be largely influenced by
Cherubim's style, and, what is more, was not ashamed

to own it. To this day Cherubini is more to Germany
than to France. Under the title of the Wassertrdger
the Deux Journees is well known upon German opera

boards, while in Yienna this same opera and Medee

are often performed to the delight of the thoroughly
musical public of that city.

As an opera composer, then, let it be finally ad-

mitted that Cherubini made no permanent impression

upon the French lyric stage. Writers affirm that he

created Mehul, Lesueur, Spontini, Halevy, etc., which
to an extent is true, but it would be both inaccurate

and misleading to say that he founded a school, or that

in Cherubini could be recognized one whose works and

style had been copied to any great extent by any
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succeeding composer. Doubtless his operas found many
admirers even Haydn and Beethoven were such

but they rarely served as models for lesser French

composers, who for the most part were bent upon

hitting the popular taste of their day with a form of

art less stately in form and bereft of much of that pure
idealism which stood a stumbling-block between the

lofty-minded composer of Medee and a too ecstatic

public.

In Germany Cherubim, although he did not influence

the national art, made some temporary fame as a suc-

cessful essayist in reformed dramatic art. The gigantic

lyric creations of Mozart already existed : albeit it has

been declared that had there been no Deux Journe/s

the Fidelio would never have been written, Beethoven

being inspired not less by Cherubini than was the

latter by Mozart. If, therefore, the beautiful and

classical score of Les Deux Journees prompted Fidelio

only, the world of music has much for which to thank

Cherubini. Happily there is more. Many maintain

that in this masterpiece the Deux Journees Cherubini

created the late Wagnerian theories of operatic

treatment, since there is no aria d'entrata for prima

donna, tenor, baritone, or bass ; while no solos inter-

rupt the action of the drama. "
Every character is

individualized, and has a marked type, each one con-

tributing to the concerted pieces faithfully, consistently,

and coherently." It is incontrovertible, moreover,

that in this opera Cherubini struck the first blow in

the system for annihilating the tyranny of leading

singers in operas quite an accepted Wagnerian

theory.
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Mention has been made of the leading features of

Cherubini's operas. It only remains to say that most

of them were written for the French lyric stage. In

his principal operas he sought out a new path. He
discovered his road in Demophon, and he confirmed

this in Iioddiska and his later operas. His improved

operatic style partook chiefly of greater variety in

harmonic combinations, novel and original instru-

mental effects, a regard for concise and agreeable pro-

portion in the movements, a jealous control of melodic

extent and propriety indeed, such a general remodel-

ling of accepted style and method as made his operas

quite unique in the order of French lyric music. It is

not surprising that to Gaul and Italian they failed to

serve as models. Of a mixed mould, Cherubini's operas

belong not to the French nor to the Italian school
;

indeed, as regards this latter their composer
deviates to the utmost from the accepted Italian style

of his day. So far as Cherubini's influence goes, little

of this accrues at present from his dramatic music.

The final judgment upon it has yet to be made. It

is by no means improbable that when the suspended
verdict is given upon such soundly constituted art

work it will be the unqualified approval of a later

posterity at such lofty and idealistic art as flowed from

so pure and fresh a source.

CHURCH Music.

As a composer of Church music the name of

Cherubim stands out in striking relief. Throughout
music's growth sacred art has been at once both the

greatest aspect and noblest medium of musical expres-
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sion. The mind needs only to dwell for a while upon
the vast number of rich and glorious scores of a reli-

gious vein and, if possible, to imagine the world

without all such reverent art to arrive at an adequate
estimate of its worth either as an aid and stimulant to

devotion, or as music per se.

In the slow but sure process by which the present

age has become enriched by this precious bequest of

sacred art, many notable names, from St. Ambrose to

the Church musicians of to-day, come down to us.

Chief among these stand those great tone poets

Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven who all contributed

largely to the Mass music of the Catholic Church. In

his Masses Cherubini places himself upon an equality
with these masters of the art, so that, while adding
fresh jewels to an already rich treasury, he is enabled

also to assert a just claim of place among the first

rank of sacred musical writers.

The very qualities which barred the way to his

acceptance as a successful dramatic composer were well

calculated to aid Cherubini towards a great reputation

in the field of sacred composition. His pure idealism

and lofty tone and character; his profound learning

and the constant expression he would give thereto ;

his chaste and classic melodic tendency; his thoroughly

controlled passion and periods of powerful imagination

these were characteristics, natural or acquired, much

more suited to the church than to the stage. Gifted as

he was with the power of exciting emotion, he bridled

this force in no unhesitating way, so that rarely in any
of his works are to be found such periods of tremendous

feeling and pathos as surround the character, of
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Medee, in the powerful opera of that name. In his

Church music he is serious, some say to dryness. His

power of restraining his emotional capacity here

stands him in great good stead. Remembering, too,

his rich gift of melody, one he refused to give way to

even in secular music, there is in these sacred works a

remarkable absence of all but the most legitimate

musical material as a means to the end desired. Thus

the consensus of opinion seems to favour the sacred

rather than the secular music of Cherubim as the most

valuable and characteristic portion of his art work.

Before extending some remarksupon Cherubini's sacred

music already touched upon in the earlier portion of

this monograph let us take a glance at Church

musical art as it existed prior to Cherubini's contribu-

tions thereto.

Church music had had many a devotee, many a

pious exponent before Cherubini aided its cause. In

his own land there had lived, laboured, and died the

grand procession of ancient classical composers, from

Josquin des Pres, past Festa, Palestrina, Monteverde,

and Carissimi, on to the pure school of Durante, Per-

golesi, Leo, and more. No pupil had been better

trained in the traditions of this old Italian church

music style than was Cherubini ; few students applied

themselves with greater assiduity to the absorption of

its overpowering properties than did he.

But this was not the species of sacred musical art

which obtained in Italy in Cherubini's day. The sway
of composers and people was towards an indulgence in

melodic excess of the worst kind. Operatic flight,

fancy, and rhythm these barely sufficed to satisfy the
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craving of the intoxicated signori and lazaroni alike

for seductive and rapturous tune. Every organist and

chapel-master was drawn into the stream, and priests

and vocalists went with them. To construct church

music to suit a taste of this kind was attended with no

difficulty, and piles of so-called sacred music, sur-

charged with an abundance of theatrical melody, filled

the service books, etc. Little of such has survived to

indicate its tone and character, which is not to be

wondered at nor to be deplored. In Eossini's Stabat

Mater, first performed in 1842, the genius and taste

of the age in the matter of religious music reached its

culminating point, and it only needs the labours of

a devout worshipper, Roman or Protestant, to examine

the several numbers of this avowedly sacred com-

position, to arrive at an approximate idea of

the ebb to which Ecclesiastical music had sunk in

Italy.

In Germany Church music had long been tri-

umphant, and Chorales, Motets, and Passion music

much of it tempered with the 'quaint severity of the

old Netherlands school were in existence to give tone

and colouring to the Masses of Bach, and later on to

those of Haydn and Mozart. The glorious contri-

bution to sacred musical art, which the Haydn and

Mozart Masses constitute, had been completed long
before Cherubini devoted himself to religious music,

but it is improbable that he was influenced in any

way by its existence. As a student he probably knew
little of such Masses, nor would they perhaps have

been an open book to him at any time, unless they
were contained in the library of the Conservatoire.
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His notions, then, concerning Church music may be

accepted as exclusively his own.

Cherubim's Church music stands a great rebuke to

the array of church musicians of Italy, as well as of

France, who from the middle of the Eighteenth cen-

tury seem to have become lost to all remembrance of

the lofty grandeur and nobility of style bequeathed
them by Carissimi, Palestrina, Scarlatti, Leo, Durante,
and Jomelli. Trained in Italy, Cherubini witnessed

the latest art tendencies. He could see music, whether

for church or stage, drifting into a channel of mere

melodic display. In the former in particular, masses,

requiems, motets, and occasional pieces for the most

solemn moments in the service were made vehicles for

the display of tunes and rhythms barely creditable as

canal songs or ditties for the osterie.

No doubt whatever exists as to the reality of Cheru-

bini's services to music for the Church. His elevated

temperament, his love of purity in art, his great mastery
over contrapuntal form and device, his sympathy with

the old Italian church composers, all qualified him for

the task of composing music which should not only en-

noble and remodel a degraded taste, but also supplant
an unworthy art-form in the highest service in which it

is possible for music to be employed. But, given his

example, and his value as a model the importance of

which to the cause of art evangelization generally
cannot be too highly estimated there yet remains

the question did he, or did he not, found a school of

sacred music for France or any other country ? The
answer must be made in the negative. Acquainted as

he' was with the works of the old Italian church com-

G
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posers, imbued as he also was with a high sense o

the dignity and purity of style which music for the

altar should possess, this led him no farther than to

the composition of sacred music, which will serve for

all time and ages as samples of what Church music

should be in colour, sentiment, and construction. Low
as was the ebb of Church music throughout the

dioceses of France during this composer's lifetime, still

worse as it was and has since remained to this day in

Italy, no band of young composers flocked to the new

standard, so that to-day Cherubini stands little more

than the noblest and purest Italian musical model

which the Roman Church has possessed since the age of

Palestrina and of Allegri before him. The Roman

Church, like the Anglican, is not advancing musically,

and few new scores, meritorious or otherwise, help
to swell the lists of Mass and Motet to which the

great sons of art have contributed so liberally.

It is to be regretted that this question of supply
will not apply to the Anglican Church. In this

case much new music is hourly composed and pub-

lished, but little of it deserves the name of sacred

music when placed beside the compositions of Croft,

Pure ell, and Wesley. When, however, a new son of

art does arise to embellish the Roman Church service

with fit music, let him follow in the footsteps of

Cherubini rather than those of Rossini. Emulating
the pure grace and chaste style of the former, such a

one will then add an ennobling and not a debasing
element to the cause of Religion ; he will be making
a worthy offering to his Church an offering which,

alas ! can only be too rare in this age, given over as
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it is to unctuous harmonic combination and a still more

seductive melodic exuberance this whether in music

for church or stage.

As A TEACHER.

As a Teacher, Cherubini exercised much immediate

bearing. In the case of the pre-eminently great

musicians, they for the most part lived and worked

amid the surroundings of their homes and lodgings.
Now and then a digressive spirit like Schubert found

not a few of his noblest inspirations amid the freer air

of the bier-garten. One and all, however, were indirect

preceptors, who taught the world through their works

rather than by word of mouth, and students of the art

profit by their teachings just in so far as they possess
and exercise the patience and the intelligence to fathom

the mighty scores of a Mozart or Beethoven ; thus to

become acquainted with the great musical truths which

such works contain.

Cherubini was otherwise. He was a direct teacher,

and in his days many a scholar the dull one and the

brilliant had the advantage of his personal advice and

guidance. As Teacher, Examiner, and finally Director

ofTEfe Paris Conservatoire many students came under

his notice, and remembering the great theorist's love

for his art, his earnest purpose, and sound musical

teaching, it becomes impossible to estimate too highly
either the extent or value of his instruction.

If pupils like Auber, Halevy, Carafa, Zimmerman,

Batton, and others whose names might well be per-

petuated, caught something of his healthy vein, then the

unseen sway of the master may really be more than it

G 2
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will ever be possible accurately to gauge. Thus much
for those who came under his influence during his

lifetime.

There remains, however, that wider world of learners

to whom he spoke, and continues to speak, in direct

personal language. All theorists of music since his

day are under obligation to him, and there is probably
no student of Harmony and Composition, who has not

met, and become indebted to, the valuable Treatise on
"
Counterpoint and Fugue

" which Cherubini pub-
lished in 1835, and which has more than once been

translated into English. It proves its author to have

been a perfect master of technical detail, and Cherubini

would have served the Conservatoire well had he

bequeathed it nothing more than this work and the

other numerous exercises he wrote for the benefit of

its scholars.

This work still remains a standard text book, and

has, no doubt, served as a model for every similar

course or treatise upon the same subject published
since.

It is as a great exemplar in musical art that

Cherubini may best be regarded. He stands at ouce

a model reformer and teacher, one who had discovered

for himself the doctrine of purity and depth in art,

and was determined to promulgate his views. It was

no new teaching, for the fathers of the ancient Italian

Church style had passed away impregnated with it ;

nor was it a theory having for its effect the under-

mining of the foundations of true art. Cherubini was

no heresiarch. Rather than pull down the structure

of music he would prop it up with all the support of
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weighty foundation, in the shape of material upon
which a so grand and ever-increasing edifice could

rest. Surface matter, triviality in melodic skip and

unctuous progression, superficiality in place of depth
and learning, these were ominous indications to him

of a diseased art tendency. To stem this, so far as he

could, became his mission ;
and the sight of the great

man, lost to personal ambition and aim, battling

against the elements which jeopardized his art is no

ignoble one. He was no melody-monger, nor through-
out his works can he be traced pandering to the

popular clamour for tune. His polyphonic writing is

always consistent and remarkably grand. The sound

early training he received from Sarti stood him in

good stead throughout all his long after career. Un-
less it be Mendelssohn, no composer has surpassed
Cherubini in his broad and grand style. His muse,

deliberately a severe one, is always clear and well-

defined. His vast theoretical capacity never escapes

notice, and he worthily ranks with those masters of

counterpoint who have combined great genius with a

profound study of contrapuntal art. Like Bach,

Handel, Mozart, and other notable contrapuntists, how-

ever, his scores frequently exhibit instances of how
even the severest laws of counterpoint may be broken,
and this with beneficial, often very happy, result.

With all his learning, Cherubini is always perfectly

understandable, and if his music cannot by all be

regarded as consistently enjoyable, it can be asserted

of it that it never fails to arrest the attention of even

the careless listener ; while to the true musician and

man of understanding and culture it commands imme-
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diate admiration, and is at once a source of pleasure

to the ear, and an intellectual treat to the mind.

Throughout all his works his sense of music's real end

and purpose is apparent. Gluck was the founder and

teacher of the religion of dramatic truth. Then fol-

lowed Beethoven and Cherubini great apostles of

Gluck the former, in his Fidelio, accentuating the

new teaching ; and Cherubini, notably in his operas,

carrying the doctrine into far wider-reaching terri-

tories. Depth of feeling, earnestness of thought and

purpose in fact all inner emotion find expression in

Beethoven and Cherubim in a much more marked

style than as enunciated by Gluck or Mozart It

does not lessen the value of such model teaching and

example because so little of it has been adopted. It

exists in example for all time. In Cherubini's day Italian

dramatic music promised to develop into little more

than an exuberant melodic overgrowth. The deeper
and secret veins of musical expression were promising
to become lost, and probably would have been,"save

for the noble creations that emanated from the master

musicians just enumerated composers who have given
to the world scores which must ever remain unassail-

able and unsurpassable, because they are composed
of the indestructible elements of musical scholarship,
and earnest emotional truth and expression.

We shall do well to forget Cherubini as one who
affected the music of his own, or the present, day to

any appreciable extent; not thinking of him either as

the founder of any school. Another generation may
look back upon a resuscitation of his works, sacred and

secular, and profit by his magniflcent services to art.
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This experience belongs not to us. We tack too

closely upon his life and surroundings to judge of his

ultimate bearing upon music. We do know, however,
that he had few, if any, followers to carry on his work,
and therefore, whatever bearing upon future art is to

be his, must depend upon the persistency with which

present-day students apply themselves to his scores

and adopt the sound art principles upon which he

worked. He stands the great philosopher of modern

musical art. Contrasted with all other composers he

occupies quite a unique position. He travelled a long

way towards being on a level with Mozart, Beethoven,
and Mendelssohn, but he cannot seriously be ranked

with these great tone poets. His power seems to be

of most magnitude when we look upon him as a great

example and model : then his influencing force is

always more objective than reflective. He is some-

thing of a beacon warning musical workers of all

times from the rocks and shoals of the tawdry and

trivial in art. More good, it might be maintained,
has been, and perhaps will be, done by his example
than has been accomplished by his scores. The result

should be none the less sure, for though unwilling
scholars may hesitate to emulate him in depth of

study and profundity of learning which the present-

day music publisher does not care for Chcrubini is

always with us as a permanent ideal for all who
aim at purity in art combined with all dignity and

originality.

Much has been said and written concerning the

lasting properties of Cherubini's muse, and not a few

point the finger of scorn to the measure of appreciation
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extended nowadays to it. It must be admitted that

Cherubini's music is not altogether in fashion at any
rate in England and that in concert programmes of

every kind it is rare to find items from the pen of this

classic musician. But much the same fate has at-

tended other great masters of the art, and many
instances could be cited where a composer and his

works have been neglected for years and years
after his lifetime only to be one day resuscitated to

the delight of an enlightened age, and to the end of

the permanent endorsement of a deserving name
on the scroll of enduring fame. For the season

there is no great demand for Cherubini's music.

His operas are rarely given, and little of his in-

strumental music is heard. Consequently, beyond
his Overtures, and the performance of one of his

Masses occasionally, Cherubini is an unknown quantity

to the rising generation of musicians. It is not im-

probable, however, that a reaction may set in at no

distant season in favour of Cherubini, and that his

scores, sacred and secular, may be as sought after as

they are now neglected. It must not be forgotten

that his writings are based upon the sure foundation

of sound art principle, and strictly legitimate musical

aim and purport. He has left many very many
scores which can well preserve his fame ; but it would

be difficult in this day to predict with safety as to

whether his dramatic or sacred music will find most

favour with a generation to come. Much of this result

must depend upon the turn which social, political,

and religious events may take after our lifetimes.

Undeniably his principal Operas, his important Masses,
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the Overtures, and a few minor pieces deserve the

title of great and masterly music, and the world's

repertoire of finest music would remain singularly

incomplete without such compositions. The Masses

and Requiems especially go far to place Cherubim in

the front rank of- musical master minds. It is to be

regretted that the extreme length of the best of these

precludes their frequent performance in churches
;

but so it is at Roman Catholic as well as Protes-

tant churches nowadays the disposition to devote

much time to devotional matters is becoming marked

by a grudging rather than generous spirit, conse-

quently opportunities for hearing such sublime Church

music under suitable conditions are becoming more

and more rare.

All summed up, then, the influence of Cherubiui,

either through his sacred or secular music, is singularly

undetermined. It cannot be denied that the world of

music composers, performers, and listeners all ad-

mire his high and lofty vein of style; and when
his noble music is listened to, all become impi-essed and

delighted with its ideal beauty and noble sentiment.

Here matters end. They do not retire to their closets

and imitate him in melodic turn and harmonic com-

bination after the same fashion that hosts of workers

have imitated Mendelssohn. What lump ofcreative art

talent in any country has Cherubini leavened ? No !

his works and style lack qualities which find imitators,

of which by the way there are always enough when
there is a fruitful field for the imitative capacity.

Did his scores possess the immediate properties which

have brought the music of many other great composers
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into every home and every heart, a readier popularity
would have awaited Cherubim in his own day.

As it is, much that is grand, beautiful, and unimpres-
sionable (only because it lies so low from the

surface) in Cherubim's music will remain, perhaps
for an age, the portion only of the inquiring and

thoughtful musician. The art of the universe

will become but slowly permeated by its influence ;

but it is not too much to predict that truth, as

Cherubini has written it, will in the end prevail, and

that the sound principles upon which he worked, and

the high ideal which was his, will ultimately meet with

the approval of those minds most cultivated. Music

has its evolutionary processes, and recognition of

nobility in art must come even though it be long

delayed. Cherubini rests for a season, the great

preacher of purity in art, rather than'an impressionist ;

but already he will not have lived and worked in vain,

if students emulate his classic idealism, his beautiful

part writing, his masterly contrapuntal facility, his

chaste melodic interpretation, his complete freedom

from mannerism, his broad and masterly stroke, and

above all his marked devotion and allegiance to art.

A really great man, musically and morally, Cherubini

stands out in bold relief amid a mass of musical

contemporaries, and whatever may be the verdict of

posterity regarding his influence upon art, no doubt

can ever exist as to the calibre of his writings, which

most emphatically stamp their originator as a truly

great musician one who just missed the highest

reaches of highest art.



TEMPEEAMENT AND DISPOSITION.

IN his temperament Cherabini was what school-

girls term a Philistine. Doubtless he was a good
husband and parent, but unfortunately for himself,

and sometimes for others, be belonged to that class of

men who can never get on with the world. He pos-

sessed an irritable and sensitive nature, he was cross-

grained and crotchety, and while other people
would appear to be gliding along smoothly and

contentedly, Cherubim was everywhere meeting with

friction. He lacked that rare quality tact, and he

seems to have been unaware of any solatium with

which to charm away the petty annoyances of every-

day life.

In some respects he deserves indulgence. Not-

withstanding that he had done an immense amount of

work for Cherubini was a great worker he remained

very poor, only receiving regular emolument as a

salaried professor at the Conservatoire. His operas had

not been sufficiently successful to enrich their author,

and a musical reputation only is not pre-eminent as a

trusty prop when one is forced to mix constantly in

the highest circles of any society, to say nothing of

that then at Paris. Croesus and Midas need to come

by and lend a helping hand to the struggling genius
bent on reform, or the dissemination of any new

doctrine. He was evidently not born under a lucky
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star. Thus, when just making great headway in

Vienna whither the composer had gone in 1805,

sick at heart with the state of affairs in Paris it was

unfortunate for him to encounter the man who of all

others could thwart his purposes. Napoleon had

marched to Vienna after his victory at Austerlitz, and,

finding Cherubini there, ordered some music. " Since

you are here, M. Cherubim, we will indulge in some

music." Thus was Cherubim forced to provide several

concerts at Schonbrunn, where was the summer palace
of the Emperor of Austria. And all this without

reward such as other musicians of the French Court

received !

Many men would have been guarded in face of so

evident a disadvantage. Not so Cherubim. He
elected to fall out with one whom it is only fair to

admit could vie with him as a sou of Mars if not as

a devotee of Apollo, although Napoleon was really no

bad judge of war music. " Your music is so noisy and

complicated," said the First Consul one day to Che-

rubini,
" that I can make nothing of it/' The reply

was tantamount to,
" Excuse me if I don't think it

necessary to adapt my compositions to your brains !

>}

and the reader will probably agree that if Napoleon
had been a clown, instead of the first man in Europe,
Cherubini could not have snubbed him more.

On another occasion the great general told Cheru-

bini to his face that his music was too learned and

too German, that in preference to it he liked the

strains of Paisiello and Zingarelli, for which criticism

Cherubim continued sullen and ungracious towards

the Consul. Napoleon, in fact, took every opportunity
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to blunt the enthusiasm and efforts of Cherubini. The

students of the Conservatoire once bore. part of some

obloquy. Napoleon having returned victorious from

the Second Campaign, the students begged the

General to grant them permission to perform a Festival

Cantata and a MarcJie Funebre by the master. The

soldier overlooked the request !

As is so often the case with men tempered and

constituted as was Cherubini, his own experience did

not leave him more considerate towards others, and

it is not libelling him to say that those who happened
to be under his control, say at the Conservatoire,

seldom had a good word for him. The only exception

probably was in the case of any promising and highly
talented pupil, such as Halevy, or Adam, or Boieldieu.
" He was only rough outwardly/' we are told, but it

is unfortunate for his reputation that his worst points,

his uneven temper, his irritable manner, his brusque-

ness, independence, obstinacy, his critical severity,

his satire, reserve, and general dissatisfaction were the

first qualities to show themselves, and which had first

to be surmounted ere any ordinary mortal could hope
to gain the good grace and interest of the presiding

genius.
"The independence of character/

'

says a great

critic,
" which Cherubim possessed, rendered him a

subject of terror to all who came in contact with him
;

the musician who had taunted Napoleon in smart re-

partee was not likely to be very conciliatory to inferi-

orities and mediocrities." As a set-off to this, there is

the testimony of a writer in the Harmonicon a defunct

periodical, far superior in its literary-musical contents
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and critical acumen to any publication of the present

day wherein it is stated that "Cherubini had the

happy art of gaining over the singers to his views by
a suavity of manner and a conciliatory mode of address

not always possessed by one of his talent and profes-

sion." This, however, was as early in his career as

1789, when he was Director of the Comte de Pro-

vence's troupe of Bouffons, and before he had become
soured by some of his mundane experiences.

To tell all the stories concerning Cherubini's strange
character would be out of place here ; but it is im-

possible to forget Mendelssohn's description of the

unpolished man as " a burnt-out volcano, all covered

with stones and ashes ;

"
or Berlioz's amusing story

of an eruption of this Vesuvius.

Cherubini had assumed the Directorship of the

Paris Conservatoire in 1822. The proverbial new
broom did its work, and many supposed abuses,

tolerated under the rule of his predecessor Perne, were

disputed, and disposed of accordingly.

Among other things it was forbidden to students of

both sexes to enter the school by the same door.

Berlioz (who entered the Conservatoire four years later

than Cherubini) also bora a terrible character for

turbulency, and determined that he would set the

above regulations at nought. Going one morning to

the library, and pretending ignorance of this rule, he

(Berlioz) entered by the door in the Rue Bergere,

assigned to the lady pupils. He had scarcely reached

the library door before he was stopped by a servant,

who told him to go out and return to the same spot

by another entrance. This was ridiculous, and
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Berlioz refused to comply. The serviteur made his

way to Cherubini's room, and acquainted him with the

matter. Berlioz meanwhile had secured a score of

Gluck's "
Alceste," and was absorbed in it, little

dreaming that any further notice would be taken

of his innovation. Oherubini entered the library

looking more cadaverous than usual.
" After passing

several students at the table/' says Berlioz, "the

servant lighted before me, and cried ' Le Voila !
' On

recognizing me, Cherubini snorted with rage.
'
It's

you, is it ? C'est vous qui entrez par la porte, que'

que' que' ze' ne veux, pas qu'on passe f
' he con-

tinued with his comical Italian accent.
" '

Sir/ I replied,
' I did not know of your order ;

another time I will take care to conform to it !

'

" ' Une autre fois f une autrefois ! Que' que' que'

venez-vous faire id ?
'

" ' You see my reason for being here/ replied

Berlioz, as he pointed to the volume before him,
'

j

come here to study Grluck's scores, and I have no need

of any one's permission to do that. The library is

public from ten till three. I have a right to make
use of it.

" ' Th th the right ?
'

" ' Yes !

'

" 'You shall not come here again. Comment vous

appelez-vous .<" cried Cherubini, trembling with rage,

and I in my turn answered, 'You shan't know it !

'

" '

Arrete, a a arrtte le, Hottin !
'

shouted Cheru-

bini ;

'

que' que' ze' le'fassezeter enprison !' whereupon
the two gave chase round the table without succeeding
in catching me. I put an end to the scene by taking
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flight, shouting as I went that the intolerable Cherubim

should neither have me nor my name, and that I would

soon return to study the scores."

Again, in the case of Beethoven the composer of

Hedge was not slow to complain of that very charac-

teristic which was so strikingly marked by its ab-

sence in himself. ' H etait toujours brusque/ was his

invariable comment and reflection upon the character

and disposition of Beethoven. Cherubini, however,

allowed no impression of this kind to prejudice his

unbounded admiration for the compositions of this

king among orchestral composers.
The name of Cherubini is surrounded with a fund of

anecdote some of it complimentary and creditable,

not a little the reverse. How much of it is true it

is hard to decide. All that can be said is that many
of the stories concerning him have been on dits in

their day, and are as true as on dits in general. With

this provision the reader may be tempted to linger

over a few such, characteristic as they are of the man,

and furnishing as they do a glimpse of his natural

disposition. Some of them fully bear out the re-

putation which Cherubini has gained for being a sour,

cross-grained old gentleman. Others are the direct

opposite in drift and character, and point to quite a

genial and considerate disposition on the part of the

great theorist. How gratefully Spohr writes of the

reception which Cherubim accorded to him and his

compositions ! Here are the words of the composer of

the Die Wiehe der Tone symphony :

" From the frequent opportunities I had of playing
before Cherubini at private parties, I conceived a very
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ardent desire to have all my quartets and quintets, so

far as I thought them worthy of it, heard by that by
me highly esteemed master, and to introduce them by

degrees to his notice, in order to ask his opinion of

them. But in this I succeeded with very few only,

for when Cherubini had heard the first quartet (it was

Nr. 1 of the Op. 45 written at Frankfort), and I was

on the point of producing a second, he protested

against it, and said: 'Your music, and indeed the

form and style of this kind of music, is yet so foreign

to me, that I cannot find myself immediately at homo
with it, nor follow it properly; I would therefore

much prefer that you repeated the quartet you have

just played !

'

I was very much astonished at this

remark, and did not understand it until I afterwards

ascertained that Cherubini was quite unacquainted
with the German masterpieces of this kind of Mozart

and Beethoven, and at the utmost had once heard a

quartet by Haydn at Baillot's soirees. As the other

persons present coincided with Cherubim's wish, I

consented the more readily, as in the first execution

of it some things had not gone altogether well. He
now spoke very favourably of my composition, praised
its form, its thematic working out, the rich change
in the harmonies, and particularly the fugato in the

last subject. But as there were still many things
not quite clear to him in the music, he begged me
to repeat it a second time, when we should next

meet.
" I hoped he would think nothing more about it, and

therefore at the next music party brought forward

another quartet, Befure I could begin, however,
H
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Cherubini renewed liis request, and I was therefore

obliged to play the same quartet a third time.
" The same thing occurred also with Nr. 2 of Op, 45,

excepting that he spoke of it with more decisive praise,

and said of the adagio :

'
It is the finest I ever heard.'

He was equally pleased with my pianoforte quintet

with the concerted accompaniment of wind instru-

ments, and I was frequently obliged to play it on

that account."

That he could be just and generous towards a

brother artist not always an easy matter is seen in

the following :

A pedant once went to Cherubini complaining of a

flagrant fault in the novel chromatic progression from

F sharp to F natural in the well-known Dal tuo

Stellato in Rossini's Hose in Egitfo. Thus :

* Thus : 1
1

*_

" Whatdo you say to such a libertine's act ?
"
inquired

the pedant.

"What do I say to it!" exclaimed Cherubim;
"
why, I am only sorry I was not its perpetrator."
Like all truly great men, too, Cherubini could see

merit in his compeers. A joyous student once came
to him full of a certain performance of one of Beeth-

oven's symphonies. Cherubini rejoined,
"
Young man,

let your sympathies be first turned to the creative,
and be less anxious about the executive m art :
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accept the interpretation and ponder over the creation

of those wonderful compositions, which are written for

all time and for the imitation and criticism of all

nations."

It was Cherubini's judgment and encouragement
which led the father of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy to

decide upon music as a profession for the youth, who,
not long afterwards, surprised the world with that

wonderful example of juvenile capacity, the Over-

ture to
" The Midsummer Night's Dream." In 1825,

Mendelssohn being 16, the father took the boy to

Paris to consult Cherubini. Under the lad's arm was

the B minor Quartet for strings. Cherubini said,
" Le garqon est riche, il fera Men, il fait meme deja,

lien."

Cherubini possessed a wonderful aptitude for saying
smart things. Sometimes there was sting in them,
at others they were harmless enough.
One day he was confronted by one of those bores

of humanity who are incapable of directing their own
rudder of life, and who constantly want the advice of

other people as to the best course they should take.

It was a certain French singer with a tremendous

voice, but who could not decide the line of art for

which he was best fitted. Cherubini begged him to

sing. Vocalist opened his mouth, and the foundations

well-nigh trembled with the bellowing.
" What shall I become ?

"
said Furioso when he had

finished.
" An auctioneer," replied Cherubini.

Upon another occasion a friend presented himself

before the master with a score said to be Mehul's.

11 2
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After examining it, Clierubini remarked, "It is not

Mehul's, it's too bad to be his."
" Will you believe me, M. Cherubini, if I tell you

it is mine ?
"

said the visitor.
" No ! It is too good to be yours !

"

An instance of his frank criticism was provided when
Beethoven's Fidelio was first performed at the Karnth-

nertor Theatre, Vienna. Cherubini was present.
At the conclusion of the performance he was asked

how he liked the Overture, the " Leonora in C. "

"
"Well," said he, "to be honest, I must confess that I

could not tell what key it was in from beginning to

end."

That such criticism was prompted by no base

motives may be gathered when we remember the

estimate he put upon the genius and work of the

composer of the " Choral " Symphony. He accounted

himself as nothing to a Beethoven. At a certain

concert he once found in his hand a programme in

which was inserted, sandwich-like, one of his own
overtures that to L'Hotellerie Portugaise between

two compositions by Beethoven. Noticing the

dangerous proximity, Cherubini remarked to a

friend,
" Look here, and see what they have done.

I'm going to appear a very small boy."
He was strongly opposed to ill-deserved success

as he had reason to be, seeing how favours and

honours had been showered upon less deserving

musicians than himself at the French Court while he

long remained with little more than a bare subsistence.
" Malheureux ! are you not ashamed of such un-

deserved success ?
" In such terms did Cherubim
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accost Boieldieu after one of the performances of the

Calif"e de Bagdad at the Feydeau Theatre; which

brusque admonition Boieldieu took so much to heart,

that he did not attempt another opera for three years,

during which period he received the advantage of

training from Cherubini, and then produced Ma Tdnte

Aurore with extraordinary success.

It was Cherubim who has furnished us with one of

the best solutions yet propounded to that serious

problem for thoughtful minds how to keep one's

umbrella. One day he was walking along a boulevard

when it began to rain. A gentleman, recognizing the

maestro, pulled up his horse, and begged that

Cherubini would take the reins and drive home

quickly out of the rain. He could not accompany

him, as he was going in a contrary direction, but he

proposed borrowing the composer's umbrella.
"
No, I never lend my umbrella," was the abrupt

reply, and, whatever we may think of the courtesy,

there can be no doubt about the prudence of the

musician.

Cherubini was generally esteemed a great talker,

but withal he could make good use of the golden

quality of silence, especially if the topic under con-

sideration was not commending itself to him.

His favourite pupil, Halevy, one day invited the

master to the theatre to hear a new opera which

Halevy had composed. At the end of the first act its

composer asked Cherubini how he liked it. No reply.

With the second act completed, the question was

again put. No reply. Halevy warmed. " Vous

lie me repondez point," he exclaimed. Still no
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reply. Halevy jumped up exasperated, and left the

box!

Professor John Ella, in his charming
" Musical

Sketches/' tells the following of Cherubini :

This learned maestro, more renowned for his wit

than for his sensibility, on meeting Tulou, the flautist,

returning from the funeral of the oboe-player, Brod,

was thus addressed :

" Ah ! maestro, we have lost our dear friend

Brod."

Cherubini, who was deaf, exclaimed,
<f What !

what ! ! what ! ! !

"

Tulou repeated with a loud voice, "Brod is

dead !

"

" Ah !

"
said the stoic Cherubini, turning away,

" Petit son, petit son !
"

(little tone).

It is to be feared that the master was more intent

at the moment upon differing with Tulou himself, for

although Brod's tune was not loud, his taste and in-

telligence placed him in the highest rank of execu-

tants, and Cherubini must have been sensible of this.

The flute was never a favourite instrument with the

great theorist, and one day he was even heard to

exclaim in disgust,
" The only thing worse than one

flute is two."

Ella vouches, too, for the following incident, which

goes to prove that Cherubini could at times exercise

that demonstrative kindness characteristic of his

countrymen :

Having composed an Offertorium for a grand

public religious festival, Cherubini was informed on the

eve of its performance of the sudden illness of the
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principal tenor vocalist. Early next morning the

invalid's part was sent to young Begrez, with a re-

quest that he would study the music, and sing it before

noon at the place appointed. In vain did violinist

and amateur vocalist plead inability, Cherubini was

peremptory, and assured the debutant that he had

the greatest confidence in his musical intelligence.

At the performance the admirable singing of Begrez

produced a deep impression, and at the end of the

service the illustrious Cherubini rushed to the front

of the choir, and cordially embraced him in the pre-

sence of the whole congregation. After this Begrez

placed his violin aside, took to singing, and became a

successful vocalist.

Not always did Cherubini have matters his own

way. His residence in Paris covered one of those

stormy times which at different periods have swept
over the fair capital. In the revolutionary days of

1792 the quiet and peaceably-disposed citizen hesi-

tated to venture in the streets by day or night.

Cherubini hazarded the risky and perilous experiment,
with the result that he had perforce to submit to

become the principal figure in a practical illustration

of the saying,
" A fiddler in spite of himself !

"

Once, writes Mr. Bellasis in his " Memorials of

Cherubini "
:

"During an occasion of more than ordinary

excitement, Cherubini fell into the hands of a band

of sans-culottes who were roving about the city seek-

ing musicians to conduct their chants. To them it was

a special satisfaction to compel the talent that had

formerly delighted royalty and nobility to minister
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now to their own gratification. On Cherubim firmly

refusing to lead them, a low murmur ran through the

crowd, and the fatal words ' The Royalist ! the

Eoyalist !

' resounded on all sides.

"At this critical juncture, one of Cherubim's

friends, a kidnapped musician too, seeing his imminent

danger, thrust a violin into his unwilling hands, and

succeeded in persuading him to lead the mob. The
whole day these two musicians accompanied the hoarse

and overpowering yells of that revolutionary assem-

blage, and when at last a halt was made in a public

square, where a banquet took place, Cherubini and

his friend had to mount some empty barrels, and play
till the feasting was over." This was in 1794.

As a man and a musician one turns from the con-

sideration of Cherubini's life with regret, for there

is a wholesome atmosphere of honesty about his pur-

pose and career which is no less refreshing than are

the pure and lofty strains of music which streamed

so bountifully from their chaste source. Music such

as Cherubini's must always be cherished by the

student because of the purity of the element of which

it is composed, and it can always be resorted to when,
with senses jaded with harmonic luxuriance and sickly

melodic sentiment, the better nature is struggling for

some healthier region of artistic experience and reali-

zation .



CATALOGUE OF CHERUBIM'S WORKS.

YOCAL COMPOSITIONS.

COMPOSITION. DESCRIPTION. COMPOSED.

CANTATAS : 11 in all.

1. La PuWica Felicitd 1774

2. Amphion ... ... ... ... ... 1786

3. Circe 1789

4. Clytemnestre 1794

5. Pour la Goguette ... ... 1812

6. Louis XVIII. Fete 1814

7. City of Paris Fete 1814

8. Inno alia Primavera ... 1815

9. Royal Guard Banquet 1816

10. Le Mariage de Solomon -... ... ... 1816

11. Hotel de Ville Fete 1821

CBEDOS : Detached.

1. Credo, for eight voices and organ 1806

2. Credo, in D, 4 parts 1816

MADBJGALS.

1. Ninfa Crudele, five voices ... ... ... 1783

2. four 1811

MASSES : 11 in all.

1. Mass, in D, four voices ... ... ... 1773

2. Mass, in C 1774

3. Mass, in C ,, 1775

4. Mass, in F, three ... 1808
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COMPOSITION. DESCRIPTION. COMPOSED.

5. Mass, iii D minor, four voices 1811

6. Mass, in C, four voices 1816

7. Mass, in El? 1816

8. Mass, in E 1818

9. Mass, in G 1819

10. Mass, in Bb 1821

11. Mass, in A, three 1825

MASSES, REQUIEM.
1. C minor, four voices ... ... ... ... 1816

2. D minor, three , 1836

MOTETS : 7 in all.

1. Motet, four voices 1777

2. Motet, with solo for Marchesi ... ... 1781

3. Motet, Nemo Gaudeat 1781

4. Motet, Septuagesima Sunday 1818

5. Motet, Lcetare Jerusalem 1823

6. Motet, Sfiant Gentes 1829

ODES : 4.

1. 18th Fructidor (Poignards) 1797

2-3. Anacreon Odes 1799

4. Emperor Napoleon's Marriage ... ... 1810

OPERAS : 25 in all.

1. II Quinto Fabio, No. 1 1780

2. Armida, 1782

3. Adriano in Stria ... ... ... 1782

4. II Messenzio 1782

5. II Quinto Falio, No. 2 1783

6. Lo Sposo di Tre Marito di Nessuna ... 1783

7. L'Idalide 1784

8. L'Alessandro Nell'Indie ... 1784

9. La Finta Principessa 1785

10. II Giulio Sabino ... ... 1786

11. Ifigenia in Aulide ... ... ... ... 1788

12. Demoplwn 1788

13. Lodo'iska ... 1791

14. KourJcourgi ... ~. 77T 1793
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COMPOSITION. DESCRIPTION. COMPOSED.

15. Elisa 1794

16. Jlferf<fe_^___^..__^^___ 1797

17. ^~L'Hotellerie Portugaise 1798

18. La Punition 1799

19. Les Deux Journecs 1800

20 Anacreon 1803

21. FanisJca 1806

22. Pimmalione -
iSifcfD'

23. Le Crescendo 3810

24. Les Abencerages 1813

25. AliBaba 1833

PSALMS, 3, including
1. Dixit, four voices 1774

2. Dixit, Solo and Chorus ... 1775

The above are the principal vocal works. In addition,

Cherubini composed at different times a large number of

lesser vocal compositions, notably the following :

Agnus Dei, 2.

Airs (Detached Pieces), 62.

Album Pieces, 2.

Antiphons, 20.

Ariettas, 3.

Chansonette ... , 1834

Canons, 1 set, two, three, four voices ;
5 detached ... 1807

Duets, 14.

Introits 1824

Kyries, 14.

Lamentations, 2, two voices 1776

Litanies, 4, four voices 1779

Latin Words, Settings of, four voices.

Latin Hymns, various.

Magnificat, four voices ... ... ... ... ... 1775

Oratorio (without title) 1777

Pasticcio,
"
Epicure

"
; 1800

La Prisonniere ... 1799
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COMPOSITION. DESCRIPTION. COMPOSED.

Quartets, 2.

Republican Hymns and Choruses.

Romances.

Sanctuses 3.

Solfeggi, 4 sets (160 in all).

Sextet, 1.

Te Deum, four voices ... 1777

Terzettos, 9.

War Songs, 2.

INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSITIONS.
MABCHES : 11 in all, including

1. March (Night Patrol) 1806

2. March (General Hoche) 1797

3. March (Republican) 1800

4. March (Baron Braun) ... 1805

5. March (Wind Instruments) ... ... 1808

6. March (Wind Instruments) ... ... 1809

7. March (Wind Instruments) 1810

8. March (National Guard) 1814

9. March (Funebre) 1820

10. March (Faniska) 1831

MINUET, Full Score 1808

NOCTUKNES: 6, for Piano 1782

OVERTURE, 1, in G, Full Orchestra 1815

QUAHTETS : 6 in all.

1. Quartet, in Eb ... 1814

2. Quartet, in C 1829

3. Quartet, in D minor ... ... ... ... 1834

4. Quartet, in E 1835

5. Quartet, in F 1835

6. Quartet, in A minor 1837

QUINTET, in E minor 1837

SONATAS : 10 in all.

1. Cylinder Organ 1805

2. Cor Anglais and Piano ... ... ... 1804

SYMPHONY, Full Score ... 1815
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Among the lesser Orchestral works are the following :

COMPOSITION. DESCRIPTION. COMPOSED.

Ballet Music " Achille d Scyros
"

1804

Bassoon Pieces, 2 ... 1818

Canzonet (Piano) 1782

Chaconne, Full Score 1785

Clavichord Sonatas, 6 1780

Clarionet Pieces, 2 1824

Country Dances, 6, Full Score 1808

,, ,, 3 ,, ,, ... ... ... ... 1809

Entr'actes, 2 Lodoiska 1805

Figured Bass Pieces (Piano) 1798

Hautboy Pieces, 2 1818

Intermezzi, 2.

Organ Sonata ,.. 1780

Pas Redoubles, 7 1814

Pianoforte Capriccio ... ... 1789

Fantasia 1810

Pieces for Wind Instruments, 8 1814

Romances, 18 (Piano) 1787

Trios, 2 (Violin and Piano) ... 1793

2, Full Score 1810

In all Cherubini composed some 430 Pieces, nearly 100 of

which have been published.

NOTE. For distinguishing many of the above compositions
a relative name or incident has here been associated with the

scores.
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E.

EARLIEST Compositions, 2.

Ecclesiastical Music, Italian, 80.

Eliza, llf.T-

Ella, 22, 102.

Esterhazy de Galanta, Prince, 48.

Eterno Iddio, 30.

Exemplar, A great, 87.

F.

Faniska, 28, 81, 39.

Fashion in Music, The, 88.

Felici, Bartolomeo, 2.

,, Alessandro, 2.

Festa, 79.

Fetis on Demophon, 8, 9.

,, Italian sacred music, 44.

, , Les Deux Journees, 21.

Fidelia, 11, 76, 86, 100.

Flotow, 71.

Flute, Opinion concerning the,
102.

Francis Joseph II., 28-39.
French Opera, Kelationship to, 34.

,, Operatic Taste, 72.

Foundation of Paris Conserva-

toire, 12.

Founding of Conservatoire de

Musique, 65.

Funeral, Death and, 63.

F. W. H., 32.

G.

GALLAND, 33.

German Appreciation of Cheru-

bini, 75.

Girod, 53, 54.

Gloria of Mass in D minor, 50.

,, of Mass in F, 47.

Gluek, 9, 10, 14, 16, 35, 36, 71,
86.

Goethe, 20.

Gounod, 71.

Gretry, 37, 70.

Grove on Medee Overture, Sir G. 3

15.

Giinz, 18.

H.

, 2, 6, 35, 38, 71, 75, 93,

101, 102.

Ilali Baba; ou, les Quarante
Voleurs, 32.

Handel, 6, 42, 85.

Commemoration Festival,
7.

Harmonicon, 30, 93.
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Haydn, 28, 39, 46, 76, 78, 80, 97.

Hebrides Overture, 15.

Hoche, 63.

Hoffinann, 14.

I.

I Due Giornate, 25.

Ifigenia in Aulide, 6.

IZ Giulio Salino, 7.

II Messenzio, 5.

IZ Portator d'Acqua, 20.

H Quinto Fabio, 5, 35.

JZ Trovatore, 19.

Incarnatus of D minor Mass, 50.

Mass in F, 47.

Influence upon Church Music,
77,81.

,, Dramatic Music,
69, 74.

Inspector at Conservatoire de

Musique, 65.

Institut, Member of the, 66.

Instrumentation for Singers, 40.
" Israel in Egypt," 42.

J.

JOMELLI, 81.

Josquin des Pres, 79.

Jouy, 31.
" Judas Maccabsens," 42.

Judgment on Mendelssohn, 99.

Juvenile Compositions, 2.

K.

KABNTHNERTHOR THEATRE, 28.

Kidnapped as a Royalist, 103.

Kourkourgi, 32.

Kyrie of Mass in D minor, 49.

F, 45,46.

L.

La Favorita, 40.

La Finta Principessa, 7.

L'Alessandro nell' Indie, 5.

La Pastorale, 70.

La Pubblica Felicita, 2.

La Punition, 19.

La Sonnamlula, 19.

Lecocq, 71.

Le Crescendo, 31.

Leo, 4, 79, 81.

Leonard, 7.

Leonora Overture, 15, 100.

Leopold II., 2.

Les Abencerages, 31, 35.

Les Deux Journees, 14, 19-22, 26,

27, 37, 39, 41, 73, 75, 76.

Lesueur, 35-37, 66, 67, 75.

L'Hotellerie Portugaise, 19. Over-
ture to, 100.

L'ldalide, 5.

Litanie della Vergine, 48.

Lodo'iska, 9-11, 37, 73, 77.

Lohengrin, 19.

London, Eeception in, 7.

,, Visits, 6.

Longest Mass Score, The, 48.

Lo Sposo di Tre Femine, 5.

Louis XIV., 70.

Louis XVI., 38,55.
Louis XVIII., 53, 66.

Lower Rhine Musical Festival,
58.

Lully, 70.

Lyrical Purpose, 35.

M.

MALIBRAN, 18.

Mapleson, 17.

Marcello, 44.

Marchesi, 7.

Marie Antoinette, 7.

Marmontel, 7.

Marriage to Cecile Tourette, 12.

Martini, 66.

Mass in A, 46.

B flat, 54.

,, C (No. 6), 51.

C minor, Eequiem, 46.
D minor, 48, 57.

E, 53.

,, E flat, 53.

F, 44, 46.

G, 53.

Ma Tante Aurore, 101.

Mature Period, Cherubini's, 47
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Mazarin, Cardinal, 70.

Medee, 11, 14, 16, 19, 20, 37, 39,

41, 46, 73, 75, 79, 96.

Mehul, 14, 35, 37, 75, 99.

Melusina Overture, 15.
" Memorials of Cherubini," 27,

53, 57, 103.

Mendelssohn, 15, 19, 22, 31, 58,

85, 87, 89, 94, 99.

Mendouze, 27.

Metastasio, 7.

Meyerbeer, 37, 71, 74.

Midas, 91.

"Midsummer Night's Dream"
Overture, 99.

" Modern German Music," 16.

Monteverde, 79.

Nose in Egitto, 98.

Mozart, 10, 37, 40, 74, 76, 78, 80,

83, 85-87, 97.

"Musical Sketches Abroad and
at Home," 23.

Musique d'Effet, 37.

N.

NAPOLEON BUONAPARTE, 27, 31,

42, 65, 92, 93.

Neiderrheinische Musik Zeitung,
36.

0.

OFEN BACH, 71.

Opera, Bearing upon French, 34.

Influence upon, 70, 74.

Originality, Operatic, 76.

Overture in G, 67.

"Leonora" in 0, 100.

to Anacreon, 27, 41.

Demophon, 8.

Faniska, 29.

Les Abencerages, 31.

Les Deux Journeet,

22, 41.

Medee, 15, 41.

"Midsummer Night's

Dream," 99.

P.

PAISIKLLO, 92.

Patestrina, 4, 44,69, 79,81.

Papering the Pit, 32.

Pasta, 18.

Paul Veronese, 21.

Pedant, Rebuking a, 98.

Pergola Theatre, The, 1, 5.

Pergolesi, 79.

Perne, 94.

Philharmonic Society Engage-
ment, 67.

Picchianti, 38, 43.

on Demophon, 36.

,, Sacred Music, 43.

Piccini, 71.

Pimmalione, 31.

Polyphonic writing, Cherubini's,
85.

Precocity as a child, 1.

Prolificness as a Composer, 61.

Purcell, 82.

Q-
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QUARTERLY MUSICAL MAGAZINE,"
31.

Qui Tollis of D minor Mass, 50.

Quoniam of D minor Mass, 50.

R.

RAMEAU, 9, 70.

Raphael, 44.

Reforms, Gluck's Opera, 71.

Republican Song Settings, 66.

Requiem Mass in C minor, 46,
55-57.

,, Mass in D minor, 46, 56.

Review of Dramatic Career, 34.
Richard Cueur de Lion, 11.

Rinaldini, 26.

Ritter, 21.

Romish Service, Compositions
for, 42.

Rossini, 7, 27, 37, 40, 80, 98.

Roze, 26.

S.

SACRED Music Fame, 42.

,, Influence upon,
70.

Saint Cecilia, 45.
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Sanctus of Mass in F, 47.

Santley, 18.

Sarti, 3, 4, 85.

Scarlatti, 69, 81.

Schluter, 21, 41.

Schubert, 83.

Scio, 12, 16.

Score Copying, 3.

Soirees at Schonbrunn, 65.

Spohr, 22, 96 ; Before Cherubim,
97.

Spontini, 35, 75.

Stabat Mater, Bossini's, 80.

St. Cyr, 13.

Steibelt, 37.

Stradella, 69.

Style in Overtures, Evidence of,

41.

Demophon, New, 36.

Superintendent of King's Chapel,
52, 66.

Symphonist, As a, 40.

Symphony in D, 67.

T.

Tunrihauser, 19, 40.

Teacher, As a, 83.
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Temperament and Disposition,
91.

Tietjens, 18, 26.

Tnlou, 102.

Turin, Reception in, 6.

Tuscany, Grand Duke of, 2.
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UMBRELLA, How to keep an, 101.
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VEEDI, 7, 40.

Vienna, Visit to, 39.

Viotti, 6.

Vocal Aptness, 40.

Vogel, 37.
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WAGNER, 38, 76.

Wagnerian Operatic Theories, 76.
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WAGNER.
HOW TO UNDERSTAND WAGNER'S "RING OF THE

. NIBELUNG." Being the Story and a Descriptive Ana-

lysis of the "Rheingold," the "Valkyr," "Siegfried"
and the " Dusk of the Gcds." With a number of Musi-

cal Examples. By GUSTAYE KOBBE. Sixth Edition.

Post 8vo, bevelled cloth, gilt top, 3s. 6d.
" To be appreciated in the smallest way Wagner must be studied in

advance." Illustrated London News.

WAGNER. "Der Ring des Nibelungen." Being the story

concisely told of "Das Rheingold,'' "Die Walkiire,"

"Siegfried" and "
Gotterdammerung." By N. KIL-

BXJRN. Crown 8vo, sewed, 9d. net.

WAGNER. A Sketch of his Life and Works. By N. KIL-

BURN. Sewed, (3d.

WAGNER'S " PARSIFAL." And the Bayreuth Fest-Spiel-
haus. By N. KILBXTRN. Crown 8vo, sewed, 6d.

WAGNER. See "Makers of Music." "Biographical Section."

. See "Beethoven." "Biographical Section."

,, See "Mezzotints in Modern Music." "^Esthetics

and Criticisms" Section.

REEVES' CATALOGUE OF MUSIC AND MUSICAL
LITERATURE. Ancient and Modern, Second-Hand
and New

; containing the Contents of Libraries recently

purchased, with a large quantity of Curious, Scarce, and
Useful Music : Full Scores, Organ Music, Duets. Trios,

Quartetts, Quintetts, Sextetts, Septetts, etc. ; Tutors,

Historical, Theoretical and Biographical Works in Eng-
lish, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, etc.,

including some Works of the greatest rarity and value.

On Sale for Cash. The Catalogue sent post free on

application.
" Mr. W. Reeves, who has established his claim to be regarded as the

recognized publisher of English Musical Literature, has a strong list of

books for the amateur and the professor." Publishers' Circular.

" The best and safest method for the inexperienced to adopt, is to make

application to some leading and trustworthy publisher of musical books of

the class in question, relying on his judgment and the traditions of his

house to supply what is genuine and suitable. Without being invidious,

we may say that such a publisher is Mr. W. Reeves." Bazaar.
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ESTHETICS, CRITICISMS, ESSAYS.
POST-BEETHOVEN SYMPHONISTS, Schubert, Schumann,

Gotz, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Bruckner, Berlioz, Liszt,

Strauss, Mahler, Mendelssohn, Saint-Saens, etc. By
FELIX WEINGARTNEB. Translated by A. BLES. Many
Portraits. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s.

" Most stimulating and suggestive, full of acute thinking, of felicitous

expression." -Veil' York.
" The book is certainly well worth reading." Daily Chronicle.

The author's intimate familiarity with the works he discusses lends a

peculiar interest to the volume, which is certainly worthy a music lover's

attention.
" A most fascinating book * * * the works of the various composers are

critically discussed in regard to form and orchestration." Musical Star.

GREATER WORKS OF CHOPIN. (Polonaises, Mazurkas,
Nocturnes, etc.), and how they should be played. By
J. KLECZYNSKI. Translated by Miss N. JANOTHA and
Edited by SUTHERLAND EDWARDS. With Portrait, Fac-

simile, etc. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

" A new book on Chopin which will doubtless receive a warm welcome
from the lovers of the greatest genius of the pianoforte.

* * * What gives
this book a unique value of importance as a novelty is that it includes

what is left of Chopin's notes for a pianoforte method which, brief as it is,

contains some valuable and interesting hints which will benefit all pianists
and students." New York Evening Post.

MEZZOTINTS IN MODERN MUSIC. Brahms, Tchaikov-

sky, Chopin, Strauss, Liszt and Wagner. By JAS.

HUNEKER. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top,
7s. 6d.

CONTENTS. The Music of the Future (Brahms) A Modern Music Lord
(Tschaikowsky) Richard Strauss and Nietzsche The Greater Chopin A
Liszt Etude The Royal Road to Parnassus A Note on Richard Wagner."

Essays filled with literary charm and individuality, not self willed or
over assertive but gracious and winning, sometimes profoundly contempla-
tive, and anon frolicsome and more inclined to chaff than to instruct but

interesting and suggestive always." New York Tribune.

THE PLACE OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC. By H. SAINT-GEORGE.
Addressed to advanced students of that branch of musi-
cal knowledge commonly called Harmony. 8vo, sewed,
Is.

Mr. Baughan rejects the academic view of form as firmly as Mr. Saint-

George rejects the academic view of harmony and counterpoint. The
academics base their harmonic theories on laws of nature which Mr.

Saint-George shows do not exist Has joined Mr. Saint-George in

the attack which will end in the total discomfiture of the academics. J. F.
in the Saturday Review.
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MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. Essays and Criticisms, by ROBERT
SCHUMANN. Translated, Edited and Annotated by F.

R. RITTER. Portrait of Robert Schumann, photo-

graphed from a Crayon by BENDEMANN. First Series,
Seventh Edition. Thick crown 8vo, cloth, 8s. 6d.

Ditto. Second Series, Third Edition. Thick crown 8vo,

cloth, 10s. 6d.
The translations are vigorous and clear, and the exact sense of the

originals, as far as possible, has been preserved. New York Musical
Courier.

A disquisition upon the value of Schumann's labour as an art critic

leems quite uncalled for at the present date. Suffice it to say that it can

hardly be over-estimated, and that his writings are as interesting and
instructive at the present as they were when, they were first penned.
Monthly Musical Record.

There is no use in trying to quote characteristic passages, because the

volume is of such uniform merit and such continuous interest that it is

impossible to make a selection. Musicians who take up the book will not

find it easy to put it down again. Athenceum.

Most fascinating reading, even to those who are not deeply versed in

music. Westminster Review.

Schumann wag so just and fearless a critic, and his opinions are con-

spicuous for such sound judgment, that they are valuable in themselves,

altogether apart from the celebrity of their author. Some parts of the

book will attract special notice, such, for instance, as the able defence of

the then condemned Berlioz * * * * the book also contains notices of

composers whom the world has forgotten. Music Trades' Review.

MOZART'S DON GIOVANNI. A Commentary, from the

Third French Edition of Charles Gounod. By W.
CLARK and J. T. HVTCHINSON. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

GOUNOD says in his Preface : Don Giovanni, that unequalled and im-

mortal masterpiece, that apogee of the lyrical drama, has attained R

hundred years of existence and fame
; it is popular, universally accepted

and consecrated for ever. Is it understood? * * * Is it admired? Is it

loved as it should be? The score of Don Giovanni has exercised the in-

fluence of a revelation upon the whole of my life ;
it has been and remains

for me a kind of incarnation of dramatic and musical infallibility. I

regard it as a work without blemish, of uninterrupted perfection, and this

commentary is but the humble testimony of my veneration and gratitude
to the genius to whom I owe the purest and most permanent joys of my
life as a musician, etc.

PURITY IN MUSIC. By A. F. THIBAUT. Translated by J.

BROADHOUSE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

CONTENTS. 1. On the Chorale. 2. Church Music other than the Choral.

3. Popular Melodies. 4. The Educating Influence of Good Models. 5.

Effect. 6. On Judging the Works of Great Masters. 7. As to a Liberal

Judgment. 8. On Perversions of Text. 9. Choral Societies.

SCHUMANN says :

" A fine book about music, read it frequently."

WOMAN AS A MUSICIAN. An Art Historical Study. By
F. R. RITTER. 8vo, sewed, Is.
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THE DEEPER SOURCES OF THE BEAUTY AND EXPRES-
SIGN OF MUSIC. By JOSEPH GODDABD. Author of

"Musical Development," "A Study of Gounod's Re-

demption," etc. With many Musical Examples. Crown

8vo, bevelled cloth, 3s. 6d.

CONTEXTS. CHAPTER I. The Seeming Anomaly between the Human Origin
of Music and its Elevated Beauty. CHAPTER II. Abstract Musical, like

Natural, Beauty is a Chance Fitness or Coincidence, of which the Visible

Conditions are the Plasticity in Human Faculties and the Diversity in

Outward Nature. CHAPTEB III. Timbre and Vowel-Sound briefly Analyzed ;

the Sensibility formed in the Ordinary Course of Natural Evolution to

answer to them, lets into our Nature the World of Harmony. CHAPTER
IV. The Larger Reasons why Music is Free of the Objective World, and
Discontinuous. CHAPTER V. Contrast in Scenic Effect and in Music.
CHAPTER VI. The Source of those Distinct Suggestions of the General
World which are Fundamental to the Musical Sensation Position, Direc-

tion, Movement and Visual Form. CHAPTER VII. The Second Factor in

the Inherent Connection between Music and Motion : the Sense of the
Horizontal latent in the Principle of Time. CHAPTEB VIII. Tonality. The
Principles of Unity and Delimitation. CHAPTER IX. Statement of the Full
Case for the Explicability of Musical Expression from the Standpoint of

the Influence of Speech. CHAPTER X. Darwin's Hypothesis of Musical Ex-

pression. The Tendency of Music to Grow Old. The Influence of In-

herited Feeling in the Effect upon us of Art and Nature. CHAPTER XI.
The Limitation involved in Music being the World of a Single Sense, is a
Source of its Power. Statement of the Principle of Arbitrary Association.
CHAPTER XII. Summary and Concluding Remarks.

BEETHOVEN'S PIANOFORTE SONATAS Explained for the
Lovers of the Musical Art. By ERNST VON ELTEBLEIN.
Translated by E. HILL, with Preface by ERNST PAUER.

Entirely New and Revised Edition (the Sixth). With
Portrait, Facsimile and View of Beethoven's House.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

" He writes with the ripe knowledge and thorough understanding of a
practical musician. Every musical student or amateur can safely trust
him as a competent and agreeable guide. This English translation is most
opportune, and will doubtless assist many a lover of Beethoven's music to

appreciate more keenly the master's Sonatas." E. PAUEB.

BEETHOVEN'S SYMPHONIES in their Ideal Significance,

Explained by EIINST VON ELTERLEIN. Translated by
FRANCIS WEBER. With an Account of the Facts Re-
lating to Beethoven's Tenth Symphony. By L. NOHL.
Second Edition, with Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth,
3s. 6d.

This small volume is intended in the first place, and more especially, for
the earnest and thoughtful amateur, to whom it is to be a guide and com-
panion in the artistic enjoy nu-nt and conscious appreciation of Beethoven'*

Symphonic Masterpiece*. At the same time the work may not be unwel-
come also to the prat'tionl musician.
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HOW TO PLAY CHOPIN. The Works of Chopin and their

proper Interpretation. By J. KLECZYNSKI. Translated

by A. WHITTINGHAM. Fifth Edition. Woodcut and
Music Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

"
It contains many interesting details and profitable hints. The author

has much to tell us about the great pianist, as a teacher as well as a

composer. Chopin as a composer remains to us as a heritage, but the

tradition of his playing and teaching is naturally becoming every year
more and more vague. So our author deserves praise for his attempt to

snatch from oblivion any remembrances of the ' manner and touch
'

of the

master." Academy.

FROM LYRE TO MUSE. A History of the Aboriginal
Union of Music and Poetry. By J. DONOVAN. Crown
8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net (pub. os.)

CHAPTERS : 1. Musical Impression. 2. History of Aboriginal Music. 3.

Music and Individuality. 4. Fusion of Rhythm and Tones. 5. Fusion of

Tones and Words. 6. How Harmony was Developed 7. Definition and

Diagram of Evolution of Music.

SCHUMANN'S RULES AND MAXIMS. For young Musi-
cians. Sewed, 2d.

" The ' Rules and Maxims '

might have been entitled
'

Proverbs,' for the
truth of none of them can be called into question, and they give students

the very best advice." Figaro.
" A valuable store of hints and information, shrewdly written and per-

tinently put." Musical Opinion.

BEETHOVEN'S SYMPHONIES Critically Discussed by A.

TEETGEN. With Preface by JOHN BROADHOUSE. Second
Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

" We must say that many of his observations are not only acute but

extremely just." Musical Times.
" Mr. Tee*gen gives evidence of deep knowledge of his hero's works, he

supplies the reader with food for thought and reflection. We commend this

little book to the attention of our readers." Musical Opinion.
" Mr. Teetgen is a devout, though not a blind, worshipper of Beethoven."
Musical Standard.

HALF A CENTURY OF MUSIC IN ENGLAND. 1837-1887.

By F. HUEFFER. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. net (pub. 8s. 6d.)
Hueffer was for years musical critic of the Times, and stands high as an

authority on the art. He was a man of culture and intelligence and a

discriminating critic.

CHURCH MUSIC IN THE METROPOLIS. Its Past and
Present Condition. By C. Box. With Notes Critical

and Explanatory. Post 8vo, cloth, 3s.
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MOZART'S LIFE AS MAN AND ARTIST. By VICTOR

WILDER. Translated from the French by F. LIE-

BICH. With a comprehensive Bibliography of Mozart
literature from every source, English and Foreign and
a List of his Compositions. With numerous Portraits.

Crown 8vo, cloth. In the Press.

BEETHOVEN. By RICHARD WAGNER. With a Supplement
from the Philosophical Works of Arthur Schopenhauer.
Trans, by EDWARD DANNREUTHER. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
" This characteristic essay, a written exposition of Wagner's thoughts on

the significance of the master's music, may be read with advantage by all

students." W. H. WEBBE in The Pianist's A. B.C.
"

It is a plain duty to be familiar and even intimate with the opinion
of one famous man about another. Gladly therefore we welcome Mr.
Dannreuther's translation of the work before us. Mr. Dannreuther has
achieved his task with the conscientiousness of his nature and with a

success due to much tact and patience." Musical Times.

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF FIDDLERS. Includ-

ing Performers on the Violoncello and Double Bass,
Past and Present. Containing a Sketch of their

Artistic Career, together with Notes of their Composi-
tions. By A. MASON CLARKE. 9 Portraits. Post 8vo,

bevelled cloth, 5s.
" We may here take the opportunity of recommending a useful book to

all lovers of violins and violinists. Fiddlers, Ancient and Modern, is prac-

tically a little Biographical Dictionary, well arranged with some excellent

portraits." Northern Whig.

SKETCHES OF GREAT VIOLINISTS AND GREAT PIAN-
ISTS. Biographical and Anecdotal, with Account of

the Violin and Early Violinists. Viotti, Spohr, Paga-
nini, De Beriot, Ole Bull, Clementi, Moscheles, Schu-

mann (Robert and Clara), Chopin, Thalberg, Gottschalk,
Liszt. By G. T. FERRIS. Second Edition. Crown 8vo,

bevelled cloth, 3s. 6d. (or cloth, gilt edges, 4s. 6d.)

A very useful book for a prize or gift.

DICTIONARY OF 4,000 BRITISH MUSICIANS. From the

Earliest Times. By F. J. CROWEST. Crown 8vo, cloth,

2s. (paper, Is.)

A Dictionary of British Musicians a work devoted exclusively to the

names of native composers, instrumentalists, vocalists, writers, etc., who
have contributed to the making of English musical art from the earliest

times to the present. Blank spaces are left to each letter for any addi-

tional names to be written in.
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CHOPIN: AS REVEALED BY EXTRACTS FROM HIS
DIARY. By COUNT TARNOWSKI. Translated from the
Polish by N. JANOTHA. Edited by J. J. TANQUERAY.
With Eight Portraits. Crown 8vo, bevelled cloth,

2s. 6d. net (or paper cover Is. 6d. net.)
" Throws many curious sidelights on the character of the great com-

poser." Sunday Sun.
" The notes on Chopin were written by special request and under the

direction of Princess Marceline Czartoryska. From her, Count Tarnoweki
received many interesting details as well as letters written by Chopin, in

which the master alludes to many of his compositions as well as to the
conditions under which they were written. Really an absorbing little

tome, etc." Musical Standard.
"

All devotees of Chopin will feel grateful for the booklet, translated into

lucid English by the accomplished pianist, Mdlle. Janotha, whose portrait,

by the way, adorns its pagee. The little volume shows us clearly enough
that the man was, as his music is, intensely poetic, romantic, variable in

mood, and of a profound melancholy, lightened by occasional flashes of

childlike gaiety. His visit to England in 1848 is gone into at length. He
liked neither the country, the climate, nor the people According
to the evidence of Chopin's diary the novelist's (George Sand) characteristic

inconstancy was the sole cause of the weariness, and she is depicted as

being cruel enough to send him the proof sheets of the book (Lucretia

Floriani) in which she told the story of their liason, and vivisected the

character of her forsaken lover. This hardly tallies with the version set

forth in some very recently discovered letters of George Sand to her

daughter, which represents the rupture as being due to Chopin's persistent
interference in her family affairs, but probably there is a spice of truth in

both stories." Western Mercury.

"A very interesting book on Chopin, containing something about the

Polish musician which will delight his many admirers ...... the story is

here told from Chopin's own point of view of his relations with George
Sand a somewhat humorous touch is given to the account of his

visit to Scotland. Among musicians of'the future we must always reserve

a place for Chopin. He is the Wagner of the pianoforte recital, which
consists of so many other composers and so much Chopin "Music.
"

it is an appreciation of the life and works of the famous com-

poser the French Revolution of 1848 drove Chopin to England. He
was feted and made much of, but he was ill and unhappy. His comments
on Society and its doings are not complimentary Chopin the man
and Chopin the artist are two different beings it is interesting to

read and nicely got up." "Birmingham Post.
"
This is the story of the interesting life of Chopin, a man '

of a cheerful

mind but a sad heart.' In a marvellously clever manner is the childlike

but great nature of Chopin depicted. This book is one of keen interest,

written in simple flowing style, which not only interests the reader, but
leaves a very picturesque and affectionate (if melancholy) impression of

the life of Chopin." Western Morning New*.

LIFE OF BEETHOVEN. By Louis NOHL. Translated by
JOHN J. LALOE. Third Edition. With Portraits and
Facsimile. Crown 8vo, bevelled cloth, gilt edges, 3s. 6d.

" A standard biography."
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FREDERIC CHOPIN: HIS LIFE AND LETTERS. By
MORJ.TZ KARASOWSKI. Translated by E. HILL. New
Edition Revised and further Letters added written

during the composer's Sojourn in England and Scot-

land, 1848-9,- Second and Revised Edition. With 8

Portraits and a Facsimile. 2 volumes. Crown 8vo,

bevelled cloth, 10s.
"
Chopin is and remains the boldest and proudest poetic spirit of the

age." ROBERT SCHUMANN.
The author in his Preface says : Several years of friendship with the

family of Frederic Chopin have enabled me to have access to hi letters and
to place them before the public. ... In compliance with the wishes of

many of Chopin's friends and admirers I have undertaken to sketch his

career from the materials afforded me by his one surviving sister, from his

letters, etc. ... in this work which contains full particulars about Chopin's
youth I have corrected the erroneous dates and mis-statements which have
found their way into all the German and French periodicals and books.

GROVK'S Dictionary of Musicians says : The truth about Chopin's birth,

family, health, character, friendships, early training, and the dawn of his
career as a player and composer was not known until the publication of

Moritz Karasowski's recent and trustworthy biography."
The first serious attempt at a Biography of Chopin." PBOF. NIECKS.

"
Gives bits of information found nowhere else and the Letters of Chopin

make the book invaluable to those who would really know the Polish
master." Mugical America.

MAKERS OF MUSIC. Biographical Sketches of the Great

Composers. With Chronological Summaries of their

Works and Facsimiles from Musical MSS. of Bach.

Handel, Purcell, Dr. Arne, Gluck, Haydn, Mozart, Beet-

hoven, Weber, Schubert, Berlioz, Mendelssohn, Chopin,
Schumann, Wagner, Verdi, Gounod, Brahms and Greig,
with General Chronological Table. By R. FARQUHARSON
SHARP. Portrait of Purcell. Third Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth, 5s.

The author's endeavour throughout this work has been to convey an im-
pression of the personality of each composer, as well as to furnish bio-

graphical detail. At the end of each biography is a tabulated list of the
composer's works and dates of production, together with a facsimile from
one of his original manuscripts. A useful volume, got up in good style and
well adapted for a gift or prize. Has speedily run into three editions.

TEMPLETON AND MALIBRAN. Reminiscences of these
Renowned Singers, with Original Letters and Anec-
dotes. Three Authentic Portraits by MAYALL. 8vo,
cloth, 2s. 6d.

SKETCHES OF ENGLISH GLEE COMPOSERS. Historical,

Biographical and Critical. From about 1735-1866. By
D. BAPTIE. Post 8vo, bevelled cloth, 5s.
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NOTICE OF ANTHONY STRADIVARI. The celebrated

Violin Maker known by the name of Stradivarius, pre-
ceded by Historical and Critical Researches on the

origin and Transformations of Bow Instruments, and
followed by a Theoretical Analysis ofllthe Bow and Re-
marks on Francis Tourte. By F. J. FETIS. Trans-

lated by J. BISHOP. Facsimile. 8vo, cloth, 5s.

The greater part of the matter in above is the work of M. Vuillaume,
who spent the greater part of hia life in studying the principles which

guided Stradivarius in his labours. With the aid of Fetis and his addi-

tional suggestions and matter the now celebrated work was produced.

CHOPIN: THE MAN AND HIS MUSIC. By JAMEB
HUNEKER. Author of "Mezzotints in Modern Music."

With Musical Examples. Thick crown 8vo, cloth, 10s.
" Mr. Huneker is a Chopin enthusiast. He accords admiration to Brahms,

to Wagner, to Tchaikovsky : his worship is reserved for Chopin. Being
gifted with clear insight and imagination which grasp many and diverse

moods Mr. Huneker is a sane critic and a manly There is no pre-
tence at new material in the book. Mr. Huneker has garnered all that has
been written about the composer and he has threshed out the grain from
the chaff. The result is, therefore, of value." Musical Standard.
" The volume will at once take its place in the front rank of books on

Chopin the masterly chapter of 74 pages on the etudes will soon

be found indispensable bv all teachers and students of the pianoforte."
The Nation (U.S.A.)
" A work of unique merit, of distinguished style, of profound insight

and sympathy and of the most brilliant literary quality." The New York
Times.

LIFE OF CHOPIN. By FHANZ LISZT. New and very much
Enlarged Edition. Translated in full now for the first

time by JOHN BROADHOUSE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.
" A charmingly written and sympathetic sketch of Chopin's Life and

Work. It is a biography that musicians are sure to prize very highly, as

it affords the greatest help in understanding the undercurrent of emotion
which characterizes the works of Chopin." W. H. WEBBE in The Pianist's

A. B.C.

TCHAIKOVSKY. His Life and Works. With Extracts
from his Writings and the Diary of his Tour Abroad in

1888. By ROSA NEWMARCH. With Index, List of Com-

positions and Portrait. Second Edition, with Addi-
tional Chapters by E. EVANS, 1907. Crown 8vo, cloth,

LIFE AND WORKS OF MOZART. By A. WHITTINGHAM
Cloth, Is. 6d. (or paper, Is.)

LIFE AND WORKS OF HANDEL. By A. WHITTINGHAM.
Cloth, Is. 6d. (or paper, Is.)
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF LOUIS SPOHR. 2 vols in 1. Thick

8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net (pub. 15s.)

Ferris' Great Violinists says :

" One of the most fresh, racy and in-

teresting works of its kind ever written."

CHERUBINI. Memorials illustrative of his Life. By E.

BELLASIS. Thick crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

The standard biography of Cherubini.

BALFE: HIS LIFE AND WORKS. By W. A. BARRETT.
Crown 8vo, bevelled cloth, 3s. 6d. net (pub. 7s. 6d.)

FRANZ LISZT. By T. CARLAW MARTIN. 6d.
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GENERAL.
THE BACH LETTERS. Letters of Samuel Wesley, relating

to the Introduction into England of the Works of Bach.

Ed. by E. WESLEY. Second Edition. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

ENGLISH GLEE AND MADRIGAL WRITERS. By W. A.

BARRETT. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
" Mr. Barrett is highly to be commended, no less for tho vast amount of

reliable information which he has collated upon the subject in hand, than
for the concise manner in which, for the benefit of the reader, he has

compressed it into a small space." Monthly Miifical Kccurd.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF OPERA IN ENGLAND. Being
the Substance of a Paper read before the Licentiates of

Trinity College, March, 1882. By FRANK AUSTIN.

Post 8vo, sewed, 6d.

RATIONAL ACCOMPANIMENT TO THE PSALMS. By F.

GILBERT WEBB. Post 8vo, 6d.

THE MUSICAL STANDARD. A Newspaper for Musicians.

Professional and Amateur. Established nearly Half a

Century. The Organ of no Clique. Independent Criti-

cisms. Illustrated Supplement every, week. Price

Twopence. Annual Subscription 10s. lOd. (Abroad
13s.) Terms for Advertisements on application to the

Manager.
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HISTORY.
THH WORLD'S EARLIEST MUSIC. Traced to its Begin-

nings in Ancient lands. By collected Evidences of

Relics, Records, History and Musical Instruments, from

Greece, Etruria, Egypt, China, through Assyria and

Babylonia to the Primitive Home, the Land of Akkad
and Sumer. By HERMANN SMITH. With 65 full page
Illustrations and Cuts, nearly 400 pp. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 6s.
"

I return the sheets you entrusted to me of
' The World's Earliest

Music.' There is nothing- I eould criticize in those interesting pages.
"

A. J. HIPKINS in a letter to the Author.
"

It is fully and indeed admirably illustrated in every section of its

subject." Westminster Review .

" Should be in the hands of every musician Most interesting is

his Chapter upon the music of Japan." Pall Mall Gazette.
"
Technically though it occasionally must be, the book is one which

should charm all music lovers." Mummy Leader.
" The book, which is profusely illustrated, is most interesting, and is, in

its handsome cloth binding, well worth its published price, 6/-"The
Musical Star.
"

I confess to a very considerable ignorance, natural and acquired, of

the ancient instruments; but it seems to me that Mr. Smith has got as near
the truth as a twentieth century mortal can." J. F. RUNCIMAN in The

Saturday Review.
"

It is a pleasantly written volume dealing with the earliest condition*
of music in ancient lands. From rock carvings, wall paintings, tablets

and vases, sculptures, papyri and so forth, Mr. Smith has drawn the
materials for a volume which has involved an immense amount of research
and contains a vast quantity of information conveyed in a very lucid and
readable manner." H. A. SCOTT in The Academy.

" No more enthusiastic worker, nor patient student, exists than Mr.
Hermann Smith. The structure, character and capabilities of every kind
of musical instrument have been the objects of his study for many years.
To an intense love of his subjects he adds aw attractive style. . . . The
liking of the ear in music is a liking by inheritance, transmitted as a
facial type is. This view is new, etc." Birmingham Daily Post.

THE RISE OF MUSIC. By JOSEPH GODDARD. With numer-
ous Illustrations. In the Press.

HISTORY OF HUNGARIAN MUSIC. By J. KALDY (Director
of the Royal Hungarian Opera). Crown 8vo, bevelled

cloth, 2s. 6d. net.

The Hungarians must have had a special love for music in their ori-

ginal home, for in their sacrifices and other religious ceremonies, in tUeir
national festivals, before and after a battle, at banquets and funerals,
song, music and dancing played an important part.
" Information not to be had anywhere else should be on every

musical shelf." Internationalen Musikgenellschaft.
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THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF MUSIC.
Described in Chapters on the Study of Musical History.
By EDWARD DICKINSON. With an Annotated Guide to

Music Literature. Over 400 pp. Thick 8vo, cloth, 10s.

CHAPTERS : 1. Primitive Music. 2. Music of the Ancient Cultured
Nations : Assyrians, Egyptians, Hebrews, Greeks and Romans. 3. Song in

the Early Christian Church. 4. The Catholic Liturgy. 5. The Catholic

Liturgic Chant. 6. Bog-innings of Polyphonic Music. Popular Music in the
Middle Ages. 7. The Age of the Netherlander, 1400-1550. 8. Choral Music
of the Sixteenth Century. 9. Early German Protestant Music. 10. Pro-
testant Church Music in England. 11. The Madrigal The Opera Modern
Tonality. 12. Early Growth of Instrumental Music. 13. The Violin and
its Music : First Stages of the Suite and Sonata. 14. Keyed Chamber In-

strnments : Progress of the Clavier Suite and Sonata. 15. The Italian Opera
in the Seventeenth Century. 16 The Opera Buffa, Seventeenth and Eigh-
teenth Centuries. 17. Rise of the Opera in France, Seventeenth Century.
18. Italian Opera Seria in the Eighteenth Century. 1!). Introduction of
the Italian Dramatic Forms into German Religious Music. 20. Johaniv
Sebastian Bach, 1685-1750. 21. Handel, 1685-1759. 22. Opera-C'omique in the

Eighteenth Century. 23. Glnck, 1714-1787. 24. Haydn, 1732-1809. 25. Mozart.
1756-1791. 26. Beethoven. 1770 1827. 27. The German Romantic Opera.
Weber, 1786-1826. 28. The German Lied. Schubert, 1797-1828. 29. Piano

Playing to about 1830. 30. Schumann, 1810-1856. 31. Mendelssohn, 180!)-

1847. 32. Chopin, 1809 1849. 33. Programme Music. 34. Berlioz, 1803 1869.

35. Liszt, 1811-1886. 36. The Opera in the Nineteenth Century to about
1850. I. Italian Opera. 37. The Opera in the Nineteenth Century to about
1850. II. French Opera. 38. Wagner, 1813 1883. 39. Recent Music in Ger-

many and Austria. 40. Recent Music in France. 41. Recent Music in

Italy. 42. Recent Music in Russia, Bohemia and Scandinavia. 43. Recent
Music in England and America. Bibliographical List. Index.

MB. DICKINSON in his Preface says : The vastness and complexity of the

study of the history of music are bewildering to those who enter upon it

unassisted. This volume is intended to clear the way by indicating the

problems, the method and the materials. The narrative and critical por-

tion gives a terse and comprehensive summary of music history, showing
what are the important subjects involved and their connections and rela-

tions. The bibliographical sections lead the student to the best critical

commentaries in the English language on every phase and detail of the

subject.
" Mr. Dickinson has written a book of unquestionable value the

author's critical judgment is highly discriminating." Musical Standard.

MR. EBNEST NEWMAN in the Manchester Guardian writes: Mr. Dickinson
has had the excellent idea of furnishing the musical student with a guidV,'

to the best literature in English upon the Art For Mr. Dickinson's

general treatment of his subject one can have nothing but praise. His
method is to take each stage in the development of music separately,
characterise it in a short but highly concentrated chapter and then give
references to the complete English literature upon the subject. His sum-
maries are models of sound judgment and swift statement, not more than
once or twice, perhaps, could one find fault with either their completeness
in every essential point or their cool and Catholic impartiality. The

bibliographical guides are practically as full as they could be made
the total omissions are exceedingly trifling, while the extent arid the

accuracy of the information conveyed make the boot indispensable to

students and to public librariet.
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THE STUDENT'S HISTORY OF MUSIC. History of Music,
from the Christian Era to the present time. By DK. F.

L. RITTEE. Third Edition. 478 pages of Letterpress
and 72 Plates of Musical Illustrations. Thick crown

8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.
" To such as arc preparing for examination this valuable work must

render great service." Christian Age.
" A reliable guide to those students who as he says

'

feel the desire, the

want, of a deeper and more general knowledge of and information as to,

the growth and progress of their art than is common.' That this intention

has been successfully carried out in the present volume we can conscien-

tiously affirm." Muttical Times.

"With the exception of Mr. Hullah's Lectures, we can recall no book
in the English language of recent date which attempts to cover the same

ground. Both as usefnl to the student as a work of reference, and as

interesting and instructive to the general reader on musical subjects, this

work of Professor Ritter may confidently be recommended." Monthly
Musical Record.

A HISTORY OF PIANOFORTE MUSIC. With Critical

Estimates of its Greatest Masters and Sketches of their

Lives. By JOHN C. FILLMOEE. Edited with an Intro-

ductory Preface by RIDLEY PRENTICE. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 3s. 6d.

SYNOPSIS : The Pianoforte and its Immediate Precursors (the Harpsi-
chord and Clavichord) Polyphonic Music (Bach, Handel, D. Scarlatti)

Homophonic Music (E. Bach, Haydn, Mozart) The Emotional Content of

Music (Beethoven) The Classic and the Romantic in Music (Weber, Schu-

bert, Mendelssohn, Chopin and Schumann) Technique of the First Clas-

sical Period Technique of the Second Classical Period Technique of the
Transition Period Technique of the Romantic Period Minor Composers
and Virtuosi of the Different Epochs Index.

DUDLEY BUCK says of it :

" In my judgment the work should be in the
hands of every earnest student."

MANUAL OF MUSICAL HISTORY. From the Epoch of

Ancient Greece to our present time. By DR. F. L.

RITTER. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo, bevelled cloth, 2s. 6d.
" An agreeably and cogently written volume, dealing with a variety of

topics which bear more or less directly on the history of music." W. H.
WEBBK in The Pianist's A. B. C
"
Portable and well arranged

* * * well up to-date and contains a useful

index. Students preparing for examinations will find the book distinctly
serviceable." Teacher's Times.

CATECHISM OF MUSICAL HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY,
By F. J. CROWEST. Revised and Enlarged Edition.

Tenth Thousand. 187 pp. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. (paper, Is.)

This work gives special attention to English musicians, and is brought
down to 1905.

Musical Education says :

" An excellent little book yet not so little

since it contains an immense amount of information historical, biographi-
cal and critical in a very small compasi."
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ENGLISH HYMN TUNES. From the 16th Century to the

Present Time. By the REV. A. W. MALIM. Containing
21 Musical Illustrations. 8vo, sewed, Is.

THE PAST AND THE FUTURE. Inaugural Lecture at

Gresham College, Nov., 1890. By J. FREDERICK BRIDGE
Mus. Doc. Crown 8vo, sewed, 6d.
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ORGAN.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON ORGAN BUILDING. By F.

E. ROBERTSON. With Working Drawings and Appen-
dices for ready calculation of all parts. Text in one
vol. Demy 8vo, and numerous plates in a royal 4to

vol. 2 volumes, 31s. 6d. net.
"
Many books upon Organ Building have been published in recent years,

but for fulness of information not one approaches Mr. Robertson's work,
wherein practical details and directions are given in every department of

Organ construction. The book is of course based upon old Don Bedos 1

famous work, and contains the most valuable portion of Dr. Topfer's Ger-

man treatise, together with his learned diagrams and illustrations."

HERMANN SMITH"S " The Making of Sound In the Organ and In the Or-

chestra." W. Reeves.

MODERN ORGAN TUNING, The How and Why, Clearly

Explaining the Nature of the Organ Pipe and the

System of Equal Temperament, Together with an His-

toric Record of the Evolution of the Diatonic Scale

from the Greek Tetrachord. By HERMANN SMITH.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

"
I have read ' Modern Organ Tuning

' with great interest. It is a
book of value and should find appreciative readers. It should be a hand-
book with students of the organ and organ tuning." A. J. HIPKINS.
"
Simple non-technical terms sets out with an attractiveness and lucidity

I have never seen surpassed the history of the evolution of the diatonic
scale from the Greek tetrachord * * *

by no means intended for organ
students alone * * the historical explanations add to the fascination of
this volume." Daily Telegraph.
" The book is just such another as its author's similar manual on the

tuning of pianos, a workmanlike handbook
; full of sound practical advice

for the craftsmen concerned." Scotuman.
" Recommended to the notice of organists with the fullest confidence that

they would derive both pleasure and profit from its perusal." Scottish
Guardian.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE ORGAN IN HISTORY. By
DUDLEY BUCK. Crown 8vo, sewed, Is.

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ORGAN, Organists, and Ser-
vices of the Chapel of Alleyn's College, Dulwich. With
Extracts from the Diary of the Founder. By W. H.
STOCKS. Crown 8vo, sewed, Is.

ANALYSIS OF MENDELSSOHN'S ORGAN WORKS. A
Study of their Structural Features. For the Use of

Students. By JOSEPH W. G. HATHAWAY, Mus. B. Oxon.,
127 Musical Examples. Portrait and Facsimiles. Crowu
8vo, bevelled cloth, 4s. 6d.
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RINK'S PRACTICAL ORGAN SCHOOL: A New Edition.

Carefully Revised. The Pedal Part printed on a Separ-
ate Staff, and the Preface, Remarks and Technical
Terms translated from the German expressly for this

Edition by JOHN HILES. The Six Books Complete, hand-

somely bound in red cloth, gilt edges, ob. folio, 10s. 6d.

net (issued at 20s.), or the six parts 7s. 6d. net (issued
at 6s. each.)

The best edition ever published of this Grand Classical work. No other
edition will bear comparison with it for care and skill in editing, nor for

beauty of engraving and excellence of printing. One special merit of this
edition is that the bad lines are bold, and that they are drawn right through
the score, instead of through each staff, as was the custom in days gone by.
The student who will take the trouble to test this edition against any
other, wi^l at once perceive the advantage he gains from this clear and
distinct style of

"
barring

"
; to an advanced performer the matter may be

perhaps of less importance, but even he cannot fail to appreciate the com-
fort of increased legibility.

As a royal road to thorough and sound Organ Flaring in all styles, there
is no other

"
School, which will bear comparison with this : a Beginner

can follow no better course than to go through it slowly, allowing, say six

months for the process, one month for each book. Sir Herbert Oakeley,
Mus. Doc., late Professor of Music in the University of Edinburgh, says :

I! ink's name will always live as that of an executant, and of a safe guide
towards the formation of a sound and practical Organ-Player : his works

comprise many artistic studies." The illustrious French critic, F. J.

Fetis, writes thus :

"
In the composition of music for the Organ the talent

of Rink was of a character peculiar to himself. His elegant and simple
style was generally noble and dignified. His harmony has much about it

that is uncommon and unexpected ; his melody rs sweet and touching. He
did not try to write

'

difficulties,' his evident object was to work for pro-
vincial organists, to form their tasks and to perfect their studies. He culti-

vated the imitative style, but in a simple and natural manner ; in the
elaborate Fugue style he wrote but little

;
in the course of a conversation I

asked him the reason, and he made the sensible reply :

' Bach is a

Colossus who dominates the musical world
;

it is useless for anyone to hope
to follow him in his own peculiar domain, except at a distance

; he has

eclipsed everything, and, in that which he has done, he is inimitable. I

have, therefore, always thought that in order to compose music worthy of

being heard and approved, a different path should be chosen."
"

REFORM IN ORGAN BUILDING. By THOMAS CASSON.
Crown 8vo, sewed, 6d

ORGANS AND ORGANISTS IN PARISH CHURCHES, A

Handbook of the Law relating to the Custody, Control

and Use of Organs, and to the Position, Lights, and

Disabilities of Organists, to which is Added a Chapter
on the Hiring of Pianos, and on "The Three Years

System." By WILLIAM C. A. BLEW, M.A., Oxon., of

the Inner Temple, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 2s. 6d.
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ORGANIST'S QUARTERLY JOURNAL of Original Composi-
tions. Edited by Dr. W. SPARK, 5s. per part. New
Series Volume, 160 large pages, oblong folio, bound in

cloth, 18s.

THE ORGAN PARTS OF MENDELSSOHN'S ORATORIOS
AND OTHER CHORAL WORKS. Analytically Con-

sidered. By ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD, Mus. l)oc.,

F.lt.C.O. With numerous Musical Examples. Crown

8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d.

HENRY SMART'S ORGAN COMPOSITIONS ANALYSED.
By J. BROADHOUSE. Crown 8vo, bevelled cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE EARLY ENGLISH ORGAN BUILDERS and their

Works, from the loth Century to the Period of the Great

Rebellion. An Unwritten Chapter on the History of

the Organ. By DR. E. F. RIMBAULT. Well printed.
With woodcuts, post 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE MAKING OF SOUND IN THE ORGAN AND IN THE
ORCHESTRA. With many illustrations. By HERMANN
SMITH. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. Gd. In the Press.

Highly recommended by the late A. J. Hipkius.

THE PEDAL ORGAN: Its History, Design and Construc-

tion. By T. CASSON. With Folding Plate. 8vo
; sewed,

Is. net.

CATECHISM for the Harmonium and American Organ. By
JOHN HILES. Post 8vo, sewed, Is.
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ORCHESTRAL.
MODERN ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS: Their Origin,

Construction and Use. Together with "Precursors of

the Violin Family." By K. SCHLESINGER. Being a

Practical Illustrated Handbook for the Use of Amateurs
or Students. Illustrated with numerous full-page
Plates, Cuts, Tables, etc., together with Appendix and

Explanatory Index. 8vo, cloth, 10s. In the Press.

ON CONDUCTING. By RICHARD WAGNER. Translated by
E. DANNREUTHER. Second Edition, cr. 8vo, cloth, 5s.

A Treatise on Style in the Execution of Classical Music, written by a

practical master of the grand style.

NOTES ON CONDUCTING AND CONDUCTORS. By T. R.

CROGER, F.R.G.S., F.Z.S., also the Organising and Con-

ducting of Amateur Orchestras, with three full-page
Illustrations of the Various "Beats" and Plan of the

Orchestra. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. (paper, Is.)

" A mine of good things." Musical Opinion.
" One of the best guides to conducting." Muaic Trades Review.
" A capital little book brightly written and full not only of entertaining

and racily-told anecdotes, but also of clear and sensibly-expressed opinions
on musical matters." The Stage.

" The book appeals particularly to conductors of prorincial societies,

whether instrumental or choral ;
it is written in a pleasant style, and is

full of practical hints by one who knows his subject well." Monthly
Musical Record.
"
Man3r

practical hints on the organizing and conducting of amateur
orchestras and choral societies." Morning Post.

HOW TO PLAY FROM SCORE. Treatise on Accompani-
ment from Score on the Organ or Pianoforte. By F.

FETIS. Translated by A. WHITTINGHAM. With 40 pages
of Musical Examples. Crown 8vo, bevelled cloth, 3s. ()d.

CONTENTS : IntroQuction. 1. On the Different Arrangements of Voices

and Instruments in Scores (Partitions). 2. On Vocal Parts; Instrumental

Parts, their Fixed Pitch and the Manner in which they are Written. 3.

Concerning the Manner in which the Accompanist should Read a Score in

order to grasp its Substance and its Details. 4. The Mechanism of Ac-

companiment. 5. Concerning the Influence of the Accompanist on the

Vocalist. 6. On Difference of Style. 7. On the Accompaniment of Early
Music without Orchestra, the Duets and Trios of Clari, Durante, Handel

and the Psalms of Marcello. 8. On the Reproduction of Ancient Orches-

tral Accompaniments. 9. On the Modern Style of Accompaniment. 10. On

Mozart, Cherubini, Mehul, Spontini, Rossini and the Modern School. 11.

Conclusion.

This popular and useful book might have been entitled
" The Art of

Making Arrangements for the Organ or Pianoforte from Full Orchestral

and other Scores." It contains all that ia necessary to know upon this

subject.
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PIANOFORTE.
REEVES' VAMPING TUTOR. Art of Extemporaneous Ac-

companiment, or Playing by Ear on the Pianoforte,

Rapidly Enabling anyone having an Ear for Music (with

or without any knowledge of Musical Notation) to Ac-

company with Equal Facility in any Key. By FRANCIS

TAYLOR. Folio, 2s.

PIANOFORTE TEACHER'S GUIDE. By L. PLAIDY. Trans-

lated by FANNY RAYMOND HITTER. Crown 8vo, boards,

Is.
"
Evidently written by a pianist who is a thorough master of his instru

tnent as well as a good teacher." Educational Times.
" Some of the finest pianists of the day owe much of their technical

facility to Plaidy's excellent method." Bazaar.
" The best possible advice of a veteran ; no teacher can read it without

benefit. Affixed is a list of studies in order of difficulty. This is especially
valuable." Schoolmaster.

DELIVERY IN THE ART OF PIANOFORTE PLAYIN~G, On
Rhythm, Measure, Phrasing, Tempo. By C. A. EHREN-
FECHTER. Crown 8vo, bevelled cloth, 2s.

" Deals with rhythm, measure, phrasing and tempo as applied to piano-
forte playing

* *
explains the difference between the subjective and objec-

tive in delivery and expresses his opinion that a performance of the born
artist must of necessity be subjective, while the wavering, undecided, and

uninspired amateur will be safest in giving an altogether objective render

ing. The section with reference to accent is particularly good. There are
numerous illustrations from the works of the masters." W. H. WEBBE in

The Pianist's A. B. C.

PIANO TEACHING. Advice to Pupils and Young Teachers.

By F. LE COUPPEY (Prof, in the Conservatory of Music,

Paris, etc.) Translated from the Third French Edition

by M. A. BIERSTADT. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s.
" Well worthy of perusal both by young teachers and pupils. The book

contains sound advice, particularly applicable to the study of Pianoforte

playing." W. H. WKBBE in The Pianist's A. B. C.

THE DEPPE FINGER EXERCISES for Rapidly Developing
an Artistic Touch in Pianoforte Playing, carefully Ar-

ranged, Classified and Explained by AMY FAY (Pupil
of Tausig, Kullak, Liszt and Deppe). Folio, English
Fingering, Is. 6d. (Continental Fingering, Is. Gd.)

The Musical Times says: We are asked by a well-known pianist to say
that FTerr Emil Sauer was trained up to his seventeenth year on the Ueppe
system and that he owes his wonderful technique almost solely to that
method * * * Our correspondent adds that Herr Sauer speaks as enthnsias

tioally of the Deppe method as did Miss Amy Fay.
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TECHNICAL STUDY IN THE ART OF PIANOFORTE
PLAYING (Deppe's Principles). By C. A. EHREN-
FECHTER. With numerous Illustrations. Fourth Edi-

tion. Crown 8vo, bevelled cloth, 2s. 6d.

CONTENTS : Position Arm Wrist Fingers ;
Touch (Tone Production) ;

Legato ; Equality of Tone
; Tension and Contraction ; Five Finger Exer-

cises ; Skips ; The Scale ; Arpeggio Chords ; Firm Chords ; High Raising- of

the Arm ; Melody and its Accompaniment ; Connection of Firm Chords ;

The Tremolo; The Shake (Trill) ; The Pedal ; Fingering.

A detailed and exhaustive exposition of Deppe's principles of the Piano-
forte technic in all its features, notably with regard to touch and pas
sage playing, showing the immense advantage to be gained by their appli-
cation, from the elementary to the higher stages of technical development.
A professional musician who studied after this method, writes in an issue

of the Musical Standard as follows :

"
1 am sure many must have felt

with me that the old system of teaching was useless for the production of
a technique fit to grapple with the appalling difficulties of much of the
music of the modern romantic school of composers. Let all whom are
ambitious to overcome such difficulties attack them on the lines laid down
by C. A. Ehrenfechter, and I am convinced they will find, as I have done,
their desires realised in a most astonishing manner."

THE ART OF TUNING THE PIANOFORTE, A New and

Comprehensive Treatise to Enable the Musician to Tune
his Pianoforte upon the System founded on the Theory
of Equal Temperament. By HERMANN SMITH. Crown

8vo, limp cloth, New Edition, thoroughly Revised, 2s.

Readers will welcome this note of approval signed by A. J. Hipkins, a

name long associated with the Pianoforte and familiar to most musicians

in the musical literature of the present time. No better voucher could be

desired of the fair claims of this little book upon the reader's attention and

confidence.
"

I have had the privilege of reading the proofs of Mr. Her-

mann Smith's clear and exhaustive treatise on Pianoforte Tuning, and I

am satisfied that for the professional tuner, or the amateur who desires to

understand the subject and put the knowledge he acquires into practice,
there is no book upon it yet published that may be compared with it. I

recommend all tuners or would-be tuners to study this unpretending and
excellent work, wherein the theory is laid down in clear and correct terms,

and the practice, as far as this is possible, is indicated judiciously."

AN ESSAY on the Theory and Practice of Tuning in General,

and on Schiebler's Invention of Tuning Pianofortes

and Organs by the Metronome in Particular. Trans-

lated by A. WEHRHAN. Crown 8vo, sewed, Is.

PRACTICE REGISTER for Pupil's Daily Practice. A

Specimen, Id., or Is. per 100.
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TECHNICAL AND THEORETICAL.
THE STUDENT'S HELMHOLTZ. Musical Acoustics or the

Phenomena of Sound as Connected with Music. By
JOHN BROADHOUSE. With more than 100 Illustrations.

Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.
"
In his Preface the author says :

' The object of the present book is to

give, in one volume, a good general view of the subject to those who can

neither spare time to read, nor money to buy a number of larg and

expensive works.' A perusal of the book justifies us in asserting that this

design is most satisfactorily carried out ; and it is not too much to say
that although the plan of the work excludes the possibility of minutely

dissecting every subject treated upon, any careful reader may obtain so

clear an insight into the principle of acoustics, as to enable him not only
to pass an examination but to store up a large amount of general know-

ledge upon the phenomena of sound." Musical Times.
" The Student's Helmholtz will be very useful to many musicians, to

whom much in Helmholtz's work must appear obscure. I shall recommend
the book whenever an opportunity offers itself." DR. HITTER.

THE ART OF MODULATING. A Series of Papers on Modu-

lating at the Pianoforte. By HENRY C. BANISTER.
With 62 Musical Examples. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, 2s.

Moreover in writing a composition there is time to think, devise and
contrive ; but that which is the subject of the above work is promptness,
readiness, and quick thought under special circumstances.

Not only at examinations viva voce but in actual experience, is ability

required to pass rapidly with very little
"
process

" from one key to

another.
" A great portion of the book is taken up with analyses of the modula-

tions employed by the great composers in their most significant works
these are always scholarly and ingenious and certainly show how by prac-
tice wedded to adequate knowledge it may be possible to pass rapidly with
very little of what the writer calls

'

process
'

from one key to another."
London Musical Courier.

THE ART OF MODULATION. A Hand-book Showing at a
Glance the Modulations from one Key to any Other in

the Octave, consisting of 1,008 Modulations. For the

Use of Organists and Musical Directors. Edited by
CAHI.I ZOELLER. Second Edition. Hoy. 8vo, cloth, 4s.

(paper, 2s. 6d.)

COMPLETE PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL
TERMS. By Du. DUDLKY BUCK. Sixth Edition, with
the Pronunciation of each Term accurately given.
Edited and Revised by A. WHITTINGHAM. Crown 8vo,

cloth, Is. (paper, 6d.)
A most valuable and useful little book to all musical people. The method

adopted for giving the correct pronunciation of each term is most conciee
and clear.
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ELEMENTARY MUSIC. A Book for Beginners. By DR.
WESTBROOK. With Questions and Vocal Exercises.

Thirteenth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, Is. Gd. (paper,

Is.)

CONTENTS: 1. The Staff and its Clefs. 2. Notes and their Rests. 3.

Bars and Time. 4. Accidentals. 5. Keys and Scales. 6. Intervals. 7.

Musical Pitch. 8. Accent. 9. Secondary Signs. 10. Ornaments and Groups
of Notes. 11. Voices and Scores. 12. Church Modes. 13. Italian and other
Directions. 14. Foreign Note-Names. 15. Questions. 16. Vocal Exercises
" His explanations are extremely clear. The questions at the end will

be found very useful." Musical Times.
" This little primer ia one of the best of its kind, and forms an admir-

able course of preparation for the local examinations in music * * * *
it

ensures, as far as a book can, an intelligent and thorough grasp of the
elements of musical knowledge. The questions at the end of the book will

be found invaluable to teachers." Journal of Trinity College, London.

HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC. By C. F. KENYON. With
numerous Musical Examples. Crown 8vo, cloth, '2*.

(paper, Is.)
" Mr. Kenyon proves himself an excellent guide ; and indeed we know

of no other work devoted to the subject with which he has dealt so thor-

oughly and so successfully." Glasgow Herald.
" Points out the paramount importance of being able to play from

memory. Many useful hints are given on the course of study to be

adopted." Morning Post.
" A most valuable little book of eight chapters, containing valuable

information on the art of memorising, with many illustrations." Western

Morning News.
"
May do much good inducing young pianists to exert their brains to-

gether with their fingers." Forkshire Post.

HARMONY AND THE CLASSIFICATION OF CHORDS.
With Questions and Exercises. By DR. J. H. LEWIS.
Vol. 1, 8vo, boards, cloth back, 5s.

Ditto, Vol. 2. 8vo, boards, cloth back, 5s.

COUNTERPOINT: A Simple and Intelligible Treatise. Con-

taining the most Important Rules of all Text Books, in

Catechetical Form ; (Forming an Answer to the Question

"What is Counterpoint?") Intended for Beginners.

By A. LIVINGSTONE HIRST. Crown 8vo, sewed, 9d.

MUSIC, A First Book for Beginners, Embodying the most

Recent English and Continental Teaching. By ALFRED

WHITTINGHAM. Crown 8vo, sewed, 3d.

The two principal objects kept in view in writing this little book were

Thoroughness of Definition and Regular Order in the arrangement of Sub-

jects. It differs from all other similar works in that all the technical

terms in music are introduced in the Answers not in the Questions.
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THE HARMONISING OF MELODIES. A Text-Book for

Students and Beginners. By H. C. BANISTER. Third

Edition, with numerous Musical Examples. Crown 8vo,

limp cloth, 2s.

CHAPTERS: Introductory, The Resources of Harmony; Harmonising with

Common Chords Only, General Principles; Couplets of Common Chords;
Plan, Rhythmical Structure, Phrases, Cadences; Cadences in Connection
with Modulation, Melodies in the Minor Mode

; Continuity, Congruity with
Words

;
Illustrations of Harmonising the same Melody in Different Ways

with Changed Mode ; Florid Melodies, Unessential Notes, Different Forms
of Harmonising; Pianoforte Accompaniment to a Melody; Arpeggio Ac-

companiment; Accidentals and Chromatic Passing Notes, A Caution,

Summary.

MUSICAL SHORTHAND for Composers, Students of Har-

mony, Counterpoint, etc., can be Written very Rapidly
and is more Legible than printed Music, with Specimens
from Bach, Handel, Chopin, Wagner, Mendelssohn,
Spohr, Mozart, etc. By FRANCIS TAYLOR, 14 pages,

12mOj sewed, 6d.
"
Composers and Students of Music expend a vast amount of time in mere

painful mechanism." We have only six totally unlike signs. These from
their simplicity can be written with great rapidity, one dip of the pen
sufficing tor an entire page, and the writing being as legible as possible.
Preface.

TRANSPOSITION AT SIGHT. For Students of the Organ
and Pianoforte. By H. ERNST NICHOL. Third Edition,
with numerous Musical Exercises. Crown 8vo, cloth,
Is. 6d. (paper, Is.)

There is no need to dwell upon the usefulness or even the necessity of
transposition to the organist or the accompanist of songs. The practice of
transposing upon the lines here laid down developes the "

mental ear,"
quickens the musical perception and gives ease in eight-reading ; as it 'is

evident that, if the student can transpose at sight, he will not have much
difficulty in merely playing at sight. The author has made free use of the
tonic sol-fa as well as the old notation in his many musical examples.

MUSICAL ANALYSIS. A Handbook for Students. By
H. C. BANISTER. With Musical Illustrations. Crown
8vo, limp cloth, 2s.

This series of Papers has not been intended as a Treatise on its bound-
less subject; only illustrative of the way in which students may go to
work in the interesting process of Analysis. To work at it is much more
interesting and improving than to read Analysis already made for them
The student should look out for beauties, even of the simpler kind as
well as endeavour to solve recondite problems. Try and enjoy the land-
scape and not merely map out the country.
" This neatly-got-up volume is indispensable to all student* of music It

is at once thorough and popular, scientific and interesting, and whilst most
instructive, it is charmingly luminous." Gentleman's Journal.
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EXERCISES ON GENERAL ELEMENTARY MUSIC. A
Book for Beginners. By K. PAIGE. Fourth Edition,
Part I. Price 9d. Part II., price Is. Crown 8vo,
sewed (2 parts complete in cloth, 2s. 4d.)

CONTENTS of PART I. 1. Pitch. 2. Length of Sounds. 3. Time. 4. Time
and Accent. 5. Intervals. 6. Scales. 7. Transposition. 8. Syncopation. 9.

Signs and Abbreviations. 10. Notation. 11. Miscellaneous Questions and
Exercises.

CONTENTS of PAHT II. 1. Triads. 2. First Inversion of a Triad. 3. Second
Inversion of a Triad. 4. Dissonances. 5. Suspensions. 6. Sequences. 7.

Cadences. 8. Dominant Sevenths, etc., etc.

" We have much praise not only for the general arrangement of the book,
but for the lucid manner in which the questions are put. The Chapters on
Time and Accent are exceedingly good, and there are gome useful exercises
to accustom the pupil to transposition. \Ve are especially pleased, too,
with the method of writing incomplete bars, and asking the pupil to supply
the missing parts with rests : also of requiring notes to be changed into
rerts and rests into cotes." Musical Times.
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VIOLIN.
THE HISTORY OF THE VIOLIN and other Instruments

Played on with the Bow from the Remotest Times to the

Present. Also an Account of the Principal Makers,
English and Foreign. With Coloured Frontispiece and
numerous Full-page Illustrations and Cuts. By WILLIAM
SANDYS, F.S.A., and SIMON ANDREW FORSTER. 390

pages, 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net (published at 14s.)

THE VIOLIN, Its History and Construction. Illustrated

and Described from all Sources. Together with a List

of Tyrolese and Italian Makers. With Twenty-nine Il-

lustrations and Folding Example of the First Music
Issued for the Lute, Viol and Voice. From the German.
By JOHN BROADHOUSE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

" The learned and instructive treatise of Abele, skilfully rendered by
J. Broadhouse and supplemented by a. version of Niederheitmann's list of

Italian and Tyrolese violin makers, a compilation invaluable to collectors

and connoisseurs of rare fiddles * * * a work wttich forms a noteworthy
addition to the small number of English books upon this interesting

subject." Scotsman.

The importance of this work has been long recognised on the Continent,
where it is eagerly sought for at a high price. The above is a full trans-

lation, special attention has been given to a proper rendering of technical

portions.

INFORMATION FOR PLAYERS, Owners, Dealers and
Makers of Bow Instruments, Also for String Manu-
facturers. Taken from Personal Experiences, Studies

and Observations. By WILLIAM HEPWORTH. With Il-

lustrations of Stainer and Guarnerius Violins and Guage
of Millimetres and Centimetres, etc. Crown 8vo, cloth,

2s. 6d.

CONTENTS : The Pegs Neck Fingerboard Bridge Tail -Piece Saddle-
Violin Holder Tail-pin Bar Sound Post On the Stringing of Bow In
struments in General Use Strings Rosin Cleaning of the Instrument and
the Bridge Bow Violin Case Repairs Preservation Conclusion.

HOW TO MAKE A VIOLIN, Practically Treated. By J.

BROADHOUSE. Two large Folding-plates and many Dia-

grams, Figures, etc. Post 8vo, bevelled cloth, 3s. 6d.

CONTENTS : Introduction The Parts of the Violin On the Selection of

Wood The Tools Required The Models The Mould The Side-pieces and
Side Linings The Back Of the BellyThe Thickness of the Baek and
Belly The Bass Bar The Purfling The Neck The Finger-Board The
Nut and String Guard Varnishing and Polishing Varnishes and Colour-

ing Matter- The Varnish A Mathematical Method of Constructing the
Outline The Remaining Accessories of the Violin.
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TECHNICS OF VIOLIN PLAYING. By KARL COURVOISIER.
With Illustrations. Tenth Edition. Cloth, 2s. 6d.

(paper, Is.)
"

It is my opinion that this book will offer material aid to all violin

players." JOACHIM.
" As far as words, aided by diagrams, can make clear so practical i

subject as the playing of a musical instrument, this little book leaves

nothing to be desired. The author, who was a pupil of Joachim, has

treated the subject in a most thorough manner, and we can highly recom-

mend his little book." Educational Times.
"

Illustrated in the clearest possible manner, by really admirable

drawings." Graphic.
"
Courvoisier, a pupil of Joachim, has aimed at presenting an exposition

of the methods of that great master, in which attempt he has, according-
to Herr Joachim's own explicit declaration, been very successful."-

Scotsman.
" A most thorough exposition of everything connected with this difficult

instrument." Schoolmaster.

TREATISE ON THE STRUCTURE AND PRESERVATION
OF THE VIOLIN and all other Bow Instruments. To-

gether with an Account of the most Celebrated Makers
and of the Genuine Characteristics of their Instruments.

By J. A. OTTO, with Additions by J. BISHOP. With

Diagrams and Plates. Fourth Edition, further En-

larged. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s.

Contains instructions for the repair, preservation and bringing out the

tone of instruments; tracing model for violin, mutes and fiddle holders;
list of classical works for stringed instruments. This work is especially
valuable for makers of violins.

HOW TO PLAY THE FIDDLE. For Beginners on the

Violin. By H. W. and G. GHESSWEI.L. Eighth Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. (paper, Is.)

JOACHIM says :

" Contains many useful hints about violin playing."
CONTENTS : 'General and Introductory On Teaching the Violin On In-

struction Books On Practice Relating to the Purchase of a Violin Im-

portance of Buying a Good One How to Set about Securing- a good Violin

The Merits of Old Fiddles, Age and Use The Testing or Making Trial

of a Fiddle Preservation and Repair of Violins General and Historical-

Few Short Remarks of a General Character Short History of Some Cele-

brated Violin Makers The Sound Bar and the Sound Post The Bridge
A Few Words on the Pegs, Mute, Rosin and Fingerboard The Strings

The Mode of Stringing The Bow Bowing The Method of Tuning the

Violin Some Rules to be Observed in Playing Double Stopping Har-

monics Remarks on the Shift The Shake On Playing with an Accom-

paniment Concluding Observations.
" We can cordially recommend this clever little work to all who are

studying the violin." Graphic.

FACTS ABOUT FIDDLES. Violins Old and New. By J

BROADHOUSE. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, sewed, 3d
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PRECURSORS OF THE VIOLIN FAMILY. BY K.
SCHLESINGEK. Many illustrations. 8vo, cloth. In the

Press.

VIOLIN MANUFACTURE IN ITALY and its German Origin.

By DR. E. SCHEBEK. Translated by W. E. LAWSON.
Second Edition. Square 12mo, sewed, Is.

HOW TO REPAIR VIOLINS and other Musical Instruments.

By ALFRED F. COMMON. With Diagrams. Crown 8vo,

boards, Is.

SKETCHES OF GREAT VIOLINISTS AND GREAT
PIANISTS. See "Biographical Section."

LIFE OF STRADIVARIUS. See "Biographical Section."

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF FIDDLERS. See "Bio-

graphical Section."

THE VIOLIN TIMES. Edited by E. POLONASKI. With Por-

trait Supplements. Nearly Volumes. 4to, cloth, 6s.

each. Annual subscription 2s. 6d. (Abroad 3s.)
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VOCAL.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE FLORID SONG. Or Sentiments

on the Ancient and Modern Singers. By P. F. Tosi.

Translated by MR. GALLIARD. With folding Musical

Examples. 184 pages. A Reprint of this Celebrated

Book, first published in 1743. Crown 8vo, boards with
vellum-like back, price 5s. (pub. 10s).

Recommended to all Students of the Italian Method of Singing by the
late Charles Lnnn.
" The readers of the Etude have frequently been treated to quotations

from this remarkable work. To the teacher and student of singing it has
a peculiar message. It stands for all that is sound and final in the phil-

osophy of singing and shows that the aesthetics and morals of the art arc

changeless. Those who need a healthful mental stimulus should read this

reprint of a work that represents the best thought and practice of the
old Italian singers and singing masters." The Etude.
"

It is a practical treatise on singing in which the aged teacher em-
bodies his own experience and that of his contemporaries at a time when
the art was probably more thoroughly taught than it has ever been since.

Many of its remarks would still be highly useful." Grove's Dictionary of

Music and Musicians.

Les principes de 1'ancienne et belle eoore du chant italien sont exposes
dans cet ouvrage avec Clarte et sont accompagnes d'observations qui demon-
trent que Tosi fut un grand maitre dans cet art. Qalliard a donn^ une
traduction anglaise de ce livre accompagne de notes, a laquclle Burney
aocorde des Eloges, et que Hawkins critique amarement. Fetis, Biographic
des Musiciens.
" The treatise of Tosi is altogether practical and contains a great number

of particulars respecting the management of the voice, and the method of

singing with grace and eloquence. Moreover it contains short memoirs
and general characters of the most celebrated singers, male and female,
of the author's time. Tosi was not only a very fine singer, etc." Die-

tionary of Musicians, 1827.

CATECHISM OF PART SINGING. And the Choral Services.

By JOHN HILES. Third Edition. Thick post 8vo,

sewed, price Is.

Advice to singers on every point of interest in reference to the vocal

organs.

RUDIMENTS OF VOCAL MUSIC. With 42 Preparatory
Exercises, Rounds and Songs in the Treble Clef. By
T. MEE PATTISON. Second Edition. Post 8vo, sewed, 4d.

VOICE PRODUCTION AND VOWEL ENUNCIATION. By
F. F. MEWBURN LEVIEN. Diagrams by ARTHUR C. BEH-

REND. Post 8vo, sewed, 6d.

VOCAL EXERCISES FOR CHOIRS AND SCHOOLS. By DR.

WESXBROOK. Post 8vo, sewed, 2d.
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TWELVE LESSONS ON BREATHING AND BREATH CON-
TROL. For Singers, Speakers and Teachers. By GEO.

E. THOUP. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, Is.

TWENTY LESSONS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
VOICE. For Singers, Speakers and Teachers. By
GEO. E. THORP. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, Is.

Mr. Thorp's two books have from time to time been recommended by
various eminent vocal specialists as giving: practical aid and advice for

the training, care and development of the voice. They are free from any
biased "system" or

"
dixcovery."

TREATISE ON THE TRAINING OF BOY'S VOICES. With

Examples and Exercises and Chapters on Choir-Organ-
ization. Compiled for the Use of Choirmasters. By
GEORGE T. FLEMING. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

GRADUATED COURSE OF EXERCISES FOR BOY
CHORISTERS. With Pianoforte Accompaniment.
For Use in Conjunction with Above. By G. T.

FLEMING. 4to, album, sewed, Is.

Ditto, Boy's Voice Part only, 6d.

50 MUSICAL HINTS TO CLERGYMEN. Management of

Breath, Classification of Male Voices, Management of

the Voice, The Service. With twenty specially written

Exercises. By GEO. F. GROVER. Crown 8vo, sewed, Is.

SOME FAMOUS SONGS. An Art Historical Sketch. By
F. R. RITTEII. 8vo, sewed, Is.

HOW TO MANAGE A CHORAL SOCIETY. By N. KILBURN,
Mus. Bac. Third Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo, sewed,
6d.

HOW TO SING AN ENGLISH BALLAD. By E. PHILP,
Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo, sewed, 6d.

"
It would be difficult to find a casket of brighter perns than those which

lie within the cover of this little vroik." Illustrated London News.
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PORTRAIT GALLERIES.
SIXTY YEARS OF MUSIC. A Record of the Art in England

during the Victorian Era. Containing 70 Portraits of

the most Eminent Musicians. Oblong quarto, boards,
cloth back, 2s. 6d.

The Album is as complete a record of Victorian Music as is possible
within the limits of such a publication, it has been our endeavour to make
it interesting to the general public as well as to the professional musician.
With that end in view we have included portraits of the greatest foreign
composers and executants, such as Chopin, Berlioz, Mendelssohn, Brahms,
Wagner, Gounod, Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Liszt, Kubinstein, Paderewski, Jean
de Reszke, Mario and others, as well as of the great English composers and
musical educationalists.

NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY OF BRITISH MUSI-
CIANS. By JOHN WARRINER, Mus.D. Trinity College,
Dublin. Introduction by JOSEPH BENNETT. Over 500

Photo Portraits of well-known and eminent living Musi-
cians of Great Britain and Ireland, with short Bio-

graphical notice of each. The whole bound in one
handsome oblong folio volume, cloth lettered. Offered

for 7s. 6d. net, post free (or 8s. post free abroad), (pub-
lished 14s. net).
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